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FOREWORD

This research was accomplished under Project 3058, Task 08# during
the period from December 1969 to Nay 1972. It was conducted under
the jurisdiction of the Liquid Rocket and Technology Divisions of
the Air Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory. The progra was co-
ordinated with the University of California at Los Angeles andg in
addition to satisfying Air Force needs, served as the research f r
the dissertation of Daweel George. Technical direction for the
project was provided by Professor Frank W. Spaid,

This technical report has been reviewed and is approved.

Paul J. Daily, Lt Col, USAF
Chief, Technology Division
Air Force Rocket Propullion Laboratory
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13 AfISTPCT

Tho use of holography In studying certain fluid mechanics problems was investigated,
This effort speciically exanined the application of holography tos (t) high speed
(supersonic) flo,,y fields by injecting diffei-ant liquid jets perpendicularly into a
Kach 3 gas streaa to observe how jý,t breakup occurs, and (2) the atomination ch-arac-
teristics (droplet size and spatial distribution) of a liquid jet Injected into c'ui-
escent, atmospherica air. The holograza were recorded in the off-axis, Fresnel, itans-
mission arrangenvz.t.

The -ariables r-P interest were wind tunnel total pressure, liquid type, orifice
diameter and liquý,- injection velocity. Twenty-five holograms were taken of flow,
fiolds resulting P-rom the different test conditions. Va~riation in jet amplitude and
vaiselngth im tV, liquid progressed from the Injection point were clearly visible,, and
these data were qý,intified.t For the test conditions of this Investigation, the effect
of fluid physical jropeyprties (viscosity and surf~ace tension) was negligible. Ampli-
tude and wavelength growth was duo to inertial forces.

Radial distribution of the droplet number and mass for a jet Injected into still
air was found to increase zonotonically, then d.,icrease with Increase in radial posi-
tion. Droplet size distribution variation was observed to exist at two differrent
axia regions of the jet. The mode became smALlear with increase In axial distance
from the injection point.

The analytical method for processing three-dimensional droplet data consisted of a
system of computer prograns which operated on the droplet size and spatial coordinates
to determine site, mass# number and spatia distribution. Two methods for retrieving
liolographic data were devisea,

DD IORNOV 1473 UNOLASSIFIRD
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ABSTRACT

The ise of holography in studying certain fluid mechanics pro-

blems was investigated. The holo2alphic technique can record a flow

field in three dimensions by one pilse of a laser. This effoet speci-

fically examined the application of hologrfy to. (i) high speed

(,upersonic) flow fields by injecting dif%.arent liquid jets perpendi-

cularly into a Mach 3 gas stream to observe how jet breakup ocours, and

(2) the atoxisation characteristics (droplet size and spatial distribu-

tion) of a liquid jet injected into quiescento atmospheric air, The

holograms were recorded in the off-axis, Fresnel, transmission arme

ment. The holographic recording syetem consisted of a 3 Joule pusld

ruby laser, whose pulse width was 50 nanoseconds, and a holocasra.

Five liquids (water, trichloroethylene, FrTeon Ms3 nothanol anr

water/photoflo solution) were injected individually thmagh different

size orifices (.042, .050, .062 inches in diameter), The variibles of

interest were wind timnel total pessureq liquid type, orifice die."

meter and liquid injection velocity. Twenty-five holo were taken

of flow fields resulting frm t•he different test condiUons. Variation

in jet amplitude and wavelength as the liquid progressed from the in-

jeotion point were leatly visible, and these data were quwatifiedo It

was found tha.• an equation of the form

Amplitudeo Wavelength - C(injection distance)N(dymmic prasura ntio)M

modeled the data well. For the test conditions of this inveatigation&

the eOffect of fluid physical properties (viscosity and surface tensio)

waa negligible. Amplitude xnd wavelength growth was due to inortial

forces Droplet data in the vpeionlc strean ýma not dlzoerTbiea



This was attributed to the droplet sizes being less than the resolution

capability of the holographic system (approximately 15 microns) and the

velocity of the droplets, which moved approximately 10-25 microns within

the 50 nanosecond puIse, causing a smear ef the drorlet image.

Radial distribution of the droplet number and mass for a jet in-

jected into still air was found to increase monotonically, tnen decrease

with increase An radial position. The droplet field spreading increased

with increase in distance from the injection point. Drop) dt size dis-

tribution variation was observed to exist at two different axial re-

gions of the jet. The mode became smaller with increase in axial dis-

tance from the injection point. Drop aist. distribution for the dtAa

from this investigation was modeled wall by either a log-probability

or modified general exponential function. Excellent results were ob-

tained with the cumulative volume models, but poor correlation was ob-

tained with the droplet volume derivative. This was attributed to the

wide scatter in the data when it was arranged in the volume derivative

form.

Two methods for retrievirg holographic data were deviseda (M)

direct - cLta is taken directly from the scene volume and input on

magnetic tape, and (2) alternate -- photographs are taken at discrete

planes wV.hin the scene volume, processed through a film readig ma..-

O'ine and the data punched on cards. The analytical method for pro-

cessing three-dinensional droplet data consisted of a system of compu.

ter wo hi,'h operated on the droplet size and spatial coordinates

to determine size, mass, number and spatial distribution, Information

is output in tabulated and plotted form. The dat. can be characterized

by selected distribution functions and calculated mean diameters.
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NOMENCLATURE

'i i•,boI Iescription Units

a Sonic velocity, scaling factor ft/sec
(equation 1)

Rectangular strip half width in n- ft
expression for R 2a*(p V 2a*/cy)
page 11. 32 Igg

A Area, dimensionless amplitude in2

(equation 31)

), B Coueftficient

e Wave velocity ft/sec

C Discharge coefficient

C1 DDrag coefficient

Cf Skin friction

')* ,D Constant coefficients
(equations 16 and 17)

D Diameter microns,
inches

Force lbs.

g,G Gravitational constant ft/sec2

k Specific heat ratio

I, Length in.

m Mass lbs.

M Mach number, V./a, momentum

N Number

p Coefficient

I Pressrev lb/in 2

q Coefficient

q Dynamic pressure ratio, ? 1 V1 f/ri

"VIII



NOMENCLATURE, continued

Symbol Description Units

Q Volume flow rate ft 3/sec

T Mean radius microns,
inches

R Scaliag factor (equation 1),
initial drop radius (equation 2) in,

Re Reynolds number, ?gVD04L g

S Dimensionless distance
So/Cd D along trajectory

t Time sec.

T Temperature

U Mean lineal velocity ft/sec

V Velocity, volume ft/secin3

W •ii÷ flow rate lb/sec

We Weber number, ?gV2 Do/c

x Jet breakup distance from injection in.
point in di~ection of wave travel

x,y,z Spatial cc ordinates in.

Z Ohnesorge number,

13Sheltering parameter (equation 1)

7 Specific weight

Boundary layer thickness (equation in.
i), displacement in radial direction
(equation 2), coefficient (equation 16)

Initial dimensionless amplitude,
amplitude/wavelength

0 Injection angle

X Dimensionless wavelength,

Nk'1/ no



NOMENCTATIRE, continued

Symbol Description Units

Q Volume flow rate ft 3/sec

r Mean radius microns,
inches

R Scaling factor (equation 1),
initial drop radius (equation 2) in.

Re Reynolds number 0 ?)gVg9 DIIg

Dimensionless distance

St/Cd D0 along trajectory

t Time sec.

T Tem •erature

U Mean lineal velocity ft/sec

V Velocity, volume ft/secin3

W Weight flow rate lb/sec

WO Weber number, g DoCZ

x Jet breakup distance from injection in.
point in direction of wave travel

x,y,z Spatial coordinates in.

Z Ohnesorge number,
FL1 'V(p 1D

2 Sheltering parameter (equatici 1)

7 Specific weight

Boundary layer thickness (equation in.
I), displacement in radial direction
(equation 2), coefficient (equation 16)

Initial dimenf-ionless amplitude,
0A amplitude/wavwlength

V Injection angle

X Dimensionless wavelength,
SX'/C fo

d /0~



NOMENCLATURE, continued

Symbol Desription Units

Ji Absolute viscosity lb/ft.sec.

Kinematic viscosity ft 2 /sec

Density lb/ft3

O- Surface tension lb/ft

T Shear stress

Subscripts Description

aw Adiabatic wall

g Gas

1. Liquid

m Mean

o Orifice, total

Srel Relative

w Wall

CO F.ee strean

Nx

L
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION



1. Bac ,xond

The interest in liquid jet behavior dates back to Lord Rayleigh"o*

Since his original paper of 1878, many people have attempted to deter-,

mine, both analytically and experimentally, the mechanisms and physical

processes by which a liquid jet disintegrates into droplets. The atomi-

zation process occurs in stages and generally begins with a disturbance

of the liquid jet surface, then the formation of ligaments as the ;er-

turbed surface becomes more unstable, and finally the ligaments break up

further into droplets. Limited success has been achieved in theoreti-

cally predicting the form of disturbance that most rapidly leads to jet

instability. Jet behavior and structure vary significantly in the dif-

ferent flow regimes; laminar, transition and turbulent. This indicates

that the breakup mechanism is different for each regime. Surface ten-

sion, capillary, viscous, inertial and combinations of these forces domi-

•)'t_- hi certain regimes and under certain flow conditions, and influere

hhe jeL behavior accordingly. Although it is known that the jet br..kup

mecs-inism depends on the flow regime, the ultimate problem of thz•or6ct-

cally predicting drop size distribution, given a set of flow -oio.Ld6itns,

fluid properties and injection geometry, has not been solved, liwever,

empirical relationships have been developed by various in estigators

studying liquid jet behavior under various flow conditions and geometries,

They, Harmon(2), Ingebo and Foster(3), Nuklyama and Thnasawa(4) P

Volynskiy(5)t and Weiss and Worsham (6), to name a few, have correlated

various flow parameters with some characteristic ilean droplet diameter.

Liquid jets were injected into air whose velocity ranged irom zero to

*Superscripts ir parenthesis indicate the references jisted
at the end of the report.
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supersonic speeds. These and other investigators ,•ve e Aablished that

the most important factors which influence drop size are nozzle geometry,

operating conditions and fluid (liquid and gas) properties. The relative

velocity between the liquid jvt ard the gas into which the liquid is in-

jected plays a major role in the -resulting drop size over the total

range of gas conditions considered. Needless to say, a uroblem which

has defied theoretical analysis for nearly a hundred years is a very

complex one.

The interest in liquid jet behavior is as keen today as it has

been through the years. Thia is due to the many practical applications

which employ a liquid jet. Some of these uses are: chemical rxocesaes,

aerosols, atomization of liquid f'els in automobile, jet and rocket en-

gines, agricultural for spraying of crops, neteorological. (c) )ud seeding),

aerospace--thrust vector controlt supersonic coiabustion, external burning,

hydroquenching of solUd rocket motors; fire fightingi pollution control,

etc,

Adequate general theory arid scaling laws which cha.acterize the

resulting spray from breakup of a liqvid ,Jet has been and Ii being sought.

Spray information, drop size and rass distilbution has, in the past,

bsen primarily obtained by photographic and collection methods, but

these have their limitations. More re'.ently, the holographic te-hniqje

has evolved to a state of developzent such that it can be applied in the

investigation of certain engineering probleas. With one valpsl of a la- -,

the holographic technique can record a flow field in three d~miosions

without disturbing it. Due to thc extremely shoi-t pulse vLdtl of a ruby

laser (on the order of tens of nanoseconds), a h19h--ped £Lcw field can

be "frozen" and data about the liquid jet structurý, and diaracteristics,



*rmnI I rit);1.1 At I rJ? i1-,p1iR; tn hrilewra ph I thn.u e to li 1-dr

jet Ir jq,'Ia ¶roý 1tt, .j er.rriI r vaq rntr'!-.uR' and I nt4 nt I I a Ir , t-: t (Iu

r~ix.m~rnc tMs. lj~'gjr~lPirlr o the tnchniqlin In c--2rtaln flluid &efha-nic-, o-,T

n.cw nrl (2) ar,I2Jlre3 je1 itnrurture anvld riplet 'lata p--eo'~ly x'tat-

Thilr: Inv irvtigh n wan a multi-purpo~se one. 7h.q first objective was

to In tit 1q~l )Pet brreakup and dro-plet forma.tion resultin.g there-

from un~ng the holi-wraphic torhnique. Cf coturne, the puzrpose is to gain

a Wettcr ondo~rntanrllni/ of the mechanipm by which the liqilid jet breaks

1),r and rlixlnteiý,atern Into rlroplertn. The holograph.ic technique can pro-

vIido, with one p~ulrn of a laser, an instantaneous, full-slze, three-

'ltrinnflonrIa] rnproduction of a flow fie~ld without dinturbing It. This

(.fNort, 'i.-Irlned "h,, aprilc.(atlon of~ holography in two flow reg~iment (1)

hIgh npneed (nsupersonic-) flow flelds by lnject~nlv a l1q.yzid perpendicu-

Jsirly Into a Mach 3j vAn atream to observe how jet oreakup occurs, and

(2) llqr:1d jet In~jertion Into quiencent, atmospheric air.

Haviniv taken thri holomrms, thr next objective wa3 to devise an

arrulrato rind rapid method for retrievinfg quantitative he-log-raphic data.

Of particular Intornnt wan the structure oi he jet, droplet size distri-

1'ution and manri ripatiai '!1stributin~n.

Onne ir)1(tdaf;i wa-ý retrlroved from t.he hologram, I~t had to be

red uced. H-'ncn, another objective was to develop an anaiytical method

to reduce tnrfoe-4jI me.n '4onal dropr-~t data, size anrI sa~tial coordinatus,

aind oporate on It mtat irttially for nnhioque-nt (norrolati)n with flotg



parame-cers,

Ultimately, the endeavor was to contribute to the formulation of

a general theory and scaling laws which govern jet breakup and atomiza-

tion into droplets, so that, given a set of conditions, the resulting

flow field can accurately be characterized,

3, Method of Investi&ation

A general description of the manner in which the objectives were pur-

sued is herein presented. After defining the problem, the next step was

to conduct a review of the literature to determine what is known# how

accurately the jet breakup is described and predicted, and what addi-

tional information is needed to better understand the atomization mechan-

ism of liquid jets. Since one of the regimes of interest was liquid jet

breakup in a supersonic stiz-am, experiments were conducted in a Mach 3,

blowdo"n wind tunnel. Holograms were taken of the flow fields resultiig

from the interaction of a liquid jet and the supersonic gas stream under

various flow conditions. A hologram was also taken of a liquid jet in-

jected into still air. Two methods w-re devised for retrieving holo-

graphic data from the holograms. In ozder to retrieve data from a holo-

gram, one must first be able to view the hologram. This is accomplished

by illuminating the hologram with a light source of the same or similar

wavelength to that which was used in recording the hologram. Both me-

thods reconstructed the hologram with a helium-neon laser, but differed

in that the first method would retrieve data directly from the holograms

and input the information on magnetic tape, while the socond method in-

volved taking a series of photographs through the scene volume, and used

a film reading machine to retrieve the date. w.ich was then punched on



computer cards. These methods were specifically oriented for the retrie-

val of droplet datal however, they can also be used for retrieval of

other types of holographic data. An analytical method to reduce holo-

graphic droplet data was developed. A system of computer programs com-

prised the analytical method. These programs operated on the droplet

size and spatial coordinate data to obtains (1) the drop size distri-

bution, (2) the various mean diameters, and (3) mass spatial distribu-

tion. The raw data was also modeled by known distribution functions to

determine if these functions could be used to characterize the resulting

spray from the jet breakup. The data obtained from liquid jet injection

into a supersonic stream and into still air was analyzed and organized

for presentation in the most meaningful manner.

Presented in the subsequent chapters is a discussion of the

literature survey, a description of the test apparatus and experiments,

an explanation of the holographic retrieval methods, an explanation of

the holographic Iata reduction method, a tabulation of the test results,

and the analyses.

A
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CHAPTR~ II

LITFRAT'mE REVIEW



1. General Discussion

A comprehensive search of the literature concerning liquid jet break-

up into droplets was conducted, Both analytical and experimental works

were reviewed. Jet breakup in a cross-stream, either supersonic or sub-

sonic, parallel gas stream and in still air are discussed below in

Section 2. Accompanying jet breakup is droplet breakup. Hence, litera-

ture on droplet breakup was also amassed, but will not be discussed in

detail here. Those interested in droplet breakup are referred to a re-

port by Luna and Klikoff(7) on the aerody!Aamic breakup of liquid drops.

It comprises a critical survey of droplet breakup literature, The work

appears to be quite thorough and contains discussions on practically all

of the aecctpted droplet breakup investigations, including those by

Hinze 8 , Morrell(9) and Wolfe and Andersen( O). Luna and Klikoff found

that tht threshold conditions for breakup were determined by the critical

I eber and Ohnesorge numbers. In Section 3 equations which were developed,

either analytically or experimentally, to relate turbulent jet breakup

under various flow conditions to somse mean droplet diameter, are compared

and discussed. Various droplet measurement techniques are discussed in

Section 4. A qualitative discussion on holography is presented in Sec-

tion 5, since this was the technique chosen to measure and spatially

locate the droplets obtained from this investigation. A discussion as to

how droplet data is characterized by various Investigators is presented

in Section 6.

2. Turbulent Jet nreakup and Dronlet Formation

a. In a Supersonic Cross Stream: Dowdy and Newton(11) investigated

liquid and gas jet injection into a supersonic stream. Liquid and gaseous

nitrogen jets were injected perpendicularly into g-t: streams whose

8



Mach numbers ranged from 2.01 to 4.54. A large number of tests was con-

ducted which provided information about the effects of free stream Mach

and Reynolds numbers, injection pressure on the shock structure and the

pressure d'stribution induced on the plate by the injection process.

In addition to pressure distribution data, schlierens, shadowgraphs and

motion pictures were taken of the jet interaction phenomena.

McRae(12) conducted an experimental investigation to study the

breakup characteristics of a liquid jet injected perpendicularly into a

Mach 4 supersonic gas stream. The variables of interest were gas stream

total preasure, injection velocity and flow rate, injector internal con-

'figuration, injection angle and injectant physical properties. A total

of 269 tests were conducted to provide data to characterize jet penetra-

tion and spreading. Shadowgraphs or still photos were presented for

each test. Penetration and spreading plots were also presented. McRae

found that the jet-gas stream interaction phenomena was unsteady.

Harvey(13) conducted an analytical investigation on longitudi-

nal waves on a liquid jet injected at right angles to a high velocity

gas stream. The analysis consisted of a linearized energy balance for

surface waves moving along the jet. The motivation for the study was to

gain a better anderstanding cf the jet wave behavior, so drop size dis-

tribution resulting from 4et breakup could be predicted. He found that

long waves grow most rapidly under a laminar boundary layer, while .rt

waves grow most rapidly under a turbulent boundary layer. He derived an

expression for distance to jet breakup:

' ( )1/3 t)/6

9



where

S26R R .) -a-Tý .5
He compared the values for x predicted by his theory with measured val-

ues obtained from McRae's experimental data and only obtained fair cor-

relation. The lack of good correlat.ion is contributed to the approxi-

mations of linearization and deep water theory, and experimental mea-

surement and interpretation difficulties. Graphs showing distance to

Jet breakup for different injection velocities are presented. There

are irregularities in both the predicted and measured values, In general,

the predicted values are lower than the measured values. The trends are

similar. That is, as injection velocity increases, so does the jet

breakup distance. This was also observed iki the presont investigation.

Harvey acknowledges that transverse waves around the jet also occur and

a true analysis should take both longitudin, and transverse waves into

account. A more recent paper by Harvey (14) concerns itself with lateral

capillary w-aves which occur when a liquid jet injected perpendicularly

into a supersonic stream is aerodynamically broken up by the gas stream,

It is an analytical investigation and uses an approach similar to that

of Mayer(15 and Adelberg(I16), The analysis is conducted in the stand-

off region between the normal shock and the windward sile of the jet and

sonic lines. The analysis differs from those of Mayer and Adelberg, who

used Jeffrey's sheltering theory. The basis for the analysis is an

equation developed by Chang and Russell for subsonic gas flow. Chang

and Russell provided a formnulation far Ke]vin-Helmholtz instability that

includes the effects of compressibility. Harvey's analysis includes

Kelvin-Helmholcz and Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities, both of which ha

10
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claims are appropriate on the vindward side of the liquid jet. He

develops an expression for the size distribution of drops produced over

the whole windward face of the jet. Some approximations are made to

facilitate integration of the distribution expression. He further sim-

plifies by considering only capillary waves. fie then relates the number

distribution to R3 2 (Saut.cr mean radius) and finally arrives zt the ex-

pression R m a*We f which is the Weber number to some power. He com-
-- • ' prssion 32,

pared his results with the experimental data of Bitron (17)# Volynskiy(5)

and Cooderum and found his theory relates best with Bitron data.

Sherman and Schetz(19) investigated breakup of liquid sheets and

jets in a supersonic gas stream. Review of this ri•er was limited to the

sections concerning the jets. Liquid jets were studied with spark shadow-

7graphs, high speed movies (7,000 frames/second) and photomicrographs

.(0.4 microsecond spark source). Four different liquids were in ,cted in-

to a Mach 2.1 gas stream. Their high speed movies show that jet breakup

is characterized by gross fracture of the jet, initiated at the troughs

of waves which span the jet circumference and move axially along the jet.

Their droplet data obtained from photomicrographs is not considered good

data, since too few drops were measured. Also, droplet size could be in

error frow approximately 7 to 240 microns, depending on the droplet

velocity (injection to free stream) at the time the spark was flashed,

They conclude that mean droplet diameter for the same liquid varies in-

versely to the 1.3 power with liquid injection velocity, D mo/'V1"3.

Only 2 of 3 water injection tests substantiate this conclusion,

Yates(20) investigated penetration and spreading of liquid jets

transversely injected into supersonic air streams. ve cites works of

other investigators such as Catton(21) et. al., •'orde(22) et. al. and

'7'1



Horn and Reichenbach(23). Since jet penetration and spreading were not

areas of investigation in the study being presented here, evaluation of

Yates' work will not be made. The penetration trajectories for the pre-

(21)sent investigation were calculated by the method developed by Cattton

Close agreement was found between the calculated and actual trajectories.

Two papers by Gooderum and Bushnell(24) (25) were reviewed. The

purpose of the first investigation was to define the boundaries of aero-

dynamic breakup of a liquid jet. They found there is good agreement be-

tween theory and experiment ior liquid jet breakup in the continuum flow

regime, relative to critical Weber number; that is, the number below

which no further breakup will occur.

In addition to reviewing data by other investigators in the con-

tinuum regime, they coiducted "flight" tests in the slip flow regime

(Knudsen number 10 -- 10-2). Cool water (40-46°F) was injected perpen-

dicularly into a Mach 5.5 gas stream. Orifice diameters were 0.01, 0.02,

0.04 and 0.08 inches. Injection temperature, pressure and velocity were

essentially constant (approximately 43 0 F, 13 psia, 30fPs). Hence, Weber

number varied as did orifice diameter, and was found to be 3.9, 8.3,

15.7 and 31.4 for the respective orifices. As expected, all four jets

were bent or deflected downstream and the breakup process was found to

be a function of jet diameter, By observing photographs of the jet, the

critical diameter was seen to be aopproximately 0.02 Inches, and the

We*rit Z6. Knudsen numbers for the tests were on tae order of 1.0.

Although their data is insufficient to describe with certainty the

variation of critical Weber number between continuum and free molecular

flow, there appears to be no effect of Knudsen no. or high local static

temperature (1620°H) -n the critical Weber number for primary atomization

12



of liquid jets Lnjected into a gaseous crossflow.

The second investigation was conducted to obtain mean drop size in

a low gas density environment (3.74x10"-2.62x103lb/ft3).

Ambient water was injected perpendiculcxlj into the air stream

from a circular orifice mounted flush iii a flat plate. Orifice diameters

were 0.020, 0.052 and 0.120 inches with length/diameter ratios of 12.5,

5 and 2.45 respectively. Measurements were taken at 4.25 inches down-

stream from the point of injection and at various heights within the

spray. Injection velocities ranged from 82 to 200 feet/second into a

3,970 feet/second air stream. The Dobbins(59) light scattering technique

was used to determine the mean drop size, D32 , (mean diameters are de-

fined by equation 28 on page 122) in the spray.

D32 was found to be independent of liquid injection velocity.

They observed that for the smaller orifice diameter, the liquid remained

a coherent jet for• a distance before being atomized, whereas atomization

occurred at the nozzle exit for the larger diameter. This is probably

due to the difference in L/D among the nozzles.

There was too much scatter in the data to determine a definite

relationship between D)32 and orifice diameter and gas density, However,

the trends appear to be in the proper direction. That is, D3 2 varies

directly with orifice diameter and inversely with gas density.

Williams(26) reviewed papers pertinent to supersonic combustion.

The papers concerning atomization and disintegration of liquid jets have

all been reviewed in the course of this present investigation. He con-

cludes, as did the author of this investigation, that a good amount of

data on jet breakup mechanisms and resulting drop size distributions have

been accumulated for liquid jets in subsonic gas streams, but very limited

13



xipt•rimouital rasulta are aVaiidble for xoan drop else enu droolet "m-

trtbuttoub ti 6utspr~oaiic otresaw-. r'haortia preaentod by v"rioua Inved-

t igtora for liq0uld jet breakup In either subsonic or auporezn1o

atr-eawa difftr gzodtty in their physical assumptlona. Sinco theories

dtirrr widely andl oxlmrtmental data to acaaec atlmatea of diainte-

Aratiolt OhdrUoterlt1de or" liquid jets In p•urponic gvA streams are

"Ihighly uncertain. Wllllaa cited throo dtaintogration echani••na•i (1)

otoady-ahoar, (2) rcipillary-wave, aMx (3) accoleration-wzave breakui He

robtricto hia attention to the aoooleratIon-Yavo breakup mechanism,

inu i tn tomtlAtlon of a liquid jet In a supereonic ramjet combustor

coems to be explainod best by thin theory, although he acknouledgc8 it

lb Imprecise, 11e r~i~oommndI improving the acceleration wave theory by

accounting for jot deror.atton and by caloulating droplet also dietribu-

tions. Catton awd lNarvoy(27) conducted an analyala on deformation of a

1luitld jot injectod acrosa a high veloolty gas stream. A recent pri-

vate communication with thode gentlemen revealed they have conducted a

-fmot'n coCurata analyults bIlCno their report waa publiah-•d.

Morroll(q) ("t) invoutIgater liquid jet breakup and the cri-

tical oonditiona for drop and jet shattering. Br•akup of a single

water jet by a transvorse shock wave was studied. He found that break-

up time decroaaod with lncreaao in gaa velocity amt increased with jet

radtue. Thu extont of deformition was a linear funct ion of the ratio af

Wobar number to the 6quaro root of Reynolds number based on initial jet

radlu. He poatulatea two theoretlcal mzoelas (I) atomization by

atripping of a Liquid houndary layer, and (2) deformation of cho liquid

ma"S, and dlacutioui them. HR found that for conutant gas velocity the

"critical oonditloi for !HqulA lctt 1'Ccmkup Is :'lv'n by
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-0.2 (2)

eV2 R/a-

The study "Measurement of Droplet Sizes in Liquid Jets Atomized

in Low-Density Supersonic Streams" by Kurzious and Raab(30) provided the

first experimental data on droplet sizes and size distributions from the

disintegration of liquid jets in low-density (free molecular regime)

supersonic gas streams. Stop-motion rlotographs were taken of water and

ethanol Jets atomized by perpendicular injection into Mach 3 argon and

helium streams. Gas stream static pressures and stagnation temperatures

were, respectively, from approximately .015 to .155 psia and from 530 to

16800R. Weber numbers, based on orifice diameter and free stream flow

properties, varied from 8.4 to 130. They attempted to extrapolate, or

determine the applicability of, continuum regime atomization cor'relations

Into the free molecular regime. The observed mean droplet sizes were

all larger than those predicted by the continuum regime correlation, and

large metastable droplets persisted for unexpectedly long intervals.

Hence, they concluded that a fundamental difference exists between atomi-

zation mechanisms and time scales in the low and high density gas environ-

ments. Also, aerodynamic breakup of cross injected liquid jets is not

expected to occur at low gas stream dynamic pressure,

The relevancy of Kurzious and Haab's work to this effort is the

correlation of Ingebo(3 ), Bitron(17) and Volynskiy's(5) data, which spans

the subsonic and supersonic regimas, by one equation:

D
0 48 (3)

Do We, 1 .375 (ae/i 25
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where We Re- V D
S 0

The equation is a modification of Volynskly's expression. Also, the form

of the equation is similar to that of Ingebo and Foster's, but contains

a Mach number term, and the definitions of the Weber and Reynolds numbers

are different. Figure I shows that Ingebo's subsonic equation over-

predicts drop size when used In the supersonic region where Bitron and

Volynskiy obtained their data. Figure 2 shows how equation (3) cor-

relates the data. Kurzious and Raab discuss subjectively that the data

would lie closer to the correlation line if proper correLions are made

to the data to account for data acquisition errors.

Bitron(17) conducted a number of liquid jet atomization tests by

transverse injection into a supersonic air stream. Mach numbers ranged

from 1.37 to 2. The purpose of his work was to determine the applicabi-

lity of the classic Nukiyama-Tanasawa equation,

11 4D32-5.85 ~10 (ý\. 5 + 597f(- eý~O . 3 q)Il (4i)Vre1 l g

which was developed for subsonic gas velocities and parallel liquid-gas

flov, i, supersonic gas streams. He injected dibutyl phthalate at room

temperature in all tests and kelt the volume flow rate constant at

Q1/Qg- 1.2x1- Hence, the variation of D a~ion (4) then bu-

comes a function of the relative velocity, Vrel, only.

The air streams were accelerated through venzurl '.ubes. Throat

diameters did not exceed 3mm; the liquid jet tube was .32ma, 1

Droplet data was collected by impaction on silicon-coated glass

slides. Corrections were made for the contact angle between the dibutyl

16
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phthalate and the coated glass. The glass plate was placed at a point in

the air stream where the Mach number of the spray jet, as determined by

a Pitot tube, was 0.35 (corresponding to a velocity of about 120 meters/

second). Sampling time for each test was 0.01 seconds controlled by a

shutter placed between the air stream and glass plate, The Mach number

choice was a compromise between high impaction efficiency of the small

drops, which requires a high velocity at the glass plate, and avoidance

of large droplet breakup upon impact, which requires a low velocity at

the plate. Samples were collected from within a Imm diameter circle on

the plate whose center was on the axis of the air stream.

t:t i Bitron conducted 10 tests at each of 5 gas velocities and col-

lectc.d drop1et data for each run. The collective drop size distribu-

tions for the different gas velocities are presented in Table III of his

paper. Bitron claims that the Nukiyama-Tanasawa equation can be exten-

ded into the supersonic region. This conclusion is not warranted by his

data, and Figure 3 shows why. Variation of ) is inversely propor-
32 esl rpr

4! tional to gas velocity according to the Nukiyama-Tanasawa equation. How-

ever, D calculated from Bitron's raw data shows that the Sauter nean
32

diameter varies as V

The flow conditions and fluid properties for :'itron's tests were

inserted Jnto Ingebo and Poster's equation

DL .25 where We V 2D and Re V D (5)
0 o

Ingeb~'s equation is an empirical relation obtained by injecting various

liquids perpendicularly into a subsonic pas stream. This equation, if it

could be extended into the supersonic region, would be more apropos than

the Nuklyama-Tanasawa equation, wbl-:h energed from data obtained from a

1
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parallel liquid jet-g-as stream arrangement, Igure 4 shows how the

volume mean diameter, D300 varies with gas velocity according to Ingebo's

equation, The D, calculated from 2itron'z data by the definition
)0

D30 D31 /3 (6)

shows that the trend of D with change in gas velocity is substantially
30

different from that indicated by Ingebo's equation, and that the actual

data D30 is approximately 5 times smaller than thit piven by Ingebo's

equa.tion. Also shown in Figure 4 is the variation of D3 0 with gas

velocity according to a correlation equation by Kurzious and Raab( 30)

which accounts for change in Mach number.

S3_0 48

D ( We ] 375(Re/M)25 (3)

This equation spin- fhv- 7uhscnic and supersonic regions. It has a form

similar to the infebo -quation but the ;:ebcer and 'leynolds numbers are

defined differently. The variation of U3. witl. gas velocity is the same

in both equations (3) and (5). That is, ), 0(. ', The D ore-•~ 0O , D30

licted with the Kurzious and Raab eiuation i.<, Oloser to that calculated

from the data than the D30 predicted with the Ingebo and Toster equation.

Bitron made histo•rams of relative drop voltume ac. a function of

nominal drop diameter. On theso he superi:nposed the distribution function

of the upper limit -quition developed by Mugele anI EvansCl ), Compari-

son of the curves with the histograms showed that the upper limit equ.--

tion r-ave th,- nropnr trend in all cases. flowever, a Chi-,qoa,'e 7oodncrus

of fit test aprl>)tO to the data and upper limit 11stributior r:urves -ave
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poor results.

Jitron also showed that droplet evaporation during in~eLIon

could be neglected even for the highest stagnation temperature (473 0 F)

in his experiments.

The work conducted by Volynskiy is similar, in many respects,

to that conducted in the present investigation. The main differences

are in the geometric configurations, stream conditions and liquid injec-

tion pressure. Based on his experiments, Volynskly correlated flow con-

dItions and fluid p•iysicaJ. properties to obtain expressions for the maxi-

mum and median droplet diameters,

DJ= = 78

Sime~~~Do 0 (We)2/ (Re/Ml/•/4 f. /8/.• [, + (Vl''/[ ] ,32-3/8 (7)

__mod_ 45 (8)

I~l 3/ +/v\ -3/8

As can be seen in the equations, the gas stream velocity and orifice

diameter exert the greatest influence on the size of the drops and the

effect of Mach number is weak. Volynskiy did not attempt to derive a

drop size distribution expression or determine characteristic diameters,

such as D30 and D32. His data is presented in Table T. The various

geometric arrangements referred to in the table are shown in t'igure 5.

In all cases, Injection of the liquid was from a cylindrical apnrture at

an angle of 900 to the ,',s stream. By closely scrutinizing the data in

Table I, one can make the followin, observations and conilusirns:
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';rcup I (Alcohol)

For a given liquid injection velocity (pressure drop), droplet

n,,dian and maximum diameters vary directly with orifice diameter with one

exception.

";roup 1I (Alcohol)

For constant orifice diameter, droplet diameter increases with

Increase in injection pressure drop. This is also observed in Group I.

Croup III (Water)

For conr;tant orifice diameter, droplet median dianeter remained

constant with increase in injection pressure drop. This was not the caze

in Groups I and II.

,;Y-r), 1v (Alcohol)

No conclunion about iroplet diameter variation with orifice

d ,netr'" ani nresnre drop could be drawn with any dergree of certainty,

There appears to be a trr.nd but scatter In the data negates it.

;roup 7 (Alcohol)

a) '"ome conclusion as in Group II

b) "omparin" the resulto with those of Group IV for the same

orifice diameter, droplet diameters decreased with decrease in Mach num-

ber and gas strean total pressure, which Is contrary to what one might

expect.

GIroup !i (Water)

Jame obsprvntlons as those for Groups I and II.

I•
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Group VII (Water)

Results contradict observations for Groups II and VI.

Group VIII (Alcohol)

Results substantiate conclusion for Group II.

Group IX (Alcohol)

Results substantiate conclusion for Group II.

Comparing Groups II and VIII, no conclusion can be made with con-

fidence about the variation in droplet diameter with flow condition

changes, although there appears to be a slight increase in droplet dia-

meter at the lower Mach number and total pressure.

Comparing groups II and IV, droplet diameter increases with in-

crease in orifice diameter, all other conditions the same.

Comparing Groups I, V and IX at the same orifice diameter and

injection pressure, the droplet diameter decreases with increase in Mach

number and total pressure.

Comparing Groups II and III, the H120 droplets are larger than

those of alcohol at the same conditions. A similar conclusion can be

made for Groups VII and VIII.

It appears that the method of Injecting the liquid into the gas

stream has no effect on droplet diameter, at least among the seven

schemes used by Volynskly. This may not necessarily be true. Volynskiy

collected his droplet data at some distance downstream of the injection

point, where the gas velocity was 200 to 260fps. By the time the drop-

lets reached that location, it is quite possible that the method of

injection could not be discerned from the droplet data.
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The droplets were collected on a layer of carbon covered by the

vapors of burnt magnesium (MgO), at a distance from the point of injec-

tion where the speed of the gas flow was 60 to 80 M/sec. The layer was

applied to the flat of a special rod (closed cylindrical case with a

slot) placed along the cross-sectional diameter of the gas flow. Volynskiy

claims that since the carbon layer thickness was 0.5 to 0.6mm, the dif-

ference between imprints of 6he drops and their actual size could be

ignored. That is, he did not apply a correction factor (impression

coefficient - imprint diameter/droplet diameter) to his measurements.

The imprint diameters were measured with a microscope. The average error

of measurements was + 2 to + 4 microns.

Volynskiy criticizes Bitron for attempting to use the Nukiyama-

Tanasawa equation to describe drop size in the supersonic regime.

Also in his paper, Volynskly investigates jet penetration ana-

lytically and experimentally using the photographic spark method to make

his observations.

b. Liquid Jet in Subsonic Gas Stream: Hrubecky( 32) conducted ex-

periments in liquid atomization by air streams. Water was injected both

parallel and normal to subsonic air streams, although 4 tests were con-

ducted at Mach 1. He found that the Sauter mean diameter, D3 2 , decreased

with increase in air velocity, and that parallel liquid injection gave a

better degree of atomization than did perpendicular injection. Good

agreement was found for D between his experiments and the Nukiyama-

Tanasawa correlation for Vg >107 meters/second and 1,OO<QgQ1< 5,000.

For Vg >140 meters/second and %/Q,>10,000 his experimenta produced con-

sistently lower values of D 32 than those predicted by Nukiyama-Tanasawa.

Clark(33) studied the breakup of a water jet injected at right
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angles to a subsonic gas stream. He produced an expression for relative

cross-sectional area remaining at any point in the jets
A/A 0 M,0.00392(7.68 -1) (E -1)2"34+ -1 (9)

where - (VL9) 1

D_ D

Ž&VL 0 e iol

He found liquid jet breakup to increase with (1) increase in gas velocity,

gas density and action distance and with (2) decrease in liquid jet dia-

mete- and velocity. Also, he f!ound that liquid jet spreading takes place

transversely to the gas flow. A look at the spreading parameter, E ,

reveals that spreading of the jet is an inertial effect.

Limper(34) injected two different liquids, water and oil, para-

llel in a gas streim (235 to 900fps). A tube through which the liquid

was injected was place in the throat of a venturi tube. He compared

the observed D32 with those predicted by the Nukiyama-Tanasawa equation.

In all casus the observed D32 was substantially larger than predicted,

even though the Nukiyama-Tanasawa enliation was developed from a parallel,

subsonic gas flow arrangement.

Weiss and Worsham(6) conducted an experimental study to determine

the drop sizes obtained when a liquid (molten synthetic wax) was injected

contra or costream to high velocity airstreams. They developed the cor-

relation equation

1( 3

where X -Dmass median and V - VreI

One can see that the terms on the left side of the equation form a Weber

number. They found that (1) relative velocity between the liquid and air-

streams is of primary importancel (2) physical properties of the fluids
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affect spray fineness but their imfluence is not dominatingi and (3) the

way in which the liquid is introduced is least Important, The drop dia-

meters *bserved in their study were 35 to 100% 1:r.ger than those pre-

dicted by the Nukiyama-Tanasawa equation.

xMayer05) (35) conducted a theoretical analysis to determine

drop size distribution obtained by atomization of a liquid jet in a

high-velocity gas stream. The analysis was based on the sheltering

theory of Jeffreys. He postulates that drop size distribution is a

function of wavelength. Ultimately, he derives an expression for mean

droplet diameter

He claims the theoreticalJ result for D is in satisfactory agreement witi

(6)
the data of Weiss and Worsham

Adelberg'l6" conducted an analytical study to determine

drop size resulting from liquid jet. orbkup in a high velocity gas stream.

His approach was similar to that of Mayer(15) but oriented for a liquid

jet rather than an infinite liquid surface. He divides the flow field

into two regimes according to ielative dynamic pressure: (,) capillary

wave and (2) acceleration wave regimes. Adelberg's analysis in the ac-

celeration regime has been shown by Harvey(14) to be incorrect. An

equation for mean drop size is derived for each regime:
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Capillary Wave Regime

2r 2.4D 1/2

L•gVg 2  1] "/['/ - _i (12)

Acceleration Wave Regime
- ~I-t
6r 65.3 1ci-~)1/21 2/1 (13)

He stiggests - 1, e .06, K1 -

JCI - sheltering parameter for capillary regime

Critical Wavelength

1r 37D/CD(sip2o)1/2 ?g (14)

If 1 < 1or, capillary waves dominate

if 1 >1 , acceleration waves dominate
or

The report by Ingebo and Foster(3) is one of the most referenced

works relative to drop-size distribution resulting from transverse in-

jection of a liquid jet into a high velocity gas stream. Various liquids

(iso-octane, JP-5 fuel, water, benzene, carbon tstrachloride) were in-

jected through simple orifices (.010, .020, .030 and .040 inches in dia-

meter) at right angles to a subsonic gas stream. Air velocities ranged

from 100 to 700 feet/second while the air temperature range was from 80

to 9000F. Maximum Mach nuwber was less than 0.4. Liquid injection

velocities were varled from 15.5 to 204 feet/second. The length-to-dia-

meter ratios for the -rificn.; were short, being 1.00 and 4.65. Ingebo



aod Foster concluded that liquid jet velocity and length-diameter ratio

had little effect on mean droplet diameter. Thirteen of 43 tests were

conducted at elevated temperatures (Lemperatures above 90°P). No consi-

deration was given to droplet evaporation at the elevated temperatures,

By means of dimensional analysis, the investigators were able to

correlate the volume mean diameter, D3 0 , and orifice diameter, Do, with

the Weber and Reynolds numbers in the following manners

i•I 30/Dc(5
.... 30/Dc 3"9/( WeRe) 0"2 5 ()

where We = Vg2Do/0" and Re - DoVg/ V,

A s•imilar expression was obtained for the maximum drop diameter, Dmax.

Dmax/Do 22.3/(WeRe)O 2 9  (15)

The ranges for Dmax, D30 , We and Ra were respectively 60 to 375 microns,

" to 103 microns, 7xl0" 3-- 13 and 11,100 to 366,000.

Three distrLbitlon functionst log-probability, Rosin-Rammler and

Nukiyama-Titnasawa, were used to determine the volume mean diameter, D

for the experinental :! ta. These expressions are respectively:

""-.
IR U dy (16)

where R - volume fraction of drops having diameters greater than D

and y - n(D/,*)

R e-(D/ )q (Rosin-Rammlor) (17)

"and

dR 6D5e -bD(18)

Pest results were obtained w.1th exprox-_-on (18). 11, Ing thE, ompirlcal



relations (5) and (15) and D30 - 3.915/b, equation (18) becomes

,L - 106 D5 (WeRe)+0.2 4 e-22,3(WeRe)+0"O4D/Dmax (19)

dD Dmax

This is the drop size distribution expression which best fits the data.

Droplet data was obtained by using a high speed caneý.a, capable

of taking potnmicrog:.phs, in conjunction with a sampling probe from

whtch liquid con-entration data was obtained. Photographs and sampling

data were obtained by making vertikal transverses along the spray centex-

line normal to the airstream and at a distance of 1 inch downstream from

the injector. They discovered that vertical transverses made at dis-

tances of I inch on either side of the spray centerline showed nc mea-

surable effect of horizontal displacement on drop size distribution.

"hicoy also noted that the larger drops tended to move farther out into the

aIrstream than did the smaller drops 'c se of the greater momentum of

the larger drops. Further, they obset. that D1 decreased as airstream30
velocity increased. D30 is affected very little when both liquid and air

temperature are increased. The effect of air viscosity was found to be

negligible, hence liquid-film resistance, surface tension, appeared to

control the breakup process.

c. Liquid Jet in Still Air: The purpose of Popov's paper(37) was

to determine the similarity laws for the atomization of liquids with con-

stant properties and verify them by comparison with model experiments.

He wrote the mass and momentum conservation equations for the liquid

stream and gas into which the liquid was injected. He also wrote the

Laplace equation for the pressure difference betweei. the liquid and gas

due to surface tersion. These five equati3ns were then nondimensionali-

zed and various dimensionless parameters were identified. Those which
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were significant for a liquid jet injected into still air were Reynolds

number, Ohnesorge number, #I/•iD', density and viscosity ratios. He

found that g&as viscosit y effect on atomizati-n was negligible. Hence, the

gas-liquid viscosity ratio need not be considered in the modeling experi-

ments. The liquids he modeled, and to which he applied che scaling laws,

were water and carbon tetrachloride. He obtained very close results be-

tween the "full scale" and model liquid data, Correlation uras excellent,

Drop size distribution and variation of mean diameter as a function of the

dimensionless parameters are presented.

Eisenklam and Hooper(38) studied the flow characteristics of

laminar and turbulent liquid jets injected into still air, but no drop

size measurements were taken.

Harmon(2) presents a review of many of the early woikss on the

breakup mechanism, disintegration and atomization of liquid jets in hl-

dissertation. The works of Schweitzer, Haenlein, Merr'ngton and

Richardson, Baron, Baije and Larson, Castleman and Lee and Spencer are

discussed. The regimes in which these Investigations were conducted are

outside that of interest in this investigation. A comptehxnsive review

of the early (up to 1954) theories and investigaticns on liquid jets is

also presented by Pilcher and Miesse in the first ohApter of the rep-:t

by Putnam(39) et, al. It would be superfluous to reiterate a discussion

on these works here, since they are co q•u.qat-a 1 discu3sed bi Harmon and

Pilcher. Harmon developed an equation Cor the prediction of ýie Seuter

mean (volume to surface) drop diameter resulting from injectirg a liquid

jet into still air. The derivation of the avtvation was initiated by an

energy balance on the jet-spray system. The equation was nondiensionali-

V zed and correlated with available data to obtain



-4 /
D3. -4(10 ) 2  0.3 1.38

DO2W0 \gWeDoyJ (20)

32 latr1biaio(0 u~ .451 0.052

In a latter ,ablication(40) Harmon revised the form of the equation to

2 .15

L(21)
D• 0o,3 1 (D° 0 5 905

The term in the numerator can be identitlied as a mixed Ohnesorge number

while those in the denominator are mixed Reynolds numbers. Harmon con-

cludes that drag on the jet is the most important drop forming mechanism

tn a high speed spray issuing from a short nozzle,

Chen and Davis ) studied the disintegration of a turbulent water

jet injected into still air. They investigated the characteristics of

the jet surface disturbance, length oi the continuous jet and the initial

drop size, These were formulated by dimensional analysis and expressed

in terms of the Weber and Reynolds numbers. Pipe diameters were 1/4,

3/8, 1/2 and 3/4 inches. Length/diameter ratio was 100. The ranges for

injection velocity, We and Re were respectively 16 to 60fps, 50 tc 250,

20x103_500x103. They found that turbulence and surface tension forces

were the predominant factors affecting disintegration. Amplitude and

wavelength increased along the axis of the jet. Breakup distance and

initial drop size increased with We, Unforttvnatslyý no mean drop size

data or drop size distribution Information was presented.
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Two Russian reports which investigate the atomization of liquids

and jets are those by Borodin(42) et. al. and Sitkei(43), The report

(book) by Borodin mainly discusses atomizers, while Sitkei is interested

in fuel atomization for diesel engines.

d. Closures The papers discussed above comprise virtually all the

pertinent investigations which attempted to correlate mean droplet dia-

meter resulting from a turbulent liquid jet with flow conditions and

fluid properties. Only one paper was foutnd that attempted to correlate

droplet data for a jet injected into still air, that of Harmon(2)

Much of the early work on liquid jets dealt with laminar flow because

it was more amenable to analysis, Practically all papers in recent

years were motivated more by application than by primary interest in

liquiI jet breakup. Many reports were found regarding atomization de-

vices: however, since the spray resulting from these devices ic not that

of a true liquid jot, discussion of these reports was not included.

3. Comparison of Droplet Equatons

Table II presents the exponent values for the variables which appear

in the various droplet correlation equations. The slash mark shown for

some variables indicates that two values for those variables resulted

from the particular equations. The correlation equations span the

supersonic, subsonic and quiescent gas environments. The manner in

which the liqu'zd was injected was either transverse or parallel to the

gas streams. Althoug'h the method of injection and the range of gas

conditions were quite different, some similarities exist among the equa-

tions, By scrutinizing Table II one can make the following observa-

tionst
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1) The most prevalent variables, regardless of gas environ-

ment, are jet orifice diameter, gas and liquid densities, gas velocity

and surface tension;

2) The effect different variables have on droplet diameter

(directly or inversely proportic(,al) is consistent, regardless of gas

environment. Two exceptions to this are liquid velocity and surface

tension in the Harmcn equation, which was the only correlation equation

found for a jet injecting into still air; and

3) The significance of a given variable, i.e., strong or weak

influence on droplet diameter, varies within and among the flow regimes.

Bitron attempted to extend the Nukiyama-Tanasawa Nquation, which was de-

veloped for subsonic parallel flow, to supersonic transverse flow.

Although he concluded this could be done, his data does not sutztantiate

his conclusion. This was discussed in Section 1. The Kurzious and Raab

equation resulted from the correlatioi, of Bitron, Ingebo and Foster and

Volynskiy data. There is an incongruity in the Kurzious and Raab cor-

relation in that Bitron, Ingebo and Foster and Volynskly each coLrelated

to a different mean droplet diameter, these being D32 , D30 and Dmedian'

respectively, It would be extremely fortuitous if all these coincided.

A look at the Mayer and Adelberg acceleration iave equations will reveal

that these have the same form and the same exponent value for each vari-

able. However, Mayer's equation was developed for the capillary wave

regime. A review of all the equations in Section 2 will also reveal that

Reynolds and Weber numbers are prevalent, but mixed in that the variables

in some of the dimensionless groups belong in part to the liquid and in

part to the gas; that is, the dimensionless groups are no, defined in their
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conventional manner.

4. Drrclet Measurement Techniques

The analysis of a spray in terms of drop size distribution is pro-

bably the most important single problem in the study of atomization of

liquids. Research on the mechanism o" atomization would be greatly en-

hanced by a simple, accurate and rapid method for determining the drop

size distribution of the spray, The fact that such a method is lacking

Pi tha main obstacle in atomization studies. Lewis(44) established a

list of criteria for the ideal droplet measurement and recording system.

The system should:

I) not disturb the spray pattern or atomization mechanism;

2) be able to sample at various times and at various points

in a given stray;

3) not be restrictive as to the choice of liquids employedl

4) not be restricted to ambient test conditions;

5) apply to all ranges of flow, velocity and dispersions

6) provide a permanent record, and

7) be inexpensive to purchase and operate.

Two investigators, Matthews et.al, and Putnam(39) et.al.,

have conducted extensive surveys on the various droplet measurement

techniques and categorized them as shown below:
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TABLE III, DROPLET MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

Matthews, etal. Putnam, et.al.

1. Electrical and Elect-onic Electronic and Radioautographic

2. Deposition and Collection Slide or Cell Collection

3. Light Scattering Light Scattering or absorption

h. Fluorescent Photography Direct Photogxaphic

5. Streak Photography Cascade-Impactor

6. Spark Photography Freezing and Sieving (Wax)

7. Pulsed Laser Holography

Each method has its advantages and disadvantages, but none is entirely

satisfactory. All of the techniques may be criticized for one or more

reasonst questionable accuracy and assumptions, undesirable physical dis-

turbance of the spray, complicated equipment, etc. The most common ob-

jection to any method is that it is too tedious and time-consuming.

All of the drop size investigators ubed one or more of the

techniques listed in the Table. Nukiyama and Tanasa a(4) used the glass

slide method from which photomicrographs were made to size the droplets.

Bitron(17) used the same technique as did o Ingebo and

Foster(3) used a high speed camera to obtain photomicrographs, Weiss

and Worsham(6) in their investigation used the frozen wax method. The

data produced by these investigators is considered good and is generally

accepted.

A brief descriptior, along with advantages and disadvantages,

of some of the droplet measurement techniques listed in Table III is

given belows
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The techniques listed in the Table above are the type i ivesti-

gators might consider in selecting a means for measuring droplet size

in a high speed flow field. The Table is by no means complete, since

a number of tee niques such as electrical and electronics systems,

fluorescent photography (which uses fluorescent light emitted by the

drops in an exciting radiation sheet, Rice(46)) and the Cascade-impac-

tor have not been discussed.

The holographic technique was chosen for this work because of

its many advantages. hiIle not devoid of disadvantages, it satisfies

many of the criteria as set forth by Lewis. Assuming the recording

and reconstruction systems are operational, acquisition and reduction

of the droplet data is quite simple and, relatively speaking, more rapid

than any of the other techniques. The characterization of the spray is

more comprehensive in that a three-dimensional record is obtained in

one exposure, but temporal variations are not recorded. This short-

coming can be eliminated by taking a number of holograms at the same

test conditions to obtain a time average of the size and spatial distri-

butticn of the droplets. Although holography does alleviate some of the

tediousness of acquiring a large amount of data, the ultimate goal of

automatically retrieving the droplet data from the holograms has not

yet been achieved.

5. Holopraphy

The intent of this section . to familiarize the reader with holo-

graphy. A qualitati discussion follows which describes holograjphy,

how to make and vie!4 hologram, and the particulars one must consider

and tasks he mus- perform In order to produce and properly view a



high-quality hologram. A discussion on the pulsed ruby laser is also

included.

"Holography* is the technique of recording an image of an object

using the entire content of the light reflected or transmitted by that

object" (47). The entire content of light includes its intensity, wave-

length and phase. Only the first two are used in conventional photo-

graphy. In holography, the phase content of the light is also used.

For a light wave to have phase content, the light source must emit waves

with a well-defined phase relationship. A laser provides the light

souroe which satisfies the phase content requirement. Holography is a

two-step process by which images can be formed. In the first step, a

complex interference pattern is recorded and becomes a hologram. In

the second step, the hologram is illuminated in such a way that part

of the transmitted light is an exact replica of the original object

wave. This is called reconstruction of the wave front. The concept of

the two-step method of optical imagery was first conceived in 1947 by

Dennis Gabor, a British research scientist. Holography as is known

today had to wait until the advent of the laser (1962) which providen

a light source with the necessary temporal and spatial coherence re-

quired to produce good holograms.

The holographic method differs significantly from the conventional

photographic process in several basic respects, and has distinct advan-

tages in many areas. The basic difference betwten conventional photo-

*"ilio" is derived from the Greek wo-d "holos" which means com-
plete, entire or total; "gram" means writing, drawlng or recon"Ing;
"when the two are combined, they produce the word "hologr,.m" whir" means
the complete or total record of a scene.
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graphy and holography is that in holography the object wave itself is

recorded rather than' an image of the object. This wave is recorded in

such a way that a subse':uent illumination of this record serves to re-

construct the origina, •-ave object even in the absence of thu original

object. The most obv.Lous advantage of holography is the ability %.o

store enough information about the object in the hologram to produce a

direct tzree-dijaensional image complete with parallax and large depth

of focus. The quality of the holographic inage is less sensitive to

the characteristics of the recording medium than is the quality of a

photograph. In addition to the three-dimensional capatility, holograms

possess other properties:

a) the hologram has a fi'eld of view that Is limited in general

only by the reqolution of the recording medium;

b) the ,3, oth of field recorded in a hologram is limited only

by sourrce bandwith;

c) every small part of tih, photogrdphic material on which a

hologram is recordea contains all -lements of the image. The hologram

may be cut into small pieces and it still will ",e possible to reconstruct

the entire imRfe from each piece;

4) I" the I ight -oui.e uged for wave fro•nt reconstruction is

monochromati, ti,.' , e lz also monoclromaticl and

e) the t-u-%e Is ieconstructed only as a iesult o•f the diffrac-

tlon of une '.Ight and vot because of the actual Irtensity.

There anc •.tn,,, types of holograms, some of which are: Fresnel

,near-P•e7,, ,'rai,nhro.r (far-fleld), In-line, off-axis, tran3miSSX-cn,

to.. name a. fevi. The Triper by Leilt,
()I Tht



original Gabor typm hologram was in-line. With this type of hologram,

the source beam is not split into two components. The beam is directed

t,ward the object. 3ome of the light is scattered by the object and

home impinges on the photographic plate without first encountering the

object. This type of holography has some disadvantages which can be

t oliminated with an off-axis arrangement which splIt.6 the source beam

into two components, the scene and reference beaimi, The idea of off-

axis holography is credited to E. Leith and J. Upatnieks of the UnIver-

(49)sity of Michigan The component beam that is directed toward the

object is scattered or diffracted by the object. The beam that procee.is

directly to the recording media is the reference beam. Since the scene

and reference beams are mutually coherent, both having originated from

the same monochromatic light source, they wIll form a suitable inter-

ference pattern when they meet at the holomraphic plate. Some advan-

tagt-s of the off-axis (sidetund) reference beam method are:

a) ellmination o1" critical film processing;

b) elimination of' the effects of self-interference between

different points of the object;

c) it makes reconstruction possible for objects that do not

transmit a large portion of the incident wave. Any transmitting or

"411 reflecting object car: be photographed;

"d) the real and vIrt:ial images are, sepatratA; arid

•) th. lmagq, quality is rolatively insensitive to recording

-nonlinearitles.

'he dlsa, ,vantaeo ,Iri high iloulcement!. on cohe-rence and stability of

the system and necb,,,Ity for high r,-solution I'llms.

"In 19f4 with tht, .Ivein( ot the gas Iae;Eir, l,•tl h vd UV ;tuile"- intro-



duced the concept of diffuse illumination holography'(5O. By placing

a diffuser such as an opal glass behind the object, a hologram is formed

of both the diffuser and the object. In this way, it is possible to

view the image formed frvm the hologram by merely looking through the

hologram as through a window, which was not the case prior to this time.

This type of hologram has other advantages:

a) the information about any single object point is recorded

over the whole photographic plate instead of a 1 :4 correspondence be-

tween a portion of the hologram and a region of the object. Therefore,

only a small part of the hologram is required to form an image of the

whole object; and

b) another advantage is that dirt or scratches on mirrors, beam

splitters and/or lenses used in making the holograms no longer repre-

sent the problem they did in the earlier types. Most of these imper-

fections are, to a great extent, smeared out over the whole plate and

thus have a nogligbly small effect on the reconstruction.

Perhaps the single most important aspect of this technique is the ability

to record holograms of diffusely reflecting three-dimensJonal objects.

The type of hologram which was produced in this Investig. ion wae an

off-axis, Fresnel, diffuse illumination hologram, which explains why

the detailed discussion of this type of hologram was presented above.

In the followinf, paragraphs, the recording, reconstruction and considera-

tions Involved with the off-axis type hologram will be presented,

A holo•graphic system conzlýLs of three major componentst

1) a laser illivninator (a coherent light source);

1:•' 2) a boloram camera (a system of mirrors, lenses and beam

splitters), and



3) a reconstructor (a means of duplicating the reference beam

to reconstruct the wave front).

By far the most common and important light source for holography is

the laser-gas or solid state (pulsed ruby laser). Of primary interests

are the temporal and spatial properties of the light. All light waves

emitted by a laser start together and therefore are in phase. This is

called coherent light. Coherence can only be obtained with monochro-

matic light that is consisting of a single or a few wavelengths. The

wavelength is characteristic of the type of laser, such as helium-neon,

ruby, etc. The pulsed ruby laser is the most often used solid state

laser for holographic application, emitting light at a wavelength of

6,943 angstroms. This wavelength is approximateLy at the limit of thc

long wavelength cut-off for red sensitized photographic emulsions, but

is nevertheless still quite usable. The ruby iaser has a much smaller

coherence len£th (a few centimeters) than the gas .aser, so that one

must be careful that the path length differences b'tween the scene and

reference beams do not excec< this length, Because a ruby laser is

pulsed, it has some very definite advantages over a continuous source

such as a gas laser for some holographic applications. Because of this

short pulse duration, some obje!t movement can be tolerated during L

exposure, Fulsed laser holog-.aphy has an advantage of circui er ng the

depth of focus problem associated 4ith small objects in motih.., Short

pulse duration is accomplished by Q-swltching the laser oscillator. It

is the •echnique of Isolating one of the end mirrors cf the laser cavity.

Q-switching is accomplished with a Kerr cell which contains nitrobenzene

or a dye cell whinh contains a dye E-ich as ohlorophyl D or cryptocyanins.

A detailed d4scription -f Q-qwitchAng, and colls which accomplish it car

4')



be found in Wuerker(51).

The major drawback in making a holorcam with a pulsed laser is the

limited coherence length. Another drawback to the use of a pulsed ruby

laser as a source for holography is that the wave front of the output is

not simply defined, However, holograms can be successfully produced

using a pulsed ruby laser without mode control by careful choice of the

optical arrangement to minimize the effects of the relatively low tem-

poral and spatial coherence of the ruby laser light. This is accomplished

by arranging the holographic system for zero path difference between

object and reference beams and also by matching as closely as possible

the relative operational positions of the two wave fronts, When these

two conditions are met, the two waves will be coherent with each other

and a good hologram will be recorded. Tf there is a path mis-match,

the reconstructed hologram appears dim and hazy instead of bright and

clear with good contrast and high resolution. Spatial coherence is the

consistency of phase across the output of tne laser as a functloa of

time. The desired situation is where phase is constant across the full

outpat of the beam Independent of time. In recording the hologram,

both reference object beams must have well-defined wave fronts which

are constant in time. Temporal coherence (coherence length) is the

distance two beams from the same source can be mis-matched and still

interfere. Temporal coherence limits the size of the object that can

be photographed holographically. In this investigation, a pulsed ruby

laser was used because of its high snergy and ability to make holograms

of moving objects. In the paper Wuerker and Heflinger(52) describe how

coherence length of a ruby laser can be improved.

To obtain a hologram, one must have a light source with sufficient

SO (



temporal and spatial coherence. The optical system must be stable and

one must have high resolution film to record the fine interference pat-

tern. The following iomponents are required for constructing holograms

of three-dimensional objects:

1) a gas or pulsed laser;

2) a stable platform for maintaining all components except the

laser (not necessary for pulsed lasers);

3) front surface mirrors 1/4 wavelength flat;

4) beam splitters 1/4 wavelength flats

5) lenses for diverging and collimating laser beams;

6) photographic plate or film holders and

7) high resolution photographic plates.

Figure 6 shows the arrangement for recording an off-axis Fresnel

hologram. One starts with a single monochromatic beam of light which

has originated from a very smnal source, This single beam of Ight is

diverged •nd collimated and then split into two components, one of which

is directed toward the object or the scenel the other is directed to a

suitable recording medium, usually a photographic emulsion. The com-

ponent beam that is directed toward the object is scattered or dif-

fracted by the object. This scattered wave constitutes the object

wave which is now allowed to fall on the recording medium. The wave

that proceeds directly to the recording medium is termed the "reference"

wave or beam. Of fundamental importance in making holograms is the

relative stren•:h or intensity ratio of the object and reference beams.

An object reference beam ratio of unity at the hologram is recommended

for reconstruction w•th maximum contrast. All investigators are not in

agreement with this. ttie intensity ratio of the beams, for best results,

K
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varies with the application and the object of which a hologram is being

made. Since the object and reference waves are mutually coherent, tley

will form a suitable interference pattern when thoy meet at the recording

medium. This interference pattern is a complex system of fringes in

spatial variations of irradiance which are recorded in detail on the

photographic emulsion. The emulsion will be exposed only in areas where

the beams reinforce arid not where they cancel. The microscopic details

of' the interference pattern are unique to the object wave, Different

object waves will prodtuce different interference patterns. Holograms

may be recorded with diverging,collimated or converging reference beams.

If care is taken to maintain the recording geometry during reconstruc-

tion, it is possible to form holograms with an arbitrary reference beam.

The only requirement is that it be coherent with the object beam.

As mentioned earlier in this Section, holography is a two-step pro-

cess, recording and reconstruction. After recording the scene on the

hologram, the holographic plate is then developfd in a manner similar to

a photograph. See Chapter III, Section 2.c. The hologram can inow be

reconstructedt, that is, the t ,e scene image is made visible by suitable

illumination even though the object is not present during the reconstruc-

tion process. Reconstruction of the hologram wavefront is required so

the data can be retrieved from the holog-ram. Reconstruction is accom-

plished by illuminating the hologram with a light source whose wave-

length is the same as or similar to that of the reference beam used in

recording. In other words, one reconstructs the hologram by simulating

the recordnli, reference beam. The holographic plate is oriented to the

roecons'tructIon light source similar to the way it wa3 oriented to tae

reco"dino' light source. That Is, the emulsion cide of th' plate faces



the illuminator and the angle the plate makes with the reconstruction

beam is approximately the same as it was during recording. If the re-

cording reference beam wai -ollimated, the reconstruction beam should be

collimated, otherwise some aberrations are introduced and the image will

be distorted. Coherence requirements are much lower for viewing than

for constructing P hologram. In the reconstruction process, tuo images

can be recoveredl a virtual image which forms behind the hologram plate,

and a conjugate or real image which forms in front of the hologram. The

virtual or real image of the scene can be viewed depending on how the

plate is oriented to the light source. If one of the images is being

viewed, the other can be viewed by rotating the plate 1800 keeping the

emulsion side of the plate facing the U.il'minator. The virtual image is

usually viewed for qualitative information, since iL can be readily seen

with the naked eye, while the real image is used in the retrieval of

quantitative data. The real image is difficult to view without the aid

of a lens or backdrop.

There are several factors that can limit the resolution of holo-

graphic images

1) the size and bandwith of the source providing the reference

and reconstruction beams-

2) the resolution capability of the recording medium; and

3) the geometric aberrations that can arise.

High quality holographic images require a narrow band light source both

for recording and reconstructing the hologram. Everj recording medium

will hare an upper limit on the spatial frequencies it is capable of

recording. The five Seidel aberrations, spherical, coma, astigmatism,

field curvature and distortlion,are all Treoent in a general holographic

' 4



system. All of these primary aberrations will disappear simultaneously

by using plane wave (collimated) reference and reconstruction beams of

equal but opposite off-set angles and by scaling the hologram in the

ratio of the wavelengths. Champagne and Massey(53) have found that the

limiting factor in the resolution of images was the angular alignment

of the reconstruction wavefront. In their paper, they also present the

equations for spherical aberration, coma, astigmatism and the correction

needed to compensate for change in wavelength by the recording reference

and reconstruction beams. Latta(54)- (55) has analyzed hologram imagery

and aberrations peculiar to the type of hologram and those introduced

by a wavelength shift. He developed a technique for aberration balancing

to reduce aberrations in off-axis holograms. Meler(56) concludes that

all aberrations can be made to disappear simultaneously from an image by

using parallel referenta and illuminating beams, by giving the latter an

off-axis position proportional to that of the reference beaw and by

scaling up the hologram according to the wavelength ratio, A change in

wavelength between the recording and reconstruction reference beams

causes a shift in the position of the object by a ratio of the wave-

lengths of the two beams. If the reconstruction light source has a

wavelength different from the recording light source, the angle at

which the hologram is placed relative to the reconstruction light source

has to be different from that used in recording in order to properly

illuminate the hologram. Smith(57) shows the sensitivity of a hologram

to orientation and wavelength. His book and that of DeVel is and

Roynolds(58) are excellent treaties on the principles and theory of

holography.
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6. Droplet Statistics and Distribution Functions

It has already been stated that accurate knowledge of the droplet

size distribution as a function of system pa-.ameters, flow conditions

and physical properties of the spray, is fundamental to determining the

mechanism by which the jet is atomized. 'this is why an accurate method

for measuring drop size is needed. Once the droplet data is obtained,

then a means of handling and reducing it into a form which can be used

to describe the spray is necessary for mathematical analysis and corre-

lation purposes. This is where the concept of the various mean droplet

diameters and size distribution functions come into play. They provide

a mathematical means for characterizing the spray in order to make

analysis more tractable, so a better understanding of the atomization

mechanism can be obtained. In anis Section, a discussion of the mean

diameter concept and some of the distribution functions used in droplet

and particle size investigations will be presented,

a. Mean Diameter Concept: A spray may be characterized by an ap-

propriate mean diameter. In some cases, it is desirable to work with an

average diameter rather than the complete drop size distribution. How-

ever, a given mean diameter oily describes a single point of a distri-

bution and there are many possible distributions which have the same

mean diameter. Hence, in order to use the nan diameters properly and

effectively, they must be used in conjunction with a given distribution

function. The number mean or linear average diameter is obtained using

the equation

D (22
10 2ioi (22)
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where D mid-diameter of a given size class

N = number of droplets in a given size class

For a smooth distribution, the equation can be expressed in integral

form:
to JDmax D dN dD

D Dmin (23)

Dmax dNl dD

Dmin dD

where dN/dD represents a number distribution function; rate of change of

number of droplets with change in diameter. If drop±tLt surface area is

of interest, one would choose the surface mean diameter

Dmax D2 dN

/ D Bn D (24)

/Dmin agdD

The general equation for mean diameters in terms of number distribution

is

Dmax Dq dN
q-p u dD

i Dm-n (25)
qMxp D dN

fDrmin 
T dN dD

In terms of volume distribution the equation becomes

D 'dq• -P Dmax D q-3 HV d
!•q-p J •dD

q-p D (26)

max DP- 3dV

f, Dnin dD

(ID-
:Drii n



since the number and volume distributions are related by

dN - 6 dV (27)
dD TrD3 dD

Equations (25) and (26) relate the various mean diameters to a given

distribution function.

Muge)e and Evans(31) presented the following table of mean diameters

and their fields of application:

TABLE Vt MEAN DIAMETERS

p + q NAME OF MEAN
(Order) DIAMETER FIELD OF APPLICATION

0 1 1 Linear Comparisons, evapora-
tion

0 2 2 Surface Surface controlling -
e.g. , absorption

0 3 3 Volume Volume controlling -

e.g., hydrclogy

1 2 3 Surface Adsorption
diameter

1 3 4 Volume Evaporation, molecular
diameter diffusion

2 3 5 Sauter (Volume- Efficiency studies,
surface) mass transfer,

reaction

3 4 7 Defrouckere Combustion equilibrium

Another mean diameter which is often of interest but not listed in the

Table is the number (volume, mass, etc.) median di-.meter. It is the

size above and below which the total number (volume, mass, etc.) is the

same, irrespective of their size. Tt is the 50% point. One can see that

a spray has four characteristics, the number of droplets, their dia-

meters, surface area and volume.

The mean diameters are not all indepernde;,. o, each other and



certain relationships exist among them. By using equation (25) one can

show that

qP PqD

In general

q-p q-c p-c

Dqp qc /Dpc

where c is an uncommon index. For a relationship to exist between two

diameters, one of the indices, either the p or q, of one diameter must be

common (the same as) witli one of the indices of the second diameter. For

example, D43 and D30 or D32 and D31 can be related, but not D20 and D31.

Two different distributions of drop sizes may have the same value for

one of the mean diameters and yet entirely different va'.nes for the other

mean diameters. This is illustrated in Table II of Mugele and Evans(31).

b. Distribution Functions: The real task of droplet data proces-

sing is to replace the actual droplet point distribiton with a represen-

tative curve distributioii. Distribution expressions are used to mathe-

matically describe the drop-size distribution in a spray. According to

Miesse and Putnam(39) a suitable expression would:

1) fit the data adequately;

•) allow for extrapolation;

3) permit easy calculation of mean sizes and other parameters

of interest:

Ii.) furnish a means of consolidating large amounts of data; and

5) give an insight into the fundamental mechanism of droplet

production.

Size distributions can be expressed in terms of any of the following

four quantitiesa

11
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I the Inm'emetY' *eber .' W, of droplets witnin a size

rarive (D - D) "' I) < A - D)
2 f2

2) tho incr,?nentil volume (ma:,;), A V, of droplets in the size

tra.ie A•Dt

C ,) t4 cuu;,*ve number of dPoplet2, ',, less thin a given size,

D; and

4) the cumulitive volumt of droplets, V, less than a given

size, D,

rhe type of coir,,es obtained from it ýms 0) or 2) when dN and OV are
d-D Ud

plotted versus diameter, D, is a skewed "bell" shape, in general. When

dil qrid dV are inte~Rated and plotted versus D, the cumulative distri.-
djD d5

tiutlon if iteis 2) anrd 4) are obtained, and the curve shapes are usually

strepthed out "3'n"'. "'h number and volume distributLion: are related by

equ;tir,n (2?). A (ccnnvenient way of using these distribution functions

is to normalize tfhe number am4. volume with the total nLmiber and volume,.

,,h that N and V are the number And volume fractions of droplets having

•i•.meter less ýor Qreater) than a given incremental diameter, D. Data

-'r~esent~n, volume fraction instead of numn 3r fraction will yield a

-Irvo- sl:-wed 'ouatd th- lartrer diameterF on a dV/dD versus D plot because

3
-ach ola.z.• z (- is now weihted In proportion to D . One large drop

,-,-,ý,:xdow ivY &f' oýf many c••al , -rops.

llea1lv,1 tio ,o-retitlon co, P'IcIonts or parameters ef a distri-

f',m, ,' L C ,, r, e fT dnamonhal m•- ,hannsms of' the sprnzy

S1 qf�m•ti •tlonc" to ch2 cteriz the dioplet

,,, ,,r, " ,'[ Ahe "O tho raw • ntr' wYtvIh



well a given curve represents the actual spray. Certain Gtatistical

tests such as Chi-square goodness of fit, F-ratio and T-distribution,

"are applied to determine how well a given distribution function models

the data and at what confidence level. The manner in which the droplet

data is grouped into intervals or class sizes plays an important part in

"confidence level. The more diameter class sizes there are, the more

droplet counta need to be made in order to maintain a given confidence

(/60)
level. The monograph by Herdan gives a comprehensive treatment to

small particle (droplet) statistis.

Four unimedal distribution functions were selected to model the

droplet data resulting fro% this investigation. They were Log-Probabil-

ity, Upper-Limit, General Exponential and Nukiyama-Tanasawa. The

equations for these four distribution functions and t:',r corresponding

"mean diameters will be discussed in de'tail in Chapter V. The Upper-

Limit function is a modif'caticn of the Log-Prohbbility function and was

developed by Mugele and .vans The Nuklyama-Panasawa' 4 ) function Is

a modification of the leneral Elxponential function. Other distribution

functions are discussed in Hiroyasu( 61) (Chi-square distribution) and

Brown and Leonard(62' (4eibull). Multimodal di.tribt'lon functions

were not considered In this investigation. Other rerorts of interest in

the •rea of droplet statiqtic,ý -nd dLtrlibith-n functions ar, Sauter (63)

and (a ry, C o and Harr 1 '
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1. Tcst System Description and Operating Procedure

The test system was located on Test Stand 1-46A at the Air Force

Rocket Propulsion Laboratory, A schematic of this system is shown in

Figure 7 . The major subsystems which comprise the total test system

are: high presture gas supply, supersonic wind tunnel, liquid supply,

instrumentation, electrical and laser-holocamera. The wind tunnel was

located on T.S. 1-46A so connection to existing fluid supply systems

could be :_Lde, thus reducing the cost and time required to render the

"test system operational. Since the test stand was designed for -sting

rocket thrust chamber assemblies, alt systems could be operated remotely

rrom a blockhouse. vIthough remote operation of the wind tunnel was not

required, it was expedient to make use of this capability to facilitate

test system buildup. mach of the subsystems will now be discussed in

drtai),

a. HIh Pressure Gas System: The high pressure, gaseous nitrogen

systLm consirted of two, 270 cubic foot, 5,000 psig rated vessels and

four, 310 cubic font, 2,400 psig rated vessels, These more than adequately

provided sufficient gas to flow the wind tunnel, pressurize the liquid

system and control pneumatically operated remote valves. 6ll the -essels

were connected to one main gas supply line to the test stand. The two

5,000 psig vessels were iinly used. The lower pressure vessels were

isolated from the higher pressure vessels by r-heck valves to avoid over-

pressurizatiorn, Also, relief valves were Insta~led on tho lower presbure

vessels in the event tho• inu.fck valves fa~lle. Thr' 2,400 ps'W vessels

would aitomatlcally enme on ]ine In the ewvrot ras rr';;',r, w, nt )"-low

? f-i n r (c>Z 1 r(1 drinr thf t u11 ;rra,

SIs parly a,3 1 H)! V ;em Uv * wi r( CSn t, o-,t -n 4~



LTEST BLOCK I"
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7 8

RUBY
LASER 1 11

7 -- 15
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The gas could be regulated in the main line to an operating pressure

which was selected as 3,000 psig, The gas was then branched and regula-

ted again for use in the various systems: wind tunnel plenum pressure,

liquid tank pressurization and remote, pneumatic ,,alve operation.

The feed line to the wind tunnel upstream of the remote isola-

tion valve (GN - 47 on the schematic of Figure 7) was made of 300

series stainless steel tubing 3000 psig rated. Located dowrstream of

the isolation valve, was the high pressure Grove regulator which was used

to set the gas pressure in the plenum chamber of the wind tunnel at the

desired test conditions. The dome pressure for the regulator was set by

a remote operated, variable doir.e loader. The exit lilne from the regula-

tor to the plenum cham'jer was made larger (2") than the inlet line to

accommodate the gas flow rate without excessive pressure drop, since the

g:n was expandi to a pressure range of 100-300 psig doqnstream of the

regulator.

The liquid tank pressurization system consisted of a i½" Grove

regulator ghich was remotely set by a variable dome !oader. The regula-

tor was set to maintain a given liquid tan!, pressure to provide a steady

liquid flow rate at the desirei test conditior.

b. Supersonic Wind Tunnels The experimental apparatus was an Unter-

mittant, blowdown, supersonic wind tuunel. ý photop'raph of the wind tun-

nel is shown in Figure 8 (sidewalls removed on oiue side, plenunm chamber

not shown). The wind tunnel consists of four main -crts: the plenum

U7 (stilling) chamber, nozzle blocks, test section and diffuser. Design

of the wind tunrel was accomplished with the aid of Pope ani Coin(65)

oho(6 6 '*-. ' and Liewann and Roshko The wind tunnel has tho, foJlowin, opertling

Ara..t,
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a. Mach No. 3

b. Plenum Chamber Total Pressure Range 100-400 psia

c. Plenum Chamber Temperature ambient

The operating gas was nitrogen, although other gases could be used. The

test section nominal dimensions were 3" x 3" cros, section and 12" long.

The centerline cf the wind tunnel is 40 inches above the floor. It's

external dimensions are 10 feet long, 14 inches in diameter at the

plenum chamber and i inches wide in the nozzle block and test section

regions. Silicon rubber 0-ring seals were used through3ut the system.

The tunnel support stand was an I-beaim arrangement.

The plenum chamber provides a large-area, low-velocity section

immediately upstream of the nozzle. Such a chamber, sometimes called a

stilling chamber, greatly improves the uniformity of flow in the wind

tunnel, The plenum ic usually cyllndrical and one or more diameters

long. Screens are installed in the plenum to proniote unlformity of gas

fl~w and +-÷ red'ce o urbulence In the gas stream before the gas is ex-

randed through the supersonic nozzles, Tjhe plenum chamber was fabricated

from schedule 40, 1? Inch, 100 series syaInless steel pipe. Bell type

reducers tere used at the gas entrance section for smooth transition of

the gas into the plenum chsmbez. A plate was als(c instai1ed at the ,Vao

entrance section so the gar H )uld dlffusrc a;oun, it and not tunnel its

way through 'he plenum chamber, thus plucing an undosirable velocity

S'radtent. Placed 1uslde te nipe sectiot, of the plenum c.haaer are two

sets of rine mesh (';4) stainl ers steel scdzeer and grtd backing notifork.

The veloclty i:n Ophe Mh-•i~b' n-rici rr,,n afrJ, i.atet e j t, 12 feet per

Sseccrd fl-fr Uhe -1 -; sAd Aijh 'l"Ž rate-, rcdzpst-lvrly, Tho insrzrumeritat .



for the plenum chamber and rest of the wind tunnel will be discussed in

the instrumqntation section, The exit section of the plenum chamber

consists of a reducer which goes from circular to rectangular in cross-

section at the entrance of the sapersonic nozzle blocks, since the wind

tunnel proper is two-dimensional.

The nozzle, test section and diffuser regions are two-dimen-

sional and are installed witnin :) carbon steel frame referred to as the

test bed. The opening between the top and bottom rails of the test bed

is sufficiently large to allow installation of the nozzle blocks at the

proper throat height. The opening 's actually larger than necessary to

allow adjustment of the throat by using shims. The side walls are flat,

parallel carbon steel plates which are bolted to the test bed and press

against 0-ring seals placed in grooves along the sides of the nozzle and

test section blocks. There is a forward and aft plate for each side

with a window in each forward plate for viewing the test section.

"The two-dimensional nozzle blocks, through which the gas accel-

erates from the plenum chamber velocity to Mach 3 at the test section

entrance, are made from tool and jig aluminum. Design of the nozzle

blocks was patterned after those ui~ed in tie UCLA supersonic wind tunnel.

Since the blowdown system operates at higher total pressure conditions

than does the UCLA indraft, continuous system, boundary layer correc-

tions ha! to be made to the nozzle block design. Appendix I explains

how the correction uas made, The nozzle block contours were machined by

means of a comtuter-controlled milling machine. The method is explained

i- S5paid(6'7). IT a dif 'erpnt Mach niimber is desired, the present blocks

can easily 1), rq•,,-".x and a 'llfferent :-t installed.
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The test section blocks are made of 6061T aluminum and are

mated flush with the nozzle blocks to insure smooth, uniform flow into

the test section. The blocks have a slight outward taper In the flow

direction to account for the increase in boundary layer thickness through

the test section. Length of the test section blocks is approjximately 12

inches. The bottom test section block is tapped such that different

liquid injection orifices (see Figure 9) could be screwed flush into it.

Flow of the gas stream through the test section must be as undisturbed

"as possible when not obstructed by a model or liquid jet, as is the case

in this study, so test results will not have an external bias which

could cause one to make erroneous conclusions. Mach number variations

through the test section and across it were less than 0.7% and 0.5%,

respectively. The test section has two windows, one in each side plate.

Each window was 3/4 inches thick, optical quality, tempered glass,

through which a 12-Inch lenrth and completd cross-section of the test

section could be seen,

The exit section or supersonic diffuser was about 30 inches long

and had two flexible walls (top and bottom) which could be adjusted as

desired to provide a second throat.

c. Liquid Supply System: The liquid supply system was used to pro-

vide the desired liquid flow rate and injection velocity through the ori-

fice mounted in the test section block. This system can be seen in

Figure 7. Liquid injection Into the test section was supplied from a

10 gallon, 1,500 psig operatinp pressure raled, stainless tank.

Tank pressurlzation was provided by the requlator system described

V above, Installed downstream of the tank are isolation, bleed and injec-

tion valves. A A-inch stainies•_' :reel line connects the valves wit!, the
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Figure 9. Liquid Injection Ori~fices.



tank and orifice. Prior to a test, liquid is bled through the bleed

valve to insure that the line is full of liquid up to the injectior

valve. This is done to expel any gas which might be trapped in the line,

that could overspin the flowmeter and damage it when the injection valve

opened after the system has been pressurized. The 1tquid injectico

valie is a - inch, remote, solenoid v&Lve which is opened on demand after

tank pressure has been set.

d, Instrumentation: Twenty-one channels of instrumentation were

used to recori pressures, temperatures and liquid flowiate. The various

parameters w,3re recorded on three different types of recorders; strip

charts, oscillographs and mawnetic tape. The manufacturer and model for

each of these recordinr systems is re',pectlvely as follows: Leeds

Northrup K~odel ""I", uonsolidated Electrodynamics Corp. Model 5-123, and

System Engineerlng Laboratory Modlel 600 Digital Data Acquisition System.

These provided the necessary frequency response rantes to adequat,'!y

monitor the flow conditions during a test, The 5nstrumentation apecifl-

cation sheet, Table VI , presents the partinulars for each instrumrenta-

tion item. The test system sclvematic, Figure 7 , 3hows the physical

location of each instrument in the system,

A pressure transducer 4ai placed a,. the top of the liquid tank

'k.nd was used to set the pressurc, required to provide 1he dosired flowrate

and injection velocitv. A temperature probe was placed in the liquid

line near the flowmete-r and wzt, used alones with tho tank pressure to

dn"termintn the 11o All density, 'h- fiowmcrter measuro3 tho volumetric

flowrate of th,- liqhuti. "his i-s convert,-1 to fi-s. Incwrat- by nculti-

5 fAkyInr, the callbrat.loý, -o',•-irit and the cv!lr ,rk- * 2 1T, t ream

of th bf I~ii m.o r rif o', t ~ri, i- ' I n v) r,,, r df,!1~.
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These indicate the liquid condition just prior to injection.

In the gas system, two pressure transducers and one temperature

probe were located In the plenum chamber to deterrmine the total pressure

and temperature there. These were placed downstream of the screens.

The pressure taps were placed opposite each other in order to detect

any pressure variation from one side of the chamber to the other. These

pressure transducers were used to set plenum chamber pressure as well as

record pressure during a test. The temperature probe was an open-end

thermocouple which protruded through the chamber wall clo3e to the cen-

terline of the plenum to insure a good temperature reading. Six pressure

taps were spaced along the lower nozzle block length on the centerline.

These were used mainly during checkout Lests to determine if the proper

pressure profile was being obt.ained through the nozzle blocks. Seven
•presure taps were laced in the lower test section block; two upstream

aria three downstream of the orifice on the longitudinal conterline and

two off-axis. See .igure 7.

All instruments were cal ibrated al th,- Ar,'PL Precl3ion Measure-

ment Equipment Laboratory prior to installaticn into the tost system.

The absolute pressure tr-tnsducerý; wore also calioratL-d in place by drawinng

a vacuum on them at increment., over thu operatiIg range, r(oordlng the

results and coir-ring, them with secondary stan'-ind,. Each parameter was

sense-stepped prior to aid after each i est to Ins ie each was fun-tioning

properly and that a zero shift hiad not o,,-urr'Od.

ýZ fa ~. 21 ectri ca 1-;ys tem i An e~ectrif-al sy~iteirr was~ requ~rtd to

3sinal operation of ihe rerpote valve'; in ga re/'til ý!or dIome Ioadors

These Components Iiwe- operatoO from a crrr olp In te ol'khollfe' W')

Fltr-1(). Al,,np wlith 0ý-'.c -~ &l ;,
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tion are two switches for the laser and holocamera operation. The use of

these two switches will be discussed in the section describing the laser

and holocamera. Switch SW-'? operates a solenoid -alve which is an- emer-

gency shutoff for the operating gas pressure. Some spare switches are

also on the console.

f. Injector Orifices: The orifices were designed with a large

enough length/diameter ratio to feel confident that fully 1'1eveloped tur-

bulent flow had been established prior to liquid injection intv the super-

sonic stream. Figure 11 shows a cross-section of the orifices, .ple

Figure 9 shows the actual orifices. A 3/8" stainless steel AN union

was modified by truncating one end slightly and inserting a steel rod

part way into the union. The rod was then welded to the union. The

union threads uere chased after welding to eliminate any warping which

may have occurred. The desired orifice diameter was then drilled and

reamed through the rod insuring that the drill-through and union center-

lines were true with each other. The injector was then screwed into the

test section block to determine the exact length the rod should be to fiC

flush in the block. Then the excess metal was removed. Table VII pre-

sents some lertinent information about the three orifices used.

TABLE VII: LIQUID INJECTOR ORIFICE INFORMATION

A(Aual Dia, Length/Dia. Discharge
(in,) ___________ ooff,

A2 24.95 .685
,050 23.68 .785
.062 19,02 .719

Liquid flow in all three orifices was turbulent in all tests; Re 0(o0)4

47
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g. Test System Operating Procedure: After insuring that all the

valves were in their normal positions, the electrical console in the

blockhouse was activated. Operating pressure for the pneumatic remote

valves was set. The valves were then functionally checked for proper

operation.

Instrumentation items such as pressure transducers and thermo-

couples were physically checked to insure that they were properly in-

stalled and electrically connected. These items were pre-sensed before

each test and post-sensed after a day's testing to insure that no zero

shift occurred. The date recorders were prepared for test.

The liquid tank was filled with fluid. The fluid was then bled

through the system to insure liquid was at the injection vale. The

liquid tank was pressurized to approximately 30 psig, and the liquid was

allowed to flow through the bleed valve which was positioned very close

to the injection valve. Flcwmeter spin was then monitored on an oscil-

lograph to insure it was functioning properly. The liquid system was

flow-calibrated to determine flow rate vs. pressure drop through the

system, so that tank pressure could be set for the desired injection

velocity of the liquid into the wind tunnel.

After the system set-up was completed, final test preparations

were made. The liquid tank was pressurized to the proper pressure. The

gas flow through the wind tunnel was started and plenum chambor pressure

was set for the desired test condition. The liquid injection valve was

then opened and a hologrs.m of the resulting flow fieldl that is, liquid

Jet breakup in a supersonic stream, was taken. The liquid injection valve

was then closed and the gas f'ow to the wind tunnel was turned off. This

completed the test procedure, and the systems were then secured. A
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description ayid operating procedure for the holographic system follows

in the next portion of this chapter.

2. Hologram Recording System and Operating Procedure

a. Pulsed Ruby Lasers A schematic of the pulsed ruby laser which

was designed and built by TRW for use with the holocaiera is shown in

Figure 12 , The system consists of a Kerr cell Q-switched oscillator

and a power amplifier. When operated in the Q-switched mode, the com-

plete system emits a single pulse of 1 to 3 joules power ý 50 nanoseconds

duration, at a wavelemnth of .6943 microns. The output from the oscilla-

tor is intensified by the amplifier, whose capacitor b-nk discharges .25

milliseconds after that of the oscillator. The beam is then diverged and

collimated to a 5-inch diameter before it is output into the input port

of the holocamera. The des;ign is such that the coherence, spacial and

temporal, allows recording of high quality transmission holograms in the

holoca-mera. A detailed description of this laser system can be found in

Wuerke' 51) . A condensed description is given below.

The ruby oscillator consists of a Y!-inch diameter by 3 3/4-inch

long r.)-j rod, a plane 99 percent dielectric end reflector, a nitroben-

zene Kexr' cell, a calcite Clan polarizing prism, and a sapphire resonant

reflector. An inner-cavity aperttre has been included to select the

most homogeneous part of the rod for good spacial coherence.

Th3 laser rod is mounted in a watertight housing which also con-

tains the helical zenon flash lamp and a surrounding cylindrical silver

reflector. The lamp is connected via an ignitron to an external high

voltage (5,000 volts maximum) 375pLF capacitor bank,

The Kerr cell is an electro-optical device which is used for
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Q-switching the oscillator. It isolates the 99 percent dielectric end

reflector from the rest of the system, then opens for an extremely short

duration to permit a single extremely short pulse (5C nanoseconds) to be

emitted from the solid state ruby laser. The Kerr cell is biased by an

independent high voltage supply. A hydrogen thyratron is used to dis-

charge the Kerr cell, removing the quarter wave bias. Timing circuits

are used to time thN discharge of thc Kerr cell relative to the initiation

of current through the oscillator flash lamp, Delay is typically 0.85

milliseconds after initiation of lamp current,

it sapphire resonant reflector functions as the output mirror

of the oscillator and is 1 meter away from the dielectric reflector.

The amplifier consists of a rod identical in size to the one in

the oscillator, but of slightly greater chromium concent,.ation. The

oscillator rod has a concentration of 0.03 percent chromium dioxide.

The amplifier rod has a concentration of 0.05 perzent. The Ini.tial iv-

tensity g,.in of this rod is "-3, Thc amplifier rod is mounted within a

housing identical to that of the oscillator. The rod and flash lamp are

also wacer-immersed. The lamp is also connected via an ignitron to a

second identical 5,000 volt maximum,, 3751.F capacitor bank.

The actual layout of the components for the ruby laser system

is shown schematically in Figure 13 . The figure is a top view looking

down into the laser. The l.aser system is folded. Two prisms jog the

beam from the Q-switched oscillator and tuin it through 180 degrees.

The beam then passes through the amplifier and on into the beam exppnding

lens. Figure 14 is a photograph of the actual system. Folcing the laser

about the output of the oscillator section acts to make the system k.re

comract, A dark field autocolltiatztr and a 1 millivolt helium-neon gas
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laser, whose beam is used to align the optics for ruby beam, are mounted

on the same base as the ruby laser optics. All components are mounted on

a 0.4-inch thici by 15-inch wide aluminum channel, whlrh functions as the

main mounting base for the enti-e laser. The sapphire resonant reflector

and 99 percent end mirror are mounted on an independent carriage made

from 3/4-inch diameter invar spacers, to decrease thermal misalignment

of the end mirrors caused by climatic temperature changes.

The channel and all the laser componentos are mounted within alu-

minum covers, tba inside of which are covered with polypropylene olefin

fiber insulation. The external covers are indirectly motated to the

channel by phenolic Insulators. These are used to minimize the flow of

heae. to the internal components. The external covers serve also to

shield the optics from dust, solar heating and protect the operator from

accidental explosion of either the lamp or the two high voltage lamp

insulators.

The autocollimator inside the user illuminator housing is for

the purpose of aligning th. 99 percent dielectric end mirror and the re-

sonant reflector parallel to one another. It is also used to measure and

check the quarter wave retardation voltage of the Kerr ceil. It can also

bh, ,,seO as a sight by depressing mirror M,,. The autocollimator is basi-
4o,

cally a high power telescope with a point light source at the focal plane

of the collimating lens, An internial beal .zplitter and the eye piece are

arxanged to enable one to observe lipht reilct'.d by exteuai surfaces,

This autocollimator is classified as i darx fi.eid autocollimator, to dis-

tinrguish it from the more common bright fiold venslons used in metrology

=nd ,m-chine shops. The dark fteld vawr•ty is particularly valuable for

alIgning and distinguishing the various surf~cet wi ýin he solid-state
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ruby laser descrAbed here. No r:ans of absolute measurement is needed

once alignment is achieved by superposition,

"The wost favorable transition in ruby is the one in which the

ele(,Ulc vector of the emitted light vibrates perpendicular to the optic

axi. For thiz reason, the beam from the ruby laser is plane polarized8

In addition, thn sapphire host is birefringent. The ru5y thus must be

properly oriented with respect to the Kerr cell, ;alcite Glan polarizer,

and the sapphire resonant reflector. The latter, since it is also bire-

ftingent, must, bfj properly oriented with respact to the ruby. The prc,

.,)r orientation of the laser components is explained in detail in

SWuerker(51)#

The system is intended to operate with the electric vector of

the emitted light polarized vertically, -owever, by rotation of the ruby

and Glan polarizer, it can also be -- r ned to emit a horizontally polari-

zed output beam. If the plane of -c2arization of the os,.illator is

changed, the aMplifier must also .e changed, or else its gain will be

greatly degraded.

The iwo flash lamps and the Kerr cell are electrically excited.

Passage of a W gh current pulse of -1's4O amps through each lamp, pro-

duces the extreme. thermal fluxes which populate the two flourescent levels

in ruby rod. Atom population inversion is via the absorption by the ru-

bies of the green avd blue components of the white thermal (,,5000°K)

light from the flash !amps. The lamp current surge is vio the electrical

energy stored in high N oltage capacitors. An electronic timing circuit is

used to open the Kerr 4.ll at the optimum time. A second timing circuit

is sed to retard the -umping of the amplifier relative to the initiation

r of pumping in the oscille 'or. Tests have shown that maximum amplification



in the second ral is not achieved when both lamps are started simultane-

ously.

A block diagram of the electronic equipment for the operation of

the laser is shown in Figure 15.

The amplifier lamp and oscillator are connecteu individually to

their separate 375ý,LF ignitron fired capacitor banks. The two capaci-

tor banks are charged from a single high voltage power supply (220 VAC,

I-phase). The charging of the banks is controlled by an API controller.

The Kerr cell is biased by a 0 to 30,000 volt supply whiLch is

connected across a high voltage hydrogen thyratron (type KU-27). The

pulse from the thyratron is coupled to the Kerr cell by a couplinig net-

work inside the laser chest.

A firing circuit fires the ignitron in the oscillator bank. The

signal is fed to the two delay circuits which, after appropriate delays,

fire the amplifier's ignitron through its firing circuit, and the thyra-

tron which fires the Kerr cell.

The electronics are contained in two floor-standing consoles,

shown in Figure 16. The uwit seen on the left contains the charging

power supply, the oscillator capacitor bank, the amplifier capacitor

bank, the safety crowbars, and some of the control relays. The console

on the right contains the charging logic, the oscillator and amplifier

firing circuits, the delay circuits, the Kerr cell high voltage bias sup-

ply, and thC Kerr cell pulser. The charging logic panel can be removed

from the console so that the function of charging and discharging the

laser can be done remotely.
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A block diagram of the electronic equipment for the operation of

the laser is shown in Figure 15,

The amplifier lamp and oscillator are connected individually to

their separate 375FLF ignitron fired capacitor banks. The two capaci-

tor banks are charged from a single high voltage power supply (220 VAC,

I-phase). The charging of the Is'nks is controllel by an API controller,

The Kerr cell is biased by a 0 to 30,000 volt supply which is

connected across a high voltage hydrogen thyratron (type KU-27). The

pulse from the thyratron is coupled to the Kerr cell by a coupling net-

wock inside the laser chest.

A firing circuit fires the ignitron in the oscillator bank. The

signal is fed to the two delay circuits which, after appropriate delays,

fire the amplifier's ignitron through its firing circuit, and the thyra-

tron which fires the Kerr ceil,

The electronics are contained in two floor-standing consoles,

shown in Figure 16. The urit seen on the left contalns the charging

power supply, the oscillator capacitor bank, the amplifier capacitor

bank, the safety crowbars, and some of the c(ntrol relays. The console

on the right contains the charging logic, the oscillator and amplifier

firing circuits, the delay circuits, the Kerr cell high voltage oias sup-

ply, and thr Kerr cell pulser. The charging logic panel can be removed

from the console so that the function of charging and discharging the

laser- can be done remotely.
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b. iHolocamern,: The RPL 750 transmission holocamera was developed,

by TRW Systems under contract to the United States Air Force. See

Wuerker(68) . The 75 degrees refers to the angle between the scene and,

reference bezms. This angle was selected for the following r~asonst

1) to give a very wide viewing angle to the reconstructed hologram; 2)
to have a reference beam which did not interferewi tht scene,,and 3)

to permit more efficient use of the Agfa 8E75 high resolution film emul-

sion, The major components in the holocamera are the quadruple lens set,

beam splitter, prism plate, ground glass diffuser and mirrors.

A schematic of the holocamera is shown in Figure 17 . Figure 18

is a side elevation of the holocamera, and Figur:. 19 is an actual

photograph of the device along with the laser, Referring to Figure 17,

the collimated, laser input beam enters the holocamera through the large

diameter port in the side of the holocamera, The beam 'then 'impinges on a

50j beam splitter, wbich divides the beam into a scene and reference,

beam, The scene beam passes through the splitter and is reflected by

mirrors numbers I and 2 irranged as a roof prism. Mirror number 3 di-

0rects the scene beam onto the pIxsm plate by bending the beam 1050. The C

beam is then scattered isotropically by a ground glass diffuser (not

shown) attached to the far side of the prism plate. Light scattered by

the diffuser is focused by the quadruple lens set onto the hologram,

The quadruple lens set provides a very large aperture, short working dia-

tance system, which minimizes spherical aberration. The hologram and

prism plate are at 1:1 conjugate image locations, and their separation is

determined by the focal distance (16 inches) of the quadruple lens set.

The portion of the incident laser Leam which is reflected by the beam

splitter comprises the reference beam; which is further reflected by
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mirrors 4 and 5, before reaching the hologram. These mirrors are located

so the scene-reference beam angle is at the desired value of 75 degrees.

- The two beams recombine at the plane of the hologram after each

component has traveled the same optical path. Path equality is deter-

mined by accurate placing of the mirrors, beam splitter and pesm plate

in the holocamera, All the components in the holocamera are oriented

and positioned to maintain a temporal and spatial match of the scene and

reference bea~as. The scene beam must be incident on the back side of

the ground glass diffuser at the same angle that the reference beam is

incident on the hologram. This insures that all scene-reference ray

$ components travel approximately the same optical path length from the

beam splitter to the hologram. The condition for equal scene and refer-

ence beam path match is explained in Wuerker(68) . Mirrors 1 and 2,

the roof prism, are mounted on an adjustable base plate which has a screw

dr.ve. The screw is connected to a ten-turn potntiometer dial on the

side of the holocamerao This arrangement makes it possible to con•rc)

the scene beam path length, thereby compensating for increases in the

scene beam path, perhaps due to the addition of thick windows. It also

makes possible the exrcrimental discoxery and verification of the path

match condition.

The film plane is located so that its normal bisects the scene-

reference beam included angle. The 4 x 5 inch film plate -'.s oriented such

that it projects a nearly square format in the direction of the axis of

the quadruple lens set. The plane of the hologram plate is 521 degrees

with respect to the direction of propagation of tho reference beam.

The scene volume, the region between the lens set and the struc-

ture enclosing the film holder, will accommodate an object approximately
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13 inches in diameter, Total viewing angle of the reconstruction is 56

degrees,

The holocamera is iroperly operated with scene and reference

beams polarized horizontally at the plane of the r•hotogra-ehic plate when

the holocamara is ýtanding as shosin in Figtire 19 on the bottom feet.

Thus, the vibrating electric vector of the two beams at the plate are

horizontal, This gives the best interference of the combining rays at

the plane of the hologrzam. For horlzontal scene and reference bee.ms at

the photographic plate, the input laser beam must be polarized so that

- --- the plane of vibration of the electyic vector is canted at 15 degrees

with respect to the vertical. This correct orientation ir shown in

Figure 19 . This seemingly strange cant of the polarization Is a re-

sult of the choice of the 75 degree scene-reference beam angle. The

beam splitter is canted at 15 degrees along with mirrors 1, 2 and 3.

The holocamera is fitted with a mechanical focal plane shutter.

Speed is ap1roximately 60 milliseconds, The combination of shutter and

red filters protects the plate from overexposure. The mechanical shutter

is wound by hard and can be released elther manually or remotely by an

electric solencid, Releasing the shuttur trips a microswitch which fires

the laser when the shutter is in the open position. Firing the laser by

the shutter is accomplished by interconnecting a coaxial cable between

the connectors on the holocamera and laser control console,

The holocamera normally accoruodates horizontal scenes, Hlowever,

It can be placed on its side, in which case vertical scenes can be

holographed,
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c. ilolorphic Plates: The holograms were recorded on Agfa

Gevaert Scientia 8E75 glass plates. The plates are 4" x 5" and possess

red-sensitized, high resolution (capable of resolving 3000 lines/=m)

emulsion on one side. The reason for selecting the 8E75 plates was ex-

plained in the previous section.

After taking the hologram, insuring that the emulsion side of

the plate was facing the scene at the time of recording, the plate had

to be developed so the image on it could be reconstructed and Viewed.

A darkroom having a green safelight was ueod, since the plates were red-

sensitized.

The development procedure was as follows:

a) the holographic plate was placed in a tray containing a

solution of I part Kodak HRP developer and 4 parts water, ideally at

68 0F, for approximately 40 seconds, or until the plate was 5M% truns-

parent as determined by looking at the safelight through the developing

plate. The solution may be agitated by tipping the plate forward MnA

back to aid the development process. The development process was then

stopped;

b) stopping was accomplished by putting the plate in a photo-

graphic acetic acid stop bath for one minute;

c) the plate was then placed in the hypo (Kodak Rapid Fix) for

two minutes;

d) next, the plate was rinsed in cool running water for at

least five minutes; and

e) finally, the plate was dipped in Photoflo solution, placed

in a rack and hung up to dry.
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After the plate was dry, it was ready for iMage reconstruction and

viewing.

!. H ol:R!. RecoIRdin Sy1tem O.verating 1.ocedure: The holooenm.,ra is

first oriented relative to the scene of which a hologram is to 1i taken0

The ruby laser is then orien.ed properly to the holocamera such ihat

the output collimating lens of the lazer feces the input port of the

holocamera. The nrotective covers from the various lenses are then re-

moved. Electrical connections are made to all the componentst laser,

holocamera, capacitor banks, logic control, autocollimator, alignment

laser, cooling unit and oscilloscope. After the electrical connections

were made, power was turned on to each component. The ruby laser and

holocamera were then aligned with each other. This was accomplished

with a Helium-Neon (He-Ne) alignment laser. The holocamera and ruby

laser are aligned when the alignment laser beam, which is split into

scene and reference beams in the holocamera, are superimposed at the

center of the holographic film plate. The ruby lasec internal alignment

was accomplished next. This is done when the red dot reflection from

the 999 dielectric reflector is superimposed on the white dot reflection

froD- thi sapphire resonator when the two dots are viewed in the eyepiece

(if the autocolliwator. These dots are also superimposed on the He-Ne

ali6nment laser reflection in the autocollimator eyepiece, which forces

the ruby laser beam to follow the alignment laser beaml hencei alignment

of the ruby laser with the holocamera. The potent!ometer dill on the

holocamera is then set for the prorfir optical pata match. FlJters are

installed in the scene or referonce beam for the proper intensity

ratios between the beams. The Kerr cell voltage is iha set, the film

plate holder is loaded and placed in the holocamer',, he holocamera
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shutter is cocked and the slide is pulled from the film holder-. The

capacitor banks are then charged. A signal is obtained when both banks,

oscillator and amplifier, are fully charged. A switch on the main con-

sole in the blockhouse activates the solenoid which releases the hol,-

camera shutter. When the shutter is full open, a micro-switch is trip-

ped which fires the laser. The film holder slide is then returned to

its closed position and the film holder retrieved so the film plate can

be developed.

The holographic system and test system operations were coordi-

nated when tests were conducted, After" +oh Ory's testing was cop~ileted,

electrical power to the components was turned off and the lenset covers

reinstalled. The electrical liues were not disconnected unless the

laser and holocamera were to be moved elsewhere.

3. Descri-oton of Ex_ L.7ents.

The high-speed flow field experiments consisted of injecting various

liquids (water, methyl alcohol; trichloroethylene, Freon 113 and a water-

photoflo solution) normally into a Mach 3, gaseous nitrogen stream

through different sized orifices (.042, .050, .062 inches in diameter),

which could 'be flush-mounted into one of the test section blocks of the

wind tunnel. Liquid injection velocities were varied from 190 to 450

feet/second. The wind tunnel was operated over a total pressure range

from 100 to 300 psia,. The parameters of interest were liquid type, in-

jection velocity, orifice diameter, and wind tunnel total pressure, The

penetration trajectories of the liquid into the gas stream were calcu-

(21)'lated according to a method developed by Catton, Hill and McRae2'.

The dynamic pressures of the liquid and Cie supersonic gas stream had to
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be ba 1• ied to insure that the liquid would penetrate the gas stream,

Syet not impinge on the opposite side of the itdnd tunnel from the injec-

tion point. Holograms were taken during each test. Figure 20 shows

the actual orientation of the laser and holocamera relative to each

other and the wind tunnel. Typically, the flow field resulting from

injection of the liquid into the supersonic gas stream is shown in

Figure 210 The liquid jet disturbs the gas stream and a bow shock wave

results, As the liquid jet penetrates the gas stream, it is a3rody,

namically broken up and spreads laterally. The envelope of the spray

resembles a section of an ellipsoid, A combustion region is also shown

in the Figure. This would be applicable if combustible liquids were

burned in an air stream; however, this was not the case with the ex-

periments conducted in this investigation.

The experiment of the liquid jet injecting into still air was cca-

ducted by Lr. R. Wuerker, TRW Systems Group. It' corresponding ho't)-

grain was given to the Air Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory for rwe-n-

struction and analysis.

Actual test conditions, results and analyses of the exoeveonts are

presented and discussed in Chapters VI and VII.
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CHAPTER IV

RITRIEVAL OF HOLOGRAPHIC DATA
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1. Holoam Information Processor (Primary Holographic Data Retrieval

Method)

a. Snt Dann ions Hologram reconstruction and data retrieval

is accomplished by a system called the Hologram Information .:rocessor.

A schematic of the system is shown in Figure 22 . The actual system is

shown in Figures 23 and 24 • The system consists of a laser, spatial

filter and diverging lens arrangement, collimator, hologram support

stage, reticle wheel, magnification lens system, TV camera and set, co-

ordinate position carriage, magnitic; tape deck and a control console.

The laser is used to simulate the recording reference beam and to illu-

minate the hologram? thereby makirng the real image of the scene visible

on a I:1 basis so the data can be retrieved. The TV camera and lenses

mounte. on the scanning carriage allow the observer to view the magnified

scene on a TV monitor as the carriage is moved through the scene volume.

A detailed description of the system operating procedure will be pre-'

sented in a subsequent sectio:

The original laser for the system was a Siemens pulsed ruby laser

(SLR IP). It was a quasicontinuous wave laser, since it pulsed at 60 Hz

and had a maximum rated Pean power output of 1 watt. Operational diffi-

culties with this laser made it imperative to obtain another laser so data

from the holograms could be retrieved, The system was then fitted with a

Spectra Physics 125A, continuous wave, Helium-Neon gas laser, 80mw mean

power output. This laser facilitated the data retrieval. The laser has

Xts own spatial filter, 6 microns, diverging and collimating lenses. The

output beam can be collimateO to a 50mm diameter, The collimating lens

renders the diverging beam rays parallel. The collimated beam illumi-

nates the hologram which is m6unted on its support stage. The hologram
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T.V. monitor, control console and magnetic
tape unit.
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support stage is a Jodon Model PH-45A. The stage has 6 degrees of free-

dom which allows propex hologram orientation relative to the laser, for

maximum brightness and resolution, and minimum distortion and aberration

of the image. Once the hologram and laser are properly oriented to each

other, they must be arranged such that their optical axis passes through

the center of the imaging lenses and TV camera mounted on the scanning

carriage.

Mounted on the spatial coordinate (scanning) carriage are the

TV camera, imaging lenses and reticle wheel. This arrangement is used to

scan the scene volume to determine the droplet size and position coordi-

nates. The glass reticle wheel has 50 circles photoetched on it, on a

6-inch diameter bolt circle. These represent 50 sizirg intervals ranging

S., from 20 microns to i ,000 in 20 micron increments. The imaging lens ar-

rangement consists of two Nikon lenses (50mm, f/1.4) mounted in a manner

to give magnifications of 4:1, 1:I, and I:4. The resolution range and

field of view for each magnification are respectively 10-1,000 microns,

2.5 x 3.3mmi 20-1,000 microns, 10 x 13.2mm; 100-1,000 microns, 3.8 x 5.1cm.

The lenses are placed between the TV camera and reticle wheel such that

they focus on the reticle wheel. The TV camera 4s a Telemation TMC-2100,

The carriage can move -. 6.000 inches in each direction (x,y,z) or a total

of 12 inches in any one direction depending on where the origin is placed.

The carriage is moved by drive motors whose switches arc mounted on the

control console. Encoders placed along side the carriage provide posi-

tion accuracy of 0,0005 inches.

The TV camera and monitor (23-inch, Conrac RVB) comprise a closed

circuit video system which is used to display the reconstructed scene

volume.. The system has the standard 525 scan line raster with resolution
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aion the -can dirg.ctln of Pk0 T7 lines at t'he cater of the field.

The droplet data which cMonsists of siZPe and poSitiom cOO'inartes

i rec,-rded on a Kennedy ncremental m.etIo taDe recorder, Model 1600.

The control console corrtair.s the switches which reset the system

and on-_rate the aanning, carriage a-nd reticle wheel. A foot switch is

provided to input the droplet size and spatial coordinate data on the

magnetis tape. The console displays th6 position coordinates and number

count in eah drop size interval on Nixie tubes, The memory system which

provides the number count storaae is a United Telecontrol Electric Model

5030. The reset switch clears the memory core and establishes the zero

reference for the spatial coordinates by moving the carriage to the de-

":ired rPint prior to aepressing the reset button. A lock-on feature was

providle which restricts the scanning area in the transverse and vertical

rldrectlonn. With this, the operator can subsection the hologram for

: cannin,, in a systematic manner.

Although the system is oriented to retrieve holographic droplet

data, it can also be used to retrieve other holographic data.

b. Operting Procedure: After all the electrical connections to the

various components were made, the mastetr switch on the control console

was turned on. This turned on the TV set ard camera and magnetic tape

recorder and rendered the scanning carriage and sizing reticle wheel

operable. The laser was then turned on and its beam diverged and colli-

mated according to the procedures in its .;erating manual. The hologram

was mounted in its support stage ,and oriented relative to the laser and

imaging lenses as described above. The lenses and TV camera were aligned

such that they focused on the reticle wheel. The operator set the de-

sired Imaging lena magnifieation and moved the carriage to the desired
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reference point by operating the switches on the console. The reset but-

ton was then depressed and the system was ready to retrieve data.

The carriage was moved in the x,y,z positions until a droplet

in the scene volume came into focus at the center of the TV screen. The

droplet was sized by rotating the reticle wheel, via a console switch,

until one of the 50 circles on the wheel best circumscribed the droplet.

A foot pedal switch was then depressed and the spatial coordinates and

size interval which appear on the console Nixie tubes were recovded on

the magnetic tape. The operator proceeded in this manner until all or

a statistically sufficient number of droplets in the scene volume were

recorded.

After the droplet data was recorded on the magnetic tape,, ihe

tape was then processed through a system of computer programs to obtain

the various mean droplet diameters, spatial mass distribution and other

information of interest.

2. Alternative Holographic Data Retrieval Method

a. System Description: The Hologram Information Processor was a

new system and operational difficulties were encountered with it. After

the laser problem was resolved, electronic preblems developed. At one

time or another all the components functioned properly, wut all did not

work at the same time. In order to retrieve the holographic data, an

alternative method was devised.

At the time the alternative method was devised, all parts of the

Processor system were functioning properly with the exception of the

sizing reticle wheel. The alternatiie method uses part of the Processor
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system as shown in the upper part of the schematic in Figure 25 . In

place of the TV camera, a lens (58mm, ff1.5) and 35mm camera were installed

on the scanning carriage. The leis '-' used in conjunction with the

1:1 lens arrangement for the Processor, The new lens was placed between

the imaging lenses and 35mm camera and magnified the scene i.6X at the

film plane. The lens system was still focused on the reticle wheel and

gave a very narrow depth of field, 300 microns. This allowed photo-

graphs to be taken at discrete planes in the scene volume as the car-

riage was moved. Each frame represented one of the spatial coordinates$

while the other two coordinates were on a given frame,

In addition to using the Processor and 35mm camera to produce

photographs through the scene volume, the alternative method used a

film reading system, schematically shown in the lower part of Figure 25.

Uegatives of the frances obtained from developing the film roll were

mounted on a Telereadex film reading machine, Model 29A. The machine

can magnify the negatives 5X, lOX, 20X and 50X. The film can be indexed

forward or backward, frame by frame, ai at variable soeeds. The film

is imaged on a board with moveable crosshairs. The moveable crosshairs

allow a two-coordinate "fix" cn a droplet in a given frame. Hence, the

spatial coordinates of a droplet can be obtained from a given reference

point. The reference point is established by setting the crosshairs

where desired and then depressing a reset button. As the crosshairs are

moved, counts are observed on the Nixie tubes of the Telecordex Analog-

digital converter. This is similar to the Processor positional coordinate

system, but different in that the Processor reads out actual coordinates,

to the nearest . 001 inch, rather than counts. The counts need to be con-

verted to actual coordinates. Additional information, such as droplet
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size, can be punched on the 12-digit keyboard (Type 56B) of the film

reader. When a foot pedal is depressed, information on the keyboard and

on the A-D converter Nixie tubes is punched on computer cards loaded in

an IBM 523 Summary Punch. Figure 26 shows the actual film reading sys-

tem.

b. Operating Procedure: The operating procedure for the Processor

was the same as was described above with the exception of statements re-

lating to the TV camera and reticle wheel. After lens system and camera

(35mm) alignment were accomplished, the camera was loaded with GAF black

and white, 125ASA film. The scanning carriage was moved through the

scene volume and photographs were taken at depth increments of . 050

inches through the liquid jet. Exposure time for each photograph was

one second. Care was taken to collate the film frame with the depth

positional coordinate for data reduction purposes. The film roll was

then developed using microdol X developer and Kodak fixer to obtain the

negatives. The film roll was then mounted on the film reading machine.

The 20X magnification lens (105mm, f/3.7) was used, since this gave the

best image on the viewing board. Actual magnification was 32X. A cali-

bration scale was used to determine the number of counts per inch as the

crosshairs were moved. The reference point was selected at the base of

the image for one coordinate and at the center of the jet for the second

coordinate, The third spatial coordinate was represented by the frame,

and this information was input directly to the A-D converter. As the

frame was changed, so was the corresponding information, After estab-

lishing the reference point for a given frame, data then could be re-

trieved. Droplet sizing was accomplished by taking the difference be-

tween the counts given by one of the crosshairs as it was placed on each
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Figure 26a. Film Reading System film reader, analog-
digital converter and summary punch,

-UP

Figure 26b. Film Reader Close-up.



side of the droplet. This number was then punched on the film reader key-

board, the crosshairs were then centered on the particular droplet and

when the foot pedal switch was depressed, drop size and spatia3 coordi-

nates were punched on a computer card. The procedure was continued drop

by drop and frame by frame until all the data was retrieved, The cards

were then input to the system of computer programs, to bI described in

the next chapter, for data reduction.
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CHAPTER V

ANAL'fYTCAL METHOD FOP REDUCING HOLOGRAPHIC DROPLET DATA
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1. Descrilption of System of Computer Irogra..

After retrieving the droplet data from the holograms, by either the

primary or alternative retrieval method, the data has to be redaced,

analyzed and presented in a meaningful manner. A method for reducing

the droplet data, drop size and corresponding spatial coordinates, was

developed as part of this investigation. The manner in which the drop-

let data was operated on is described below. A system of computer pro-

grams was used to handle the droplet data. A schematic diagram of how

these programs were combined to reduce and analyze the droplet data is

showy. in Figure 27. The progrvmas were written for use on the IBM 7040

computer, since this was the type of computer available at the Air Force

Rocket Propulsion Laboratory, where the investigation was conducted, A

dascription of each program is presented below.

a. PR-470 Holograph Tape Unack Proram, This program performs

the preliminary processing on the digital information, droplet size and

positional coordinates (x,y,z) on the magnetic tape. The objective of

this program was to provide a FORTRAN compatible magnetic tape for sub-

sequent processing of the data. The program provides the opportunity to

view the raw data, if desired, before Jt is processed. The program con.-

sists of a FORTRAN main with one FORTRAN subroutine and three MAP sub-

routines. Also, the program has the facility to process a variable num-

ber of input tr es. This program is used only when the primary hologra-

phic data retrieval method is used. The output from the alternative re-

trieval method is on punched cards; hence, the PR-470 program is by-passed.

b. PR-471, $IBSRT Edit-Sort Program: The PR-471 program, along with

the standard IBM $IBSRT program, begin the operation on the raw data.
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T'hese prograas perfoim a multitude of functions:

i) Organize and sort the random droplet data;

2) Eliminate redundant droplets;

3) Determine the minimum and maximum positional coordinates

for the volume occupied by the unique droplbts;

4) Determine the number of droplets in each class size;

5) 'Set up the graph slice for the drop size-positicnal

coordinate plots;

6) Sub-volume the total volume occupied by the unique drop-

lets; and

7) Determine the number and class size of tho droplets in

each sub-volume.

Basically, the data reduction process deals with two problemst 1) that

concerned with droplet position coordinates, and 2) that concerned with

tho droplet sizes and their frequency of occurrence.

The first step in the operation was to order the random data.

This was accomplished by the system library ptogtam, $IBSRT. Ordering

was done on one of the position coordinates, preferably the one on which

the graph slice was to be taken. The cootdinate on which the ordering

was performed was pinted out monotonically increasing, while its cor-

responding other two coordinates and droplet size were printed out ift an

unpatterned manner.. Ordering can be done on any one of the coordinates

or on droplet size. The ordering sets up the editing process by which

the droplets are scrutinized to determine if they are unique or redundant.

Editing of a droplet to determine if it is uniquel that is, a

given droplet has not been counted more than once, was accomplished by

applying a tolerance band to each of its position coordinates. The
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tolerance bands on the coordinates are input items and can be v'aried as

desired. The theory behind determining uniqueness by interrogating the

positional coordinates is based on the fact that no more than one drop-

let can occupy the same position at a given time. The tolerance band

applied to the spatial coordinates is an indication of how closely a

reader of the hologram volume can focus on a droplet at its true position.

Each droplet may undergo two editing cycles to determine if it is

unique. The first edit interrogates the droplet data on the ordered

coordinate. Those droplets which have the same ordered coordinate are

subjected to a second interrogation on the other two coordinates. The

editing process for determining uniqueness is biased by the first droplet

of the set which has the same ordered coordinate. The two-edit method

speeds up the scrutinizing process, since those droplets which passed

the uniqueness test on the first edit are not interrogated during the

second edit. The unique and redundant droplets are separated into two

groups, the total of which must agree with the total droplet population.

Subsequent droplet processing then is confined to the unique droplets.

The PR-471 program next determines the minimum and maximum drop

size classes and positional coordinates for the v.olume occupied by the

unique droplets. Each minimum and maximum positional coordinate does

not necessarily belong to the same droplet.

The number of droplets in each class size is the next block of

information output. This is frequency distribution information. Each

class size number represents a droplet size Interval. For examples
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Class No. Droplet Size (Microns)

Min. Max.

1 0 20

2 20 40

The size interval used in this investigation was nominally 20 microns,

since this was the expected resolution capability of the holographic re-

cording system, and the circles on the Processor reticle wheel were sized

accordingly.

Next, the program prepared the data to be used in the positional

coordinate-droplet size plots. This is referred to as grap-h slice and

can be performed on any one of the three positional coordinates. A

spatial band width was applied to one of the positional coordinates, pro-

ferably to the ordered coordinate, since this facilitates operating on

the data. The droplat data contained within the graph slice band, which

is now assumed to be Infinitely thin, is treated as two-dimensio!Aal data.

Graphs plotting the other two coordinates as dependent and independent

variables with drop size as the paxameter can now be made using the

PR-472 program. Coordinate slicing and the resulting plot are pictori-

ally illustrated i~i Figure 28.

In order to organize the unique droplets so that one may analyze

droplet distribution, areas of droplet concentration and trends of drop

size and position, a method of subvolume griding was devised. The total

volume occupied by the unique droplets, as determined by the minimum and

maximum positional coordinates previously identified, is subsectioned
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into a number of smaller volumes. If the number of grids in each coor-

dinate is not specified, the program uses a default of 2 on the ordered

coordinate (sometimes referred to as the pure variable), 5 and 4 on the

independent and dependent variables, respectively, This gives 40 sub-

volumes. The number of grids along each axis is limited by the input

format to 99 or a maximum number of subvolumes of 970,299. The program

deter•vines the number of droplets of each class size in each subvolume

so that mass distribution can be calculated. The frequency distribution

4 in each subvolume is output.

PR-471 has a number of options, One can elect whether or not

to edit the data, prepare for a graph slice plot or subvolume the data.

Another feature is that the total volume occupied by the unique droplets

can be reduced, by so specifying the coordinates, and then perform the

other operations on the reduced volume as if it were the total volume.

c. PR-472 Plot Program: This program is used to plot droplet posi-

v tional data or droplet diameter distributions. That is, the program can

supply two types of plots •- nbtain a vistal representation of the drop-

let positional data and the distribution function data for the droplet

diameters, The plots are made with a CalComp Plotter, The positional

data to be plotted is obtained from PR-471, while the distribution func-

tion data is provided by the MM-203 program, which will be discussed be-

low.

The positional data is plotted using two coordinates for a given

drop size as shown in Figure 28. Up to 5 droplet class sizes can be

plotted on each graph, with any number of droplets in each class size.

As many graphs as desired can be made for a given set of data. The posi-

tional plots enable one to observe if the droplets are segregating
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spatially according to size, such that contour lines can be drawn.

The data obtained from the EM-203 program is frequency informa-

tion involving only the droplet diameters, The ordinate for th( distri-

9 ,ution plots can be any of these fours cumulative volume fraction,

volume fraction derivative, droplet number (for frequency distribution)

or number fraction derivative. The abscissa is droplet diameter. The

raw droplet data along with the four distribution functions (Log -Pro-

bability, Upper-Limit, Nukiyama-Tanasawa and General Exponential) used to

model the data are plotted on a given graph. That is, one curve will be

the observed distribution of the droplet data versus diameter and the

other four curves will be the predicted distributions from the various

models versus diameter.

The program is designed to process data sorted in ascending order.

The values must be sorted as follows: Each in ascending order, indepen-

dent variable first, dependent variable second and class size or distri-

bution function number third. Symbol or line plots can be made. Along

with the main program are 15 subroutines, 9 of which are needed in the

sub;.4ttal deck, since the othcrs are part of the computer system.

d. PR-473 Drop Size Tape Program: This progrw provides the input

data, in the form of number of droplets in each class size, for the

PR-429 program. The sorted (ordered) unique droplet data, size and po-

sitional coordinates, is accepted from the $IBSRT and PR-471 programs.

The positional coordinate data is eliminated and number count for each

class size, up to 48 classes, is rstained. Any number of droplets can

be read into any of the 48 classes. This frequencry distribution data is

output on a magnetic tape which is then available for future use.
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e. PR-42. SMXray Analysis ]rR This program calculates the

various mean droplet diameters used in characterizing sprays and in

correlating with the physical and fluid parameters. These diameters

are average diameter (D10 ), surface mean (D2 0 ). volume mean (D3 0 ),

Sauter mean (D32), mass mean (D4 3 ) and mass median (the diameter a.ve

or below which 501 of the spray mass lies). The general equation used

in calculating the diameTers, with the exception of the mass median

diameter, is
S'= < n'iD P (28)

DPq n.D p

where ni - number count in each class size interval

D i . mid-diameter in each size interval

The class size number (1 through 48 in ascending order), the correspon-

ding minimum, mid and maximum droplet diameters for each class size and

the number of droplete in 3ach class size are output. Other distribu-

tion data, droplet number fraction below a given class size, volume

fraction and cumulative volume fraction are also output.

Two distribution functionss, Log-Probability and Vpper-Limit, are

calculated using a linear regression analysis. The linear regression

analysis approach to modeling the data was found to be inadequate. How-

ever, the correlation coefficients which the program calctlates for the

two distribution functions are used as initial estimates icr the non-

linear regression analysis approach, which was adopted and will be dis-

cussed below. In addition to the correlation coefficients, the program

also outputs D)30t D32 and the observed and predicted volume fraction de-

rivative and cumulative volume fraction for each distribution function.

This information, though, is no longer used.
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The total tpogram consists of a main and six FORTRAN subrou-

tinets. The program can accept either tape fron PR-473, or punmhed

card input. Two tapes are output by this programs one which contains

the droplet count, mid-diameter and interval width for each class nize

to be used as inpit to the MM-203 Nonlinear Regression Analysis Pro-

gram, and one which contains mid-diameter, volume fraction derivative

for each class size and tin, distribution function number (for identi-

fication) to be used as input to the PR-472 Plot Program,

f. M-203 Nonlinear Regression Analysis Programs This program is

used to model the data obtained from PR-429 with various, selected dis-

tribution functions. The modeling Is accomplished by estimating the

correlation coefficients of 'he models. A nonlinear regression ana-

lysis method developed by Marquardt(69) Is used to iteratively obtain

the least squares estimates for the coefficients. Initial estimates

are required for the coefficients.

Any number of models may be used, and operations on them can be

performed sequentially. Four distribution functions were selected to

model the data from this investigations Log-Probability, Upper-Limit,

Nukiyasa-Tanasawa and General Exponential. Two types of models, 1)

volume derivative, and 2) cumulative volume were used for each distri-

bution function. Hence, each data set could be compared witb as many

as 8 models. The equations for all the models are presented in Appen-

dix II according to their distribution functions. Included in each

set are the equations for volume derivative, cumulative volume (which

is the integral of the previous equation), D30 and D32 as obtained for

eAh distribution fumction and the partial derivative for each model

with respect to its coefficients.
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The 1M-203 program not only models the data and provides sta-

tistical iformation concerning the curve fits as printed output, but

also produces outpit tapes for use in the PR-4?2 plot program. These

tapes contain droplet' size interval mld-diameter and observed and pro-

dicted volume fraction derivativost and interval maximum di-Aeter &an

observed and predicted cumulative volume fractions for each distribu-

tion.

The total progras consists of a FGTRA1R main program with

thirteen FORTRAN subroutines and one HAP subroutine. The user must

supply nine of the subroutines for each modell volume derivative and

cumulative volume. The other subroutr•nes are system-supplied, The

v logic for each model is the same, This program is a very strong tool

for analyzing the droplet data, It has the capability of modeling

the data with any number of axpressions and ;rovides the user with

statistical information (F-ratiot per cent variation explained, calcu-

lated t-statistics, residuals and percentage of points exceediag 1,

2 or 3 sigma) so he can assess the relative merits of each model.
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OHAPTER VI

EXPEIMENTAL RESULTS
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1. Liquid Injection into a Supersonic Stream

As mentioned earlier, various liquids were injected perpendicularly

through different orifices into a Mach 3 gaseous nitrogen stream.

Liquid jet breakup data was sought: drorlet aize and distribution, jet

wavelength and amplitude change. Droplet data was not retrievable in the

high Mach number gas stream with the holographic recording equipment

used. TAe reasons for this will be explained in the next chapter. The

gas stream conditions, liquid type, liquid injection conditions and cer-

tain calculated parameters of interest are tabulated in Table VIII. The

equations used to calculate the various parameters are presented in

Appendix III. The physical properties of the injectants are prezented

in Table IX. These properties were obtained from Strobridge(70) Inter-

national Critical Tables(71) and du Pont Technical Bullotins(72).

Jet amplitude and wavelength data were otained from the holograms.

This was accomplished by taking photographs of the flow fields which

were observed when the holograms were reconstructed. Ths se photographs

are presented in Figures 29 to I41 . One inch measured - 0.77 Inches

actual for all photographs. The photographs were enlarged to 8 x 10

inches to facilitate retrir ,%l tf the amplitude and wavelength informa-

tion. Accuracy of measurement waa also improved with photo enlargement.

The manner in which the measevments were taken is shown in Figure 42.

The Figure shows the jort as a straight line for explanation purposes.

Actually the measurements were made along the natural curvature of the

jet trajectory. The measurement procedure was as follows.

1) a line wms drawn from the injection point outward along the

jet trajectory such that the wave troughs were connected by this linel

2) a line was drawn through the crest of each wave and
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TABLE VIIIa: LIgUID INJIXTION INTO A SUPERSONIC STREAM

LIQUID PARAWER'S

DIS- LIQ.
ORIF. CHARGE IlJw INJ. FLOW

TET LIQUID SIZE COE?. V PRESS. VEL. (LB( V,NO. TYPE (IN.) Cd CdZDo (PSIG) (FPS) SECj 011

DR-2 H20 .050 .785 .0o4 980 300 .275 137,830
DR-3 H20 .050 .785 .044 980 300 .274 177,739
DR-4 H20 .050 .785 .044 967 300 .275 155,240

DR-5 H20 .050 .785 .044. 489 215 .198 114,521

DR-8 H20 .050 .785 .0414 1450 365 .333 210,955
DR-10 H20 .0o42 .685 .035 1510 319 .191 121,466
DR-il H2 0 .0o2 .685 .o35 1472 318 .190 121,598
DR-..2 H20 .042 .685 .035 1426 313 .188 118,198
DR-13 H20 .062 .719 .053 1t66 299 .396 190,024
DR-114 H.0 .062 .719 .053 1135 298 .393 220,051
DR-15 H20 .062 .719 .053 1212 307 .406 226,183

DR-17 H2 0 .062 .719 .053 567 209 .277 130,811
DR-19 H20 .042 .685 .035 1482 330 .197 146,250

DR-20 H20 o042 .685 .035 735 233 .139 102,369
DR-22 H20 .042 ,685 .035 747 237 .142 105,896
DR-23 TRICH .050 .845 .046 506 194 .238 2,117
DR-214 TRICH .050 .845 .046 739 232 .284 2,507

DR-25 TRICH .050 .845 .046 1476 326 .398 3,600
DR-26 TRICH .050 .845 ,046 735 232 p284 2,552
D.1-27 FREON 113 .050 .83 .046 1473 310 .415 311,774

DR-28 FREON l1- .050 .83 .046 978 254 .337 250,093
DR-29 MTHANOL .050 ,85 .046 1433 445 .297 272,429
DR-30 METHANOL .050 .85 .046 967 364 .242 227,940

DR-31 He0/ .050 84 .046 959 321 .276 149,050

DR1-32 RH97O'FL0 .050 .84 .046 1447 398 .339 182,819
PHOTOPLO)

*H20/Photof]-) ratio 20i1 by volume.
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TABLE VIIIb• LIQUID INJECTION INTO A SUPERSONIC STREAM

GAS We,
TOTAL STAX. TOTAL STAT. GAS FLOW _

TEST PRESS. PRESS. T)P. T ). MACH VEL. (LB ?
NO. (PSIA) (PSIA) L) NO. (FPS) sm"

DR-2 216 5.95 50& 171 1.431 3.01 1982 10.77 9,58?

DR-3 126 3.47 515 179 1.417 3.00 2012 6.18 5,645
DR-4 305 8.36 509 169 1.443 3,02 1982 15.1 13,973
DR-5 108 3.00 511 179 1.417 2.99 2006 5.3 4,835
DR-8 128 3.53 520 181 1.416 3.00 2022 6,23 5,740
DR-10 121 3.33 505 176 1.417 3.00 1992 5.97 4,371
fuR-I1 230 6.32 508 171 1.433 3.01 1986 11.4 8,451

DR-12 254 6.97 518 174 1.435 3.01 2005 12.5 9,9%7
DR-13 119 3.28 519 181 1.416 3.00 2021 5.8 6,425
DR-14 212 5.84 513 174 1.430 3.01 1998 10.5 11,578
DR-15 309 8.48 523 174 1.442 3.02 2010 15.1 17,072
DR-17 120 3.31 516 180 1.416 3.00 2015 5.9 6,436
DR-19 111 3.08 526 184 1.414 3.00 2035 5.4 4,018

DR-20 126 3.49 502 174 1.418 3.00 1985 6.25 4,576
DR-22 312 8,57 515 170 1.443 3.02 1993 15.4 11,588
DR-23 119 3.31 508 177 1°417 3.00 1998 5.9 13,295
DR-24 123 3.43 485 168 1.420 3.00 1947 6.2 13,671
DR-25 1l1 3.10 527 185 1.414 2.99 2035 5.4 12,384
DR-26 118 3.30 526 '84 1.415 2.99 2033 5.7 13,164
DR-27 128 3.52 521 181 1.417 3.00 2025 6.3 22,391
DR-28 120 3.33 515 179 1.416 3.00 2012 5,9 20,911

DR-29 125 3. 520 181 1.416 3.00 2022 6.1 17,819
DR-30 11o 3.07 520 102 1.•14 2,99 2023 5.4 15,950
DR-31 113 3.11 512 179 1.415 3.00 2008 5.5 11,350
DR-32 114 3.15 499 174 1.417 3.00 1980 5.7 II,71
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TABLE VIIIcl LIQUID INJECTION INTO A SUPERSONIC STREAM

LIQUID-GAS PARAME1RS

VEIL. mom,
TEST RATIO RATIO q

NO. V/Vv gg/'w, V, ? % /PM(1~44

DR-2 6.6 258 15.7

DR-3 6.72 151 27.2
DR-4 6.6 364 1i.0

DR-5 9.3 250 16.4

DR-8 5.5 103 39.6

DR-1O 6.25 195 32.0

DR-li 6,24 373 16.6

DR-12 6.4 425 14.5

DR-13 6.8 100 28.6

DR-14 6.7 179 15.7

"DR-15 6.5 243 11.4

DR-1? 9.6 203 14.0
DR-19 6.2 168 37.3

DR-20 8.5 384 t6.4

DR-22 8.4 914 6.7
DR-23 10.3 255 17.4

DR-24 8.4 184 23.9

DR-25 6.3 84 52.5

DR-26 8.7 175 25.0

Dr-27 6.5 98 45.5

DR-28 7.9 139 32.0

DR-29 4.5 9? 47.7
DR.30 5.6 124 35.9

Di-31 6.2 124 35.8

DR-32 5.o 83 53.2
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ABSOLUTE KINENVATIC. SURFACE
DENSITY VISCOSITY VISCOSI1' TEN~SIONl

HO2 62.2 5xio - 8. lxto"6  0o!I9

-36

FREJON 113 97.6 4xl0" 4,1310 -6.0012

METHANOL 48.9 3.3qx*,0 67x10'O .0015

H20/PHOTOFWý 62.4 5.7x1o~ -4 1x10d 6 .0021
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oriented to perpendicularly intersect the wave trough connecting line;

3) distance from the injection point to the intersection of

each crest and trough connecting lines were measured with a map tracing

instrument accurate to 0.01 inches. These distances were designated

, S29,* ' " " Sn. The corresponding amplitudes A1, A2 ," * " An were

obtained by measuring the line drawn from the crest of each wave to the

intersection point with the trough linel

4) the true measurements were determined by dividing the S's

and A's by the magnification factor (2.6). The resulting values were

then nondimensionalized by the appropriate Cd 1 for a given testf and

5) the wavelengths were obtained by taking the difference be-

tween two adjacent S's

Sn, n-1 ' Sn Sn- 1  (29)

The distance from the injection point at which the wavelength was as-

sumed to "occur" was the mid-distance between the corresponding S's.

S n-1 ' Sn-I + Xn, n-I (30)

2

The nondimensionalized amplitude and wavelength data are presented in

Tables X and XI, respectively. Their corresponding dimensionless dis-

tance from the injection point, dynamic pressure ratio, test numbor and

injectant type are also presented,

2. Liquid Injection into Still Air

Droplet data, size and spatial coordinates, was obtained from a

liquid (water) jet injected into quiescent, atmospheric air. The data

was taken at two axlal regions in the spray. These regions were nomi-

%ally 3.0 - 3.5 and 3,5 - 4,0 inches from tae injection plane. The
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TABLE Xs LIQUI J-91 AMLTUE DATA

DATA TEST LIQUID AMPLITUDE DISTANCE DYN. PRESS.

POIir NO. TYPE A 1 o2 RATIO, q

1 DR-2 H2O 1.32 3.93 t5.7

2 1.93 10.50 15.7

3 3.23 21.10 15.7
.43 6.11 27.2

5 " .80 10.32 27.2

6 t 1.05 13.98 27.2

7 " 1.57 19.23 27.2
8 " 2.98 26.23 27.2

9 " 6.02 54.11 27.2
10 R-4 .7t 4.21 11.0
11 ".89 8.05 11.0
12 1 2.27 15.05 11.0
13 " 2.36 26.75 11.0

14 DR-5 1.23 8.75 16.4
15 '4 1.84 21.16 16.4

16 DR-B .27 2.46 39.6
1? " 34 5.25 39.6

18 " .34 7.52 39.6

19 .43 12.16 39.6

0 .61 17.66 39.(
21 ..89 22.64 39.6
22 1 1.64 30.07 39.6
23 2 3.32 44.66 39.6

24 Dl1-4O .89 3.51 32. o

25 .,89 10.11 32.0

26 2.09 16.26 32.0

27 " 3.74 39.57 32.0
28 " 7.49 72.31 32.0
29 1-it .43 2.20 16.6
30 4 143 8.26 16.6
310 1.77 16.26 16.6

32 " 3.09 25.49 16.6

33 DR-12 .77 5.29 14.5
34 " 1.11 12.09 14.5
3' " 5,,71 25.17 14.5

36 11-t3 .43 3.85 28.6
37 : ,51 9.43 28.6
38 7 1.02 13.79 28.6
39 t 1.45 19.23 28.6

40 T ' 2.11 25.62 28.6

41 " 2.32 34.83 28.6
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TABLE Xt IM'JI JE1f -AHLiTUDE DATA, continued

DATA TEST LIQUID A4PLITUDE DISTANCE DYN. PRISS.

POINT NO. TYPE A/C 1/2D 9 ./2 D RAT-10 q
- 0 -0

42 DR-14 110 .51 1.81 15.7
43 .59 4.51 15.7

.44 1.53 12.Y3 15.7

45 8.31 58.92 15.7

46 D11-15 .79 2.32 11.4
47 1.02 6.83 11.4
48 5.23 32.00 11.4
419 DR-17 51 3.49 14.0

50 .66 10.17 14.0

51 1.23 19.4f5 14.0

52 3.06 31.21 14.0

53 DR-19 .54 4.63 37.3

54 1.00 14.51 37.3

55 2.31 26.37 37.3

56 4.40 43.40 37.3

57 DR-20 .77 2.51 16.4

58 .66 5.83 i6.4

59 2.63 12.63 16.4

60 DR-22 .77 1.31 6.7

61 1.66 5.83 6.7

62 V 4.06 28.14 6.7

63 1R-23 TRICH • 33 4.35 t?.4

64 .76 6.61 17.4

65 1.17 9.61 17.4

66 1.50 13.46 17.4

67 2.26 19.57 17.4

68 4.85 31.94 17.4

69 1R-24 .33 1.50 23.9

70 •59 6.70 23.9

71 1.09 12.04 23.9

72" 1.00 16.57 23.9

73 DR-25 .33 8.37 52.5

74 .50 12.87 52.5

75 .85 18.30 52.5

76 1.35 24.91 52.5

77 3.26 33.61 52.5

78 "4.35 48.33 52.5

79 DR-26 .85 4.02 25.0

80 .85 9.87 25.0

81 1.85 13.72 25.0

82 2.50 20.83 25.0

83 V 3.67 30.70 25.0
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TABLE X: LIQUID Jzr ANPLITUDE DATA, continued

DATA TEST LIQUID AM~PLITUDE DISTANCE DIN. PRIES.
" POINT NO. TYPE A/Cd"%D S/Cd1/2D RATIO, q

884 DR-27 FREON 113 .17 4.35 45.5
85 .33 7.37 45.5
86 H .76 12.04 45.5
87 .67 18.07 45.5
88 .91 23.74 45.5
89 1.85 31.1t 45.5
90 3.85 41.80 45.5
91 DR-28 .59 4.11 32.0
92 .91 8.37 32.0
93 1.26 13.-54 32.0
94 ".85 17.39 32.0
95 " 2.00 23.74 32.0
96 "2.94 28.43 32.0
97 H 3.67 39.98 32.0
98 DR-29 METHANOL .33 2.94 47.9
99 .67 9.61 47.9

100 2.67 24:.5o 47.9
t101 7S- 35.11 47.9

102 6.28 63.54 47.9
. 103 DR-30 .26 6.61 35.9

104 " .50 18.98 35.9
105 1.76 32.28 35.9
106 5.70 60.87 35.9
107 DR-3t PHOTOFLO/H0 .0 41 4.02 35.8
108 2 1.35 10.87 35.8
109 1.59 15.13 35.8
110 2.00 20.07 35.8
111 2.26 25.00 35.8
112 DR-32 .50 3.85 53.2
113 U .59 10.28 53.2
114 .33 14.63 53.2
115 .85 20.33 53.2
116 2.17 30.44 53.2
117 V 3.17 44.98 53.2
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TABLE XI, IQfUID JE!- WAVELEMGH DATA
DATA TEST LIQUID WAVELEKNGH DISTANCE DYN. PRES.
POINT NO. TYPE /S/Cd2/% RATIO, q

I DR-2 HZO 7.22 15.7
2 10.57 15.79 15.73 MD-3 4.21 8.22 27.2
4 3.66 12.15 27.2
5 5.25 16.61 27.2
6 7.00 22.73 27.2
7 27.88 40,.17 27.2
8 DR-4 3.84 6.13 11.0
9 7.00 11.55 11.0

10 11.70 20.90 11.0
11 DR-5 12.41 14.96 16,,4
12 DR-8 2.79 3.86 39.6
13 2.27 6.39 39.6
14 4.64 9.84 39.6
15 5.50 14.91 39.616 4.98 20.15 39.6
17 7.43 26.36 3.6
18 14.59 37.37 39.6
19 DR-10 6.6o 6.81 32.0
20 6.15 13.19 32.0
21 23.31 27.92 32.0
22 32.74 55.94 32.0
23 DR-11 6.06 5.23 16.6
2" 8.00 12.26 t6.6
25 9.23 20.88 16.6
26 DR-12 6.80 8.69 14.5
27 ? 13.08 18.63 14.5
28 DR-13 5.58 6.64 28.6
29 4.36 11.61 28.6
30 5.44 16.51 28.631 6.39 22.43 28.6
32 9.21 30.23 28.6
33 DR-14 2.70 3.16 15.7
34 " 7.83 8.43 15.7
35 46.58 35.63 15.7
36 DR-15 4.51 4.58 11.4
37 25.17 i9o42 11.4
38 DR-17 6.68 6.83 14.0
39 " 9.28 14.81 !4.0
40 11.76 25.33 14.0
41 DR-19 9.88 9.57 37.3
42 "1.86 20.44 37.3
43 17.03 34.89 37.3
44 DR-20 3.32 4.17 16.445 6.80 9.23 16.4
46 DR-22 4.52 3.57 6.?
47 22.31 06.99 6.7



TABLE XI: LIQUID Mr WAVELEWH DATA, continued

DATA TEST LIQUID WAVELMMH DISTANCE DYN. PESS.
POINT NO. TYPE XfC Sfad 1/2D o R IO,

T8 DR-23 •IoT 2.26 5.48 17,4
49 3.00 8.11 17.4
50 3.85 11..5 17.4
51 6.11 16.52 17.4
52 12.37 25.t6 17.4
53 DR-21  5,20 4.10 23.9
51 5.34 9.37 23.9
55 4.53 14.31 23.9
56 DR-25 5.02 5.86 52.5
57 " 4.50 10.62 52.5
58 5.43 15.59 52.5
59 6.61 21.61 52.5
60 8.70 29.26 52.5
61 ,4.72 40.97 52.5
62 DR-26 5.85 6.95 25. f,
63 3.85 11.80 25.0
64 7.11 17.28 25,0
65 9.87 25.77 25.0
66 DR-27 FREON 113 3.02 5.86 45.5
67 4.67 9.71 4!.5
68 6.03 15. t.6 4j.5
69 5.67 20.91 45.5
70 7.37 27.43 4:5.5
71 10.69 36.46 45,5
72 DR-28 4.26 6.24 32.0
73 5.17 i0.96 32.0
74 3.85 15.47 32.0
75 6.35 20.57 32.0
76 " 4.69 26.09 32.0
77 11.55 34,.21 32.0
78 DR-29 METHANOL 6.67 6.28 47.9
79 I 14.89 17.06 47.9
80 I 10.61 29.81 47.9
81 28.43 49.33 47.9
82 DR-30 12.37 12.80 35.9
83 ",13.30 25.63 35.9
8& " 28.59 46.58 35.9
85 DR-31 PHOTOFLO/H 20 6.85 7.45 35.8
86 4.26 13.00 35.8
87 4.94 17.6o 35.8
88 4.93 22.54+ 35.8
89 DR-32 6.43 7.07 53.2
90 4"35 12.46 53.2
91 5.70 17.48 53.2
92 10.11 25.39 53.2
93 " 14.54 37.71 5.1.2
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injection conditions and dara slice locations are shown in Figure 43.

A photograph of the actual spray is shown in Figure 44, The size and

spatial coordinates for each droplet in the two axial regions are pre-

senrted in Tables XII and XIII The true longitudinal positions of the

droplets in the 3.0 - 3.5 inch slice are obtained by adding 3 inches to

the y-coordinate, since this was not done in the computer program. The

numbers in the size columns Identify the size intervals in which the

droplets belong. For example, 3 indicates the nominal class size 40-.

60 microus, 4 indiiates class size 60-80 microns, etc. The correspon-

ding physical sizes for all the class numbers are given in Table XIV

along with the interval mid-diameters and droplet count in each inter-

val (class size) for both axial slices. The droplet number fraction,

cum•lati.e volume fraction (below a given class size) and volume frac-

tion for zhe two axial regions are presented in Tables XV and XVI. The

various mean diameters and total droplet count for both axial regions

are giv'rn in Table XVII. These data were operated on to characterize

the spray in terms of droplet spatial and size distribution. How this

characterization tas accomplished and a discussion of the results are

presented in the next Chapter.
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Figure 44. Liquid Jet Injected into Quiescent, Atmospheric Air.
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TABE MI: MOPIZI' SIUR AND SP"A singDIA~ tLC
AXIAL SLICE 3.0-3.5 INCHES

X Y z SIZE
-- - - o--- m---- - - - - - - -

-0.21222 0.04926 -0.17901 3.
-0.33420 0.14278 -0.17134 4.
-0.30187 0.25647 -0.23056 4.
-0.20912 0.37610 0.44009 4.
-0.29696 0.13146 "0.16545 5.
-0.26800 0.48412 0.27107 5.
-0.26058 0.17260 -0.18687 5.
-0.21990 -0.00549 -0.15050 5.
-0.15163 0.27669 -0.01557 5.

0.16964 0.17634 -0.18883 5.
-0.32980 0.27452 -0.23996 6.
-0.31549 0.15564 -0.06528 6.
-0.25627 0.19593 -0.14264 6.

0.21533 0.12307 -0.49937 6.
0.27179 0.32592 -0.09759 6.
0.33575 -0.02804 -0.13875 6.

-0.35109 0.37062 0.16104 7.
-0.29765 0.54132 0.29766 7.
-0.26981 0.31790 0.41402 7.
-0.26739 0.17534 -0.24469 7.
-0.23274 0.08880 -0.14323 7.
-0.18352 0.24428 0.00132 7.
-0.12413 0.56107 0.00,546 7.

0.41824 0.51885 0.36574 7.
-0.35385 0.22836 -0.04678 8.
-0.32730 0.39911 0.42811 8.
-0.32601 0.60500 0.201811 8.
-0.30748 0.24823 -0911351 8.
-0.30334 0.28096 -0.13055 80
-0.28480 0.46318 0.33E36 81
-0.25765 0.25880 0.44481 8.
-0.22533 0.06508 -0.18726 8.
-0.21757 0.18295 0.03326 8.

0.12490 0.20983 -0.20627 8.
0.19938 0.29276 0.03245 8.
0.20223 0.08994 -0.14382 8.

-0.36756 0.41354 0.30783 91
-0*34256 0.21238 -0.03845 9.
-0.32385 0.40484 -0.08231 9.
-0.30756 0.33304 -0.04492 9.
-0.30420 0.39459 -0.07698 9.
-0.29437 0.30482 -0,08660 9.
-0.27972 0.42028 0.36070 9.
-0.17938 0.23189 0.00777 9.
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TAME Ms~ MOPLV 67UZ AND SPATIAL CO(3DIKTBS. SLICE Ig comtiwd
AXIAL SLICE 3:0-3.5 INCHES

X Y Z SIZE

0.16352 0.32915 -0.04289 9.
0.29567 0.40032 0.31472 9.
0.31472 0.12867 0.06153 9.
0.41462 0.53467 0.35750 9.

-n,35523 0.39158 0.20650 10.
-0.33394 0.45953 0.00197 100
-0.33066 0.32393 -0.15293 10.
-0.31032 0.44294 0.01061 10.
-0.3021? 0.65622 0.12505 10.
-0,26679 0.41335 0.02602 10.
-C.25869 0.43712 .01363 10.
-0.24610 0964834 0.12915 10.
-0.21791 0.62259 0.25532 10.
-0.20128 0.41067 0.02741 10.
-0.18343 0.50570 0.37259 I0.
-0.17481 0.62680 0.25313 10.
-0.17093 0.28373 -0.01923 10.

0,16068 0.13188 0.05986 10.
0.21257 0.06062 0.09698 101
0,22472 0.06303 -0.12981 10.
0.26558 0.27590 -0.18430 10.
0.30739 0.49033 0.38060 10.
0.3Z997 -0.07159 -0.39798 10.
0.41876 0.00991 -0.44C43 iO.

-0.32101 0.58779 0.16069 11.
-0.31179 0.29688 -0.02608 11.
-0.30541 0.43773 -0,0430o 11.
-0.30101 0.44760 0.00818 11.
-0.28980 0.21761 0.12797 11.
-r .*28291 0.40951 0.42269 11.
-0.28n58 0.32127 0.41227 11.

-0.27d24 0.34238 0.45766 11.
-0.26351 0.23723 0.39966 li.
-0.?6205 0.00072 -0.09735 11.
-1.25429 0.23880 0.17332 11.
-ti.21334 0.16719 -0.07129 11.
-0.21205 0.16047 -0.01!41 11.
-0.20248 0.14601 -0.06026 11.
-0.20128 0.31594 0.07676 11.
-0.19817 0.15793 --. 06647 11.
-0.14102 0.61438 0.03408 ill
-0.13913 0,58761 -0.00836 11.
0.12 58 0.16555 -0.23959 11.
(j..3844 0.19163 -0.19079 1:.
0.14982 -0.06226 -0.34646 11.
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TABLE XII: MhOPLM SIZE ANDY SPATIAL OC~DN~~ -,-LTC1E2,.~~
AXIAL SLICE 3.0-3.5 INCHES

X Y Z SIZE
-------------------------------------------------
0.17240 0.20097 -0.14527 11.
0,17593 -0.09620 -0.27240 11.
0.18128 0.34132 0.06353 11.
0.19111 0.27048 0.32596 11.
0.22309 0.31317 0.02181 11.
0.23903 0.14329 0916668 11.
0.32213 0.56602 0.34117 11.
0.34006 0.51127 -0.13775 11.
0.39876 0.19384 -0.25432 1U.

-0.38135 0.25153 -0.05884 12.
-0.33971 0.18699 -0.08161 12.
-0.33540 0.37479 -0.06666 12.
-0.31247 0.42785 -0.09430 12.
-0.29998 0.51768 0.25358 12.
-0.29799 0.32945 -C.34305 12.
-0.29161 0.25908 0.27552 12.
-0.26291 0.63522 0.16111 12.
-0.26C67 0.26222 0.33026 12.
-0.25851 0.66868 0.11855 12.
-0.25377 0,43115 -0.03964 12.
-0.25343 0.33532 0.29219 12.
-0.25343 0.61690 0.03276 12.
-0.24610 0.25015 0.39293 12.
-0.22214 0.37280 0.38543 12.
-0.16869 0.32885 0.01365 12.
-0.13576 0.70105 0.27084 12.

0.25282 0.44017 0.40672 12.
0.27679 0.37338 0,15960 12.
0.31239 0.48867 0.04317 12.
0.32842 0.52935 0.07836 12.
0.39626 0.41871 0.07961 12,
0.40221 0.35474 0,28207 12.

-0.32937 0.30602 0.25106 13.
-0.30765 0.25763 0.27627 13.
-0.28093 0.14295 -0.05867 13.

0.21429 0.10361 0*18735 13,
0.45781 0.31969 -0.31987 13.

-0.33497 0.43431 0.04544 14.
-0.31713 0.47956 -0.00847 14.
-0.31170 0,,47275 -0.06130 14.
-0,30765 0.56214 -0.05148 14.
-0.30239 0.21326 0.18662 14.
-0.29351 0.44484 -0.04676 14.
-0.17688 0.4184. 0.13615 14.

-0.17671 0.65036 0.2 9 7Z4 14.
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TAML XIT s 1OPMi SIMR AND SPRIAL COCMDIUTM. 811CE 1I eotiugd.
AXIAL SLICE 3.0-3.5 INCHES

X Y Z SIZE

-0.15542 0.17619 -0.18875 14.
0.18223 0.37168 0.04772 14.
0.21C07 0.40717 0.14200 14.
0,22196 0.19973 0.19367 14.
0.25213 0.34734 -0.05237 14.
0.25265 0.34390 -0.05057 14.
0.29808 0.28818 0.09121 14.
0.31204 0.03720 -0.00359 14.
0.33247 0.03790 -0.45501 14.
0.34695 0.34780 -0.05260. 14.
0.34997 0.35423 0.45148 14.

-0.35376 0.26827 0.38349 15.
-0°33894 0.37968 0.38184 15.
-0.32006 0.33098 -0.04384 15.
-0.31592 0.28149 -0.13083 15.
-0.31515 0.27721 0.32246 15.
-0.23696 0.22629 -0.10208 15.
0.26119 0.52416 0.13745 15.
0.37100 0.50730 -0.13568 15.
0.40161 0.11595 -0.10099 15.

-0.26808 0.61883 0.14452 16,
-0.25843 0.35911 0.33618 16.
-0.25532 0.24004 0.28543 16,
-0.22636 0.35039 0.34072 16.
-0.22136 0.44973 0.40174 16.
-0.20826 0.21738 0.12809 16.
-0.17843 0.45661 0.39816 16.
-0.16809 0.44590 0.34"36 16,
-0.16680 0.39914 0.14618 16.

0.19369 0.31783 0.41406 16.,
0.19878 0.31150 0.07907 16.
0.20q38 0.32536 0.18461 16.,
0.24774 0.32157 -0.09532 16.
0.25446 0.25817 0.33237 16.
0.25869 0.36940 0.16167 16.
0.29420 0.36691 -0.11894 16.
0.36437 0,53488 0.18825 16.

-0.30601 0.23016 0.17782 17.
-0.30411 0.13849 -0.22549 17.
-0.28480 0.54513 0.23929 17.
-0.22446 0.39407 0.43073 17.

0.22196 0.33408 -0.27098 17.
0.25782 0.09143 0.08C93 17.
0.41117 0.51792 0.30984 17.

-0.36273 0.23271 -0.10542 18.
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TABX'A X11 IMOPLIM SIZE AID SPATIAL COORDINATES L S-is I. *ati.o
AXIALUSLICE 3.0-3.5 INCHES

x Y Z SIZE
------------------------------ -------

-0. 5911 0.20770 -0.14878 18.
-0.32678 0.45088 -0.04991 18.
-0.31722 0.29808 0.31158 18.
-0.30765 0.52712 -0.03324 18.
-0.30049 0.4496 4 -0.16203 18.
r0.25007 0.10530 -0.20821 18.
-0.24972 0.46645 0.28C27 18.
-0.24265 0.41506 0.19428 18.
-0.23050 p.24372 0.33990 18.
-0.1819,7 0.60545 0.15149 18.
0.15188 0.08729 -0.02968 18.
0.15861 0.22618 0.17989 18.
0.19136 0.27557 0.15416 18.
0.24377 0.29686 -0.13884 18.
0.26731 0.25677 0.16396 18.
0.30549 0.45421 0.23026 18.
0.32066 0o04921 -0.00984 18.
0.32696 0.437.41 0.35178 18.
0.34825 0.39345 0.43105 18.
0.42428 0.55700 0.34587 18.

-0.30C49 0.47330 0.05117 19.
-0.23558 0.20548 0.30343 19.
-0.14102 0.54986 0.18044 19.

0.20395 0.28057 0.32070 19.
0.235176 0.38109 0.09920 19.
0.25748 0.09678 0.02176 19.
0.32066 0.49535 -0.24222 19,
0.42798 0.35502 -0.33827 19,

-0.36859 0.39604 0.31695 20.
-0.22593 0.22238 0.29463 20.
-0.17464 0.64742 0.07325 20.
-0.14283 0.42287 0.30297 20.

0.18395 0.22437 0.29360 20.
0.21153 0.34953 0.22840 20.
0.24222 0.43264 0.18512 20.
0.25619 0.38647 -0.18551 20.
0.26756 0.43870 0.29472 20.
0.28549 0.43441 0.24058 20.
0.29834 0,17466 -0.18795 20.
0.29972 0.19807 -0.14376 20a
0.37566 0.46815 0.33577 20.

-0.26438 0.59030 0.10300 21.
-0.19507 0,53431 0.01940 21.
-0.19326 0,54953 0.01147 21.

0.20128 0.40534. 0.14296 21.
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AXIAL SLICE 3.0-3.5 INCHES

X Y Z SIZE

0.20619 0.62230 0,31186 21.

0.24627 0.52226 0.19482 21.
0.34575 0.04867 -0.00957 21.
0.35351 0.07055 0.03542 21.

-0.23696 0.43964 -0.04406 22.
-0.20947 0.12961 0.23019 22.

0.18654 0.29244 0.42728 22.
0.22593 0.19672 0.02609 22.
0.29403 0.36429 -0.23034 22.
0.32213 -0.13627 -0.30791 22.
0.33678 0.12818 -0.10736 22.

-0.32023 0.37610 -0.01096 23.
0.25808 0.41614 0.25C09 23.
0.26722 0.56975 0.22646 23.
0.32230 0.08019 0.08678 23.

-0.14025 0.52248 0.13832 24.
0.16688 0.43772 0.35162 24.
0.18481 -0.05705 -0.29279 24.
0.19490 -0.07941 -0.2SC88 24.
0.23912 0.24623 -0.22523 24.
0.25800 0.15966 0.21453 24.

0.26541 0.42262 0.19033 24.
0.34290 0.15251 -0.06365 24.

-0.35101 0.29008 0.03384 25.
0.21153 0.32907 0.40821 25.
0.22843 0.32085 -0.26409 25s
0.31325 0.52726 0.36136 256
0.21541 0.55629 J.17710 26.

-0.24257 0.48990 0.09891 27.
-0.23653 0.22358 0.18124 27.
-0.18516 0.63349 0.02412 27.
-0.17395 0.21767 0.01518 27.

-0.15257 0.38913 0.15140 27.
0.16602 0.53956 0.29857 27.
0.20972 0.40056 -0,08C08 27.

0.22576 0.36690 0.27574 27.
0.21213 0.35564 0.16884 27.
0.32989 0.54621 -0.15595 27.

-0.36825 0.25847 --0.17522 28.
-0.30360 0.22307 -0.15678 28.
-0.20C33 0.58078 0.33348 28.
-0.19878 O.50651 0.20302 28.

0.21102 0.57082 0.22591 28,
0.2c929 0.41309 -0.14299 33.
0.30067 0.41687 0.0'597 37.
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TAML MsI DROPIUT SIZE AND SPATIAL COORtDINATES, SLICE I, continued
AXIAL SLICE 3.0-3.5 INCHES

X Y Z SIZE

0.27136 0.42988 0.13G17 39.
0.23567 0.39718 -0.13471 42.
0.18981 0.35024 -0.11026 46.
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TANAI =s11 =OHM SIZE AND SPATIAL C(INTS*SLICE 2
AXIAL SLICE 3.5-4.0 INCHES

x Y Z SIZE

-0.36265 4.11906 0.03835 3.
-0.18752 4.19544 0.22409 3.
-0.12321 3.97063 -0.10986 3.

0.25611 4.03476 -0.19965 3.
0.29668 4.00264 -0.18292 3.

-0.30515 4.43663 -0.01429 4.
-0.28560 3.91855 -0.30827 4.
-0.23796 4.3L.,8 -0.04481 4.
-0.19773 4.41084 0.22467 4.
-0.13229 4.29465 -0.10c49 4.
-0.08482 4.30626 -0.11553 4.

0.40951 3.96541 -0.16353 4.
-0.38482 4.24684 0.19733 5.
-0.36C•U 4.09739 0.04964 5.
-0.34101 3.97884 -0.22690 5.
-0.34005 4.19931 0.22208 5.
-0.30375 4.41190 -0.05780 5.
-0.30244 4.38548 0.40702 5.
-0.29389 3.92435 -0.19852 5.
"-0.27042 4.49088 -0.04255 5.
-0.26981 4.12129 -0.24472 5.
-0.23647 4.44663 0.26241 5.
-0.20558 4.36754 0.07807 5.
-0.20070 4.43649 0.26769 5.
-0.18979 4.09285 -0.28629 5.
-0.18412 4.17099 -0.49614 5.
-0.16387 4.06861 -0.16C90 5.
-0.1 3 4 9Q 4.41978 0.16363 5.
-0.11684 4.38402 0.18225 5.
-0.07897 4.09611 -0.40C75 5.

0.23822 4.18032 -0.44461 5.
0.25436 4.26154 0.18967 5.
0.26675 4.46821 -0.03C74 5.
0.27880 4.10957 -0.29500 5.
0.27923 4.06692 -0.27278 5.
0.27976 4.18894 -0.39272 5.
0.31126 4.04829 0.01883 5.
0.31658 4.1046' -0.40518 5.
0.32871 4.07513 -0.38982 5.
0.34415 4.22098 0.21C79 5.
0.36152 4.10779 -0.29407 5.
0.36702 4.10496 0.27122 5.
0.38255 4.06061 -0.21311 5.
0.38709 3.95880 -0.32923 5.
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TA= ints IROPM SIZ M~ SPAa'A T ODMh~ SMIZ 2, on~tin~ued.
AXIAL SLICE 3.5-4.0 INCHES

X Y Z SIZE

0.43010 4.40372 0.11561 5.
0.45052 4.10572 -0.12385 5.
0.46579 3.98321 -0.17280 5.
0.46806 4.15332 -0.03587 5.
0.48569 4.09207 -0.28588 5.

-0.38674 4.21816 0.15588 6.
-0.37199 3.95961 -0.27327 6.
-0.35297 4.35104 0.31219 6.
-0.34485 4.05022 0.01782 6.
-0.30506 4.38633 -0,10086 6.
-0.30279 3.89596 -0.40926 6.
-0.29677 4.20741 -0.45872 6.
-0.28106 4.16574 0.01404 6.
-0.26466 4.1401-0 -0.14191 6.
-0.23901 4.55166 0.20770 6.
-0.21946 4.05454 -0.37910 6.
-0.20716 4.23384 0.09133 6.
-0.17469 3.91031 -0.36C36 6.
-0.17269 4.51619 -0.05574 6.
-0.14145 4.36673 0.13488 6.
-0.13935 4.39730 0.11895 6.
-0.13517 4.00363 0.04209 6.
-0.13037 4.318c1 -0.06574 6.
-0.12496 4.31761 0.21684 6.
-0.07845 4.21355 -0.29277 6.

0.?4546 4.23850 0.48358 6.
0.24660 4.16155 -0.49122 6.
0.26632 4.15714 0.01851 6.
0.28525 4.40957 0.05618 6.
0.31361 4.36529 0.19201 6.
0.32426 4.20867 -0.17747 6.
0.3S846 4.01583 -0.13341 6.
0.3617q 4.15964 -0.20831. 6.
0.37155 4.2746. 0.46475 6.
0.38665 3.88984 -0.29331 6.

-0.34398 4.06461 -0.38434 7.
-0.32836 4.22651 0.26429 7.
-0.31719 4.36682 0.41674 7.
-0.31108 4.15551 0.13213 7.
-0.29529 4.53722 0.27160 7.
-0.23805 4.04630 -0.43119 7.
-0.27714 4.22778 -0.18742 7.
-0.27522 4.30835 -0.11662 7a
-0.23927 t.35970 -0.08699 7.
-0.20550 4.32193 -0.06731 7.
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TABLE .. : MOPL~r SIZE AMD SPATIAL OO-DINAT. SLo 2, continued
AXIAL SLICE 3.5-4.0 INCHES

X Y Z SIZE

-0.20122 4.41955 0.16375 7.
-0.15672 4.34798 -0.13726 7.
-0.14913 4.46672 0.19556 7.
-0.14729 4.22717 -0.29987 7.
-0.14442 -.. 52617 0.05183 7.
-0.09223 4.05238 -0.49C74 7.

0.24860 4.06010 -0.15647 7.
0.27373 4.23592 -0.30442 7.
0.29267 4.42296 0.04921 7.
0.30'05 3,98163 -0.22836 7.
0.35175 4.29040 0.28740 7.
0.35401 3.98909 -0.17586 7.
0.35602 4.23546 0.20325 7.
0.38455 3.87721 -0.17397 7.
0.38613 4.36973 0.35937 7.
0.45384 4.03471 -0.03C48 7.
0.48045 4.11572 -0.24182 7.

-0.34921 4.09382 -0.34317 8.
-0.34494 4.15280 0.13354 8.
-0.32845 4.08064 0.00198 8.
-0.32635 4.10211 0.04718 8.
-0.30916 3.8700C -0.45212 8.
-0.2P551 3.77193 -0.40104 8.
-0.28063 4.17555 -0.27298 8.
-0.27958 4.19749 -0.22802 8.
-0.27818 4.07033 -0.38732 8.
-0.25384 4.30919 -0.00430 8.
-0.22661 3.97291 -0.16744 8.
-0.20489 4.34797 -0.02450 8.
-0.17452 4.19394 -0.45170 8.
-0.14232 4.47318 0.24858 8.
-0.07740 4.14889 -0.42824 8.
-0.04825 4.18832 -0.27963 8.
0.24145 4.12877 0.08967 8.
0.24729 4.28875 O.1lqll 8.
0.25070 4.30805 -0.34200 8.
0.25183 4.13760 -0.53512 8.
0.27941 4.16817 -0.43828 8.
, .28447 4.46953 -0.14419 8.
0.31562 4.33941 0.14911 8.
0.33281 4.07075 -0.21839 8.
0.33822 4.04904 -0.26347 8.
0.33839 4.09663 -0.17550 8.
0.35227 4.26444 0.24454 8.
0.35750 4.13290 -0.25C77 8.
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L/

TAML XII: WPL SIZE AND SPATIAL COCSDINATIS. SLIMU.-2 eontieime

AXIAL SLICE 3.5-4.0 INCHES

X Y Z SIZE

0.36702 4.44936 -0.07731 8.
0°37138 4.42626 -0.12166 8.
0.37260 4.28425 0.34698 8.
0.46448 4.05506 -0.04108 8.
0.51126 4.14296 -0.25601 8.

-0.34572 4.27068 0.07214 9.
-0.31370 3.81481 -0.42338 9.
-0.29250 3.81140 -0.42160 9.
-0.27818 4.27975 -0.15811 9.
-0.23045 4.02920 -0.42228 9.
-0.21710 4,25153 0.02574 9.
-0.19965 4.44847 -0.02C46 9.
-0.19668 4.21682 -0.01257 9.
-0.18202 4.23560 -0.19150 9.
-0.17382 4.12619 -0.07813 9.

-0.17024 4.17711 0.00811 9.
-0.16466 4.44461 -0.13121 9.
-0.15183 4.36980 -0.14863 9.
-0.13185 4.12533 -0.47235 9.
-0.12487 4.22476 -0.07308 9.
-0.12373 4.10866 -0.01261 9.

0.25532 4.33123 -0.29769 9.
0.?8298 4.43329 0.10021 9.
0.31326 4.39280 0.23406 9.
0.35262 4.25466 -0.42695 9.
0.37155 4.24907 0.42169 9.
0.37478 4.38153 -0.21112 9.
0.40CO9 4.27455 -0.43731 9.
0.47173 4.12828 -0.07922 9.
0.51562 4.16923 -0.21331 9.

-0.37443 4.15079 -0.37285 10.
-0.36606 4.17474 -0.32894 10.
-0.33028 3.90210 -0.24332 10.
-0.31763 4.19831 0.10983 10.
-0.26876 4.19808 -0.39748 10.
-0. 2 6 3 7 q 4.03880 -0.42728 10.
-0.25899 4.22226 -0.35369 10.
-0.25864 4.24451 -0.30890 10.
-0.22243 4.25316 -0.08788 10.
-0.2167 5  4.13023 -0.30576 10.

-0.21588 4.15318 -0.26133 10.
-0.19C23 4.40044 0.06C94 10.
-0.16876 4.39895 -0.22019 10.
-0.16640 4.42375 -0.17673 10.
-0.19340 4.49253 .0.23850 10.



TAMLE flu:E DROPLIN SIZE AND SPATIAL COMDI!ATIS, P-TatCEZ, cmitimae
AXIAL SLICE 3.5-4.0 INCHES

X Y Z SIZE

-0.12565 4.19601 -0.11449 10.
-0.12487 4.33379 0.20842 10.
-0.11850 4.23784 -0.07990 10.
-0.10532 4.19454 -0.22649 10.
-0.10401 4.16793 -0,32539 10.
-0.05611 4.31546 -0.00756 10.
0.18857 4.13499 -0.25185 10.
0.25349 4.28573 -0.38675 10.
0.27696 4.21166 -0,34817 10.
0.46684 4.08448 -0.16917 10.

-0.29389 4.05634 C.01464 11.
-0.29127 4.07959 0.05891 11.
-0.28054 4.25758 -0.20294 11.
-0.27557 4.36173 0.19386 I1.
-0.25375 4.35663 0.08376 11.
-0.20681 4.22225 -0.24C92 11.
-0.17190 4.15386 -0.03616 11.
-0.17147 4.35337 -0.30922 11.
-0.1r646 4,49862 -0.04658 11.
-0.15035 4.30961 0.05186 11.
-0.14895 4.51470 0.28333 Il.
-0.14651 4.25058 -0.25568 11.
-0.13272 4.49702 0.23616 11.
-0.12531 4.54585 0.32349 11.
-0.11527 4.20098 0.16483 11.

0.20384 4.48285 0.35631 11.
0.21073 4.08012 -0.33604 11.
0.26527 4.33729 -0.01893 11.
0.26911 4.28590 -0.10493 11.
0.28386 4.31158 0.10722 11.

0.28735 4.38423 0.01300 11.
0.29005 4.47117 0.13686 11.
0.31161 4.33513 -0.13C57 ii.
0.34852 4.27985 -0.38369 11.
0.37653 4.23255 0.26115 11.
0.38080 4.00872 -0.24247 11.
0.44485 4.55321 0.20689 11.
0.46291 4.05805 -0.21178 11.
0.47339 4.33944 0.20547 11.
0.47600 4.31441 0.16213 11.
0.47e62 4.04606 -0.31830 11.
0.47880 4.29146 0.11770 11.

-0.33752 4.30525 -0.11501 12,
-0.31658 4.14337 n,.02569 12.
-0.29511 4.45473 .0.08904 12.
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TAN XIII flROPLE? SIZE AND SPATIAL COORDWIMI?, SLION 2, coutaime
AXIAL SLICE 3.5-4.0 INCHES

X Y z SIZE

-0.28586 4.26069 0.19Cii 12.
-0.27312 3.95817 -0.10337 12.
-0,23438 4.26820 0.18620 12.
-0.iC,.L 4.09209 -0.00399 12.
-0.11134 4.14119 -0.36785 12.

0.19267 4.11181 -0.29616 12.
0.19564 4.08763 -0.33995 12.
0.20366 4.45890 0.31240 12.
0.21553 4.51960 -0.05751 12.
0.26867 4.31318 -0.06276 12.
0.32644 4.04994 -0.43308 12.
0.32792 4.03188 0.02738 12.
0.35401 4.23341 -0.47227 12.
0.37513 4.26006 0.30320 12-
0.40270 4.25122 -0.48154 12.
0,409Q5 4.26197 -0.37437 12.

-0.29782 4.03140 -0.36705 13.
-0.29302 4.33459. -0.13C29 13.
-0.22731 3.97208 -0.39253 13.
-0,22461 4.02308 -0.30633 13.
-0.22347 4.22550 -0.12985 13.

-0.21126 4.29420 0.17265 13.
-0.19904 4.42498 -0.06461 13.
-0.16082 4.04521 -0.20509 13.

0.24869 4.05641 -0.49283 13.
0.26222 4.44453 -0.13117 13.
0.26396 4.39879 -0.22C11 13.
0.34311 3.87447 -0.22892 13.
0.38508 3.98414 -0.28605 13.
0.41571 4.24366 0.19898 13.
0.43918 4.59639 0.29717 13.
0.45864 4.38919 -0.10235 13.

-0,37487 4.05777 -0.54992 14.
-0,36859 4.06861 -0.04813 14.
-0.34782 4.37461 0.35630 14.
-0.31710 3.97759 -0.11349 14.
-0.28909 4.21209 0.10266 14.
-0.28717 4.23302 0.14814 14.
-0.26850 4.21949 -0.07034 14.
-0.25646 4.33562 0.03832 14.
-0.24520 4.28929 -0.38860 14.
-0.22714 3.77371 -0.40197 14.
-0.21178 4.55553 0.20568 14.
-0.19127 3.85527 -0.21893 14.
-0.12827 4.12050 -0.01878 14.
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TAI Mat1 MOPLIT SIZE AND SPATIAL COcMDDATE. SLICM 2, contlined
AXIAL SLICE 3.5-4.0 INCHES

X y Z SIZE

------------------------------
-0.12007 4.27512 0.23897 14.
-0.11335 A.34504 0.37170 14.

0.41274 4.38546 0.12512 14.
-0.34520 4.40119 0.39884 15.
-0.33455 4.32626 -0.06957 15.
-0.29852 4.09739 0.G4964 15.
-0.28211 4.28903 0.06259 15.
-0.27845 4.33794 0.14988 15.
-0.25986 4.09096 -0.34168 15.
-0.25166 4.26634 -0,43304 15.
-0.21195 4.26723 0.13032 15.
-0.18848 4.47967 -0.14947 15.
-0.16466 3.85380 -0.21816 15.
-0.14721 4.12063 -0.18799 15.
-0.11771 4.15501 0.07601 15.

0.21361 4.23994 -0.19375 15.
0.36161 4.29329 -0.05240 15,
0.37129 4.21382. -0.23653 15.

-0.39171 4.32462 0.15681 16.
-0.37103 4.04450 -0.09196 16.
-0.29773 4.43055 0.04526 16.
-0.28054 4.31127 0.10738 16.
-0.22391 4.43877 -0.18455 16.
-0.2238? 4.50753 -0.05122 16.
-0.20244 4.37956 -0415371 16.
-0.16213 4.11348 0.35402 16.
-0.15576 4.33219 -0.12904 16.
-0.15449 4.04444 -0.31745 16.
-0.11789 4.18113 0.11878 16.
-0.11675 4.30031 0.28224 16.

0.20628 4.02262 -0.41885 16.
0.21806 4.47975 -0.14951 16.
0.24188 4.19450 0.45C11 16.
0.25183 4.17518 -0.27310 16.
0.25611 4.15136 -0.31676 16.
0.41422 4.23964 -0.41913 16.
0.41597 3.93747 -0.26174 16,
0.41780 3.91649 -C.13805 16.

-0.-3290 4.37703 0.01675 17.
-0.30035 4.14994 0.13503 17.
-0.253C4 4.01392 0.03673 17.
-0.24494 4.35925 0.19515 17.
-0.21824 4.48623 0.07263 17.
-0.1P970 4.46C67 -0.19596 17.
-0.15201 4.41403 :0.00252 17.
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TAMXII DROPLET SIZE AND SPATrIAL CO(MDINATE SWIME 29 oeitluued
AXIAL SLICE 3.5-4.0 INCHES

X Y Z SIZE

-0.11928 4.32573 0.32538 17,
0.23970 4.22031 0.49305 17.
0.25969 4.12648 -0.36019 17.
0.31056 4.46192 0.19806 17.
0.36073 4.26818 -0.09570 17.
0.41475 3.91128 -0.30448 17.
0.41789 4.22157 0.15410 17.
0.49031 4.37253 0.24462 17.

-0.29538 4.08372 -0.28153 18.

-0.25951 4ý05198 -0.26500 18.
-0.25637 3.91270 -0.24884 18.
-0.22443 4.36033 -0.20C08 18.
-0.16126 4.08659 0.11164 18.

-0.14869 4.2307q -0.07623 18.
-0.14825 4.28071 0.01054 i8.
-0.14747 4.25289 -0.03135 18.

-0.14180 4.38428 -0.15617 18.
0.21449 4.50192 -0.10468 18.
0.37251 4.40767 0.11355 18.
0.41449 4.3639b 0.07993 18.
0.41518 4.21592 -0.46315 18.

-0.39599 4.29765 0.11448 19.
-n- 32086 3.91001 -0.47296 19.
-0.26719 4.02491 -0.30730 19.
-0.21981 4.43172 -0,06812 19.

0.30750 4.64128 0.27378 19.
0.37373 4.38449 0.06924 19.
0.38595 4.50445 0.23229 19.

-0.34625 4.18299 0.11782 20.
-0.34581 4.15602 0.07548 20.

-0.26187 3.99858 -0.34995 20.
--0.23691 4.22053 0.09826 20.
-0.23490 4.24208 0.14342 20.
-0.23473 4.16558 0.01412 20.
-0.22277 4.48241 -0.09452 20.
-0.19G49 4.52380 0.22221 20.
-0.17347 4.05931 0.06947 20.
-0.15262 4.04259 0.07818 20.
-0,14075 4.45776 -0.02530 20.

0.38970 4.48027 0.18851 20.
-0.30358 4.05914 -0.32511 21.
-0.29852 4.12320 0,09258 21.
-0.20829 4.17915 -0.33124 21.
-0.17574 4.03668 0.02488 21.
-0.15934 4.00550 -0.18441 21.
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--- • ~TAML =t•_ •SMML SIZE AND SPATIA 'O•, 0MYTEAM SLUM2t, coninued
"AXIAL SLICE 3.5-4.0 INCHES

X Y Z SIZE

-0.15646 4.03228 -0.19836 21.
-0.11920 4.39963 0.00498 21.
-0.11291 4.36884 0.41569 21.

0.03019 4.43607 0.21152 21.
0.23752 4.50288 -0.04880 21.

-0.39930 ".27834 0.06815 .22.
-0.35017 4.55847 0.31692 22.
-0.21990 4.54792 0.04050 22.
-0.21527 4.15450 -0.37478 22.
-0.15881 4.00313 -0.29625 22.
-0.15489 4.01887, 0.03415 22.

0.24C49 4.46396 -0.14129 22.
0.31187 4.43611 0.15512 22.
0.31257 4.41077 0.11194 22.
0.31649 4.36201 0.02457 22.
0.33613 4.29684 0.17128, 22.

-0.24756 4.33538 0.15121 23.
-0.18490 4.32164. 0.21475 23.
-0.15742 4.08014 -0.05414 23.

0.02679 4.46087 0.25499 23.
-0.24817 4.26028 0.02118 24.
-0.18656 4.54504 0.26753 24.
-0.19255 4.57139 0.31019 24.
-0.18019 4.39767 10.34429 24.

0.25375 4.27366 0.12697 24.
0.26894 4.36507 0.07936 24.

-0.24834 4.3,'818 0.10899 26.
-0.18133 4.34969 0.25652 27.
-0.12583 4.60956 0.17754 28.

0.30079 4.56327 0.31442 28.
--0.18482 4.37519 0.29962 29.
-0.12007 4.27375 -0.09860 29.
-0.23281 4.20411 -0.40C6? 31.
-0.22513 -. 22876 -0.35708 32.
-0.17C51 4.38050 0.24047 32.
-0.14668 4.52968 0.21915 32.
-0.14686 4.4602? 0.13Z14 34.
0.38,s2l 4.41320 0.16705 34.
0.33630 4.19070 -0.05535 36.
0.32120 4.45864 0.03C62 40.

-0.17661 4,30997 -0.11747 43.
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TABLE XIV: CLASS SIZE INTERVAL WIPTH and DROPLET NUMBE COUNT

CLASS CLASS DIA.(MICRONS) NID-DIA. DROPLET COUNT DROPLET COUNT2
NO. MINIMUM /MAXIMUM MICRONS) (A.SLC (AX. SLICE 2

1. 0.0 20.3 10.1 0. 0.
2. 20.3 40.6 30.4 0. 0.
3. 40.6 63.5 52.0 1. 5.
4. 63.5 83.8 73.6 3. 7.
5. 83.8 1o6.7 95.2 6. 37.
6. 1o6.7 127.0 116,8 6. 30,
7. 127.0 144.8 135.9 81, 27.
8. 114.8 165.1 154.9 12, 33.
9. 165.1 182.9 174.0 12, 25.

10. 182,9 203.2 193.0 20. ZS.
11. 2:03.2 228.6 215.9 ?0. 32.
12, 228.6 246,4 237,5 3. 19c
13. 246.4 261,6 254.0 5, 16.
14. 261.6 284.5 273.0 19. 16.
15. 284.5 3C4.8 29ý.6 9. 15.
16. 304.8 325.1 314.9 17. 20.
17. 325-i 342.9 334.0 7. 15.
18. :42.9 365.8 354.3 21. 13.
19. 365.8 381.o 373.4 8. 7.
20. 381.0 406,4 393.7 13. 12.
21. 4-06.4 426.7 4t6.5 8. 10.
22. 426.7 447.0 436.8 7. It.
23. 447.0 464.e 455.9 4. 4.
24. 464.8 490.2 477.5 8. 6.
25. 490.2 3o8.0 499,1 4. 0.
26. 508.0 523.2 515.6 1. 1.
27. 523.2 548.6 535.9 1o. 1.
28. 548.6 563.1': 556.0 5. 21
29. 563.4 584.2 573.8 01 2.
30. !;84.2 607.1I 595.6 0. 0.
31. 607.1. 624.8 615.9 0, 1.
32. 624.8 642.6 633.7 0. 3.
33. 642.6 662. 9 652.7 1. 0.
34. 662, 685.8 674.3 0. 2.
35. 635.8 703.6 694. 7 .. 0.
36. 703.6 726.4 715.0 0. 1.
37. 726.4 7•44.2 735.3 1. 0.
38. "/A4.2 762.0 0 05,,! O 0.
39. 76210 784.9 77 1 0.
40. 7C4.9 807.7 796.,3 0. t,
41. 8(7, 7 823,0 815.3 0.
42. 823.0 845.8 8',4.4 1. 01
43. 84.,8 .£66.1 855,9 0, 1,
44. 866. t 883.9 875A0 0. 1,
-45. 86: 9 90142 8914.o o, 0,
46. 904.2 922.0 913,1 1, 0.
47, 922,0 947.4 934.7 0. 0.
48. Q74 7.
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TABLE XVt DROPLT DISTRIBUION DATA, SLICE i

CLASS DROPLET NO. cuM. VOL. VOLUME

NO. FRACTION_ FRACTOIO NACION

2. 000

3. o )o0368 0,o0001 0,00001
4, 0.01103 0.00011 0 Q00010

5. 0.02206 0.00052 0.00072
6. 0.02206 0.00129 0.00077
7. 0.02941 0,,00290 o.00161

.. 00649 0.00358
9. 0.0o412 0.01156 0.00507

9. 0.01155
10. 0.(Y1353 0. 021 0.021155
11. 0,11029 O. 0435 0.02423

12. 0.08456 0.07208 0.02473

13. 0.01838 o.07865 o.00658
14. O,06985 0.10970 0.03105

15. 0.03309 0.12818 c.01o28

16, 0.06250 0. 17081 O, •263

17. 0.02574 0.19175 0.02094

18. 0.07721 0.26675 0,075(0

19. 0. 02911. 0.30018 ), 03313
20, . 001779 0.36386 0.06368
21. 0.02941 0.41027 O.,04641
22. 0,02574 01.5711 0.04684

23. 0.01471 (,48753 0,030422,. 0.02941 U.55745 0.06991
25. 0, 01471 0.59737 0.03992

25. m~t0,01100
26. 0.00368 0.60837 0,110
27. 0.03676 O.73190 0,82354

28. 0.01838 0.80089 O.06898

29. ...

30. o..
fee31. ,....

32. 
*0O

33. 0.00368 0.82321 0.02232

35. 
. .

36.a
37. 0.00368 0.85512 0.03191
38. "
39. O.00368 0.89226 0.03714

40. ... ...
41 . Of42, 0. 00368 0. 93889 O.04663.

efee

4I.

46. 0,00368 1. oC00 0.06111
47 "'" 554 '.e

48.



TABLE XVIs a ROI)M DISTRIBUTION DATAg-SLICE 2

CLASS DROPLn, NO. CUM. VOL. VOLTUE

NO FRACTION FRACTION FRACTION

2, 0

3. 0.01250 o.oooo6 o.oo006
4. 0.01750 0.00030 0.0oo24
5. 0.09250 0.00301 0.00271
6. 0.07500 0.00707 O. 0r406

7. 0.06750 0.01282 0.00575

8. 0.08250 0,02324 0.01042

9. 0.06250 o. 03441 0.01118
10. O.06250 O.04968 0.01526
1V. 0.08000 0.07700 0.02733
12. 0.04750 0.09860 0.02160

13. 0.4000 0.12085 0.02225
14. 0.04000 0.14849 0.02764

15. 0.03750 0.18105 0.03256
16. 0.05000 0.23406 0.053W?
17. 0.03750 0,28149 o.04742
18. 0.03250 0,33057 0.04908
19. 0.01750 0.36149 0.030o9
20. 0.03000 0.42363 0.06211k,

21t C.02500 0.48495 O.o0613

Žz. 0.02750 0.56277 0.077(1.
23. 0.01000 0.59493 0.0321-
24. 0.01500 0.65036 0.05543
25. 0*0 000 to.

26. 0.00250 0.66199 0.01163
27. 0.00250 0.67505 0.01306

zd. 0.00500 0.70422 0.C2917
29. 0.00500 0.73628 o.,,;3206
30.
31. 0. 00250 075611 (P,1983

32. 0.00750 0.82089 O.06478

33.
34. 0.00500 0.87293 0.05204

3 5 : s o * ...

36. 0.00250 0.90394 0.03102

37.
38.
39.
40. 0.00250 0.94679 0.04284
41. *t* 0#4 oo

t2. oe e e

43. 0.00250 1,00000 0.05321

45. ... o: t
46. .......
47. ..

48, .o $ 
of.
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Wt Xffl -VI s-TroAL DROPLET, CouW

CALCULATED) AEW DIANE2t'S SLICE I SLICE 2

Average Diameter, D1o 299 to

Surface Mean Diameter, D2 0  328 275

Volume Mean Diameterg, D30 358 309

Sauter Mean Diaaeter, D32 425 390

Msn6a n D etw D46n 420

ftea Mean Diameter, D43 494 466

Total Droplet Count 272 400



CHAPTM VI1 ANALYSIS AND DIS.AISSION 0-? RESULTS

Application of tho hosbdogmdac te-hr.iQu% per•itus of to sise drop-

aleti and obtsin the apatie. oordina~e3 of the droplei's withott dist!r-

bing the flow fs.eld, Although heoie~ag y kd&& a rt.t; dinaasion to the -. c-

quisition of data, thor Parc liimits as to the t-s.oluton of the d-ta aad

the spý,ed an object eoA havo atd atill be resolvable. The hoiograThC
equilnent, the ==nner ie which the holegra i• take and the scae (sn-

tic or dyrnaic) al' have a blsxIng e- 4the achlvable resoluticn0

Prior to this "vosatigtisn, Ro cthsr investiation U&s known %0

have applied hologimahy to the bre"mup et a liquid jet in a supersonic

gas stream. The att% p in the nreoent ,f 0?ot was to obtain droplet

data in the ne -fieid, breakup rg1.on of the jetv in contzrast to the

droplet data of Bitron(I7) znC VOIyn , ;ich was obtained in the

far-field after Jot bre-akup =as (enploted exA the gas vslscity bectae

subsonic again. However, superoeric drople-t dea was not retrievable

in this investigation for the followihg rMaOU3 (i) the apparent

fineness of the spray or dreplet Oizeo ms ies than the rosolution

capability of the holographic r* diig Zyrten, awroxizately 15 mi-

crons; and (2) the droplets movd orn the order at 10 to 25 microns

within the 50 namosecond pulse, reoulting in image ansgr. 4atheV(73)

in a recent investigation on 'F-4 fuel injected parpendiculou Iy into

gas streams, whose velocities raried fro% 200 to 800f ps, 31ete'ia

similar situation and drew the same conclusieo±s why droplebs were not

discernible. He was able to obtain drop size inf•mtion in gas

streaoms whose velocities were bele, 400fpa, but he dic nct charaeterize

the sprays.
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In ths subsequent sections of this chapter, jAt amplitude and wave-

length data obtained in the supersonic flow fields and droplet data ob-

tained from a jet injected into still air are analyzed and discussed.

2. Liquid Jet Injection into a Supersonie S.Tr.ax

a. Liquid Jet Amplitudes The jet amplitizde &ata presented in Ohap-

ter VI was reviewed for correlation purposes. The investigation con-

ducted by Catton(21) etal. on Jet penetration re',ealed that penstra-

tion was dominated by inertial forces, Considering this, a model was

assumed for amplitude variation based on distance from the injection

point and dynamic pressure ratios

d 12Do ýl/D0

where C, N and H ar- correlation coefficients.

A nonlinear regression analynii was conducted to detezrine the valuos

for the coefficients. The resulting equaicn mbich charactierized jet

amplitude behavior is,-

A = 0.246 ( 1.4) (i) (32)

The observed amplitudes from all five test liquids are plotted galnst

the amplitude predicted by equation (32) in ?iure 45, One cam see

from the data scatter about the line in the Figure that liquid phyatca

property effects on amplitcde behavior cannot be discOer1d hLTs would

lead one '-o conclude that amplitude bhavlor under th.i flow conditions
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of the tests pOrf=Mrd is Vredovinatelyt if not solely, due to imertiza
force3. The fact that the Weber number for all terst we 0(10e) sub-

stantiates the dcminating role of inertial forces over murface tezszia

forces.

As mentioned in Chapier VI, the aaplaitue data was retr.ived froa

phlotogmpiis of holograss taken of t~ja flow fiolft. SXV thsleg=2 pro-

vide an iustantareous (30 nanosecond palse) rs-ord of the flow field.

High speed movies (5000 frame/zecoad) taken of the -41ow fiela of this

investigation and by Me-Rae(i2) reveal that the Jet in f luetmtiag quite

rapidly during the lreakup process. When an l9tantaxeous Mov4 is

taken of the Interaction flow field, the jet may be at naism or rini-

mum penetration or somewhere in bet,'een. This coild account for some

of the scatter in the data. The Aean penettion trajectMry which

passes through the wave troughs of the Jst is shown In Figure 4.6. fie

equation for this similarity or universal curv" is:

- 2.64(i)0 .5 0  an( 0.4i.)

where X x and y -

This penetration equation was postulated to be
n

Y - C ln(1 +BEG) (32b)

The values for C. n and B vere obtal.t-d by conducting a Unonli re-

gression analysis on penetration data obtai,%d from the photo n, s of

the hologram of the flow fields. The pantration. i, was mewured a

three axial positions, i - 5, 15 and 30, downstream f.ox the iUjjti, n
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point for each of the 25 test.. By normizLing the penetration, y,

values vith the corresponding dynamic pressure ratio to the 1/2 power

for each test, the universal trajectory of Figure 46a waa obtained. The

data points at the three axial locutions are shown in the Figure. Here

&gain ths data is not diatiguisha•ie by liquid type. This is consistent

w•,th Gatton's findings i his penetrmtiom studios. The data scatter is

moet likely due to the flu.tuatizg nature of the jet breakup and ths

faot that the holograns provide only an instantaneais record of a time

varying phencmena.

The aaplitude data, and also the wavelength data which will be dis-

cusse& in the next sect"',--, are prasWted in tems of distance alcng the

jet trajectoryt S, an. dynamic pressume ratiot q, Jet penetration data

is neally prts.,eea in tera &f nondimensionalized Cartesian coordi-

nates x and y and Oynamic .•rssure ratio. In order to relate amplitude,

wavelength and penetration data their coordiate systems need to be re-

lated. This is accompliahed by performing a line integration with the

-unetratton equation to determine the length of the jet trajectory for

a given downstream distanf-e, x, or penetration, y, for known q. The

line ibtegral equation is obtained as follows:

Start )it• the penetration equaUon

n
y 3q in(i+BE) (32b)

The ntUee!sionalized line integral can be written in the form
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Differentiate eqnation (32b) and substitute into equation (32c) to obtain

"X 11 1 1/2
I Idx (32d)
i+BxJ

The values for C, n and B were substitlited into oqutlon (3U) frot

(32a) and a numeeIcal integration was performed. to obtain Figure 46b.

A similarity curve for S cannot be obtained b) normalizing equation
n _n

(32d) with q since q remains implicit in the tutegral expression for

S. Figares 46a and 46b can be used to relate data given in Cartesian

coordinates to distance along the jet trajeatory for known dynamic Wee-

sure ratio. Having 9 and j, amplitudo variation can then be predicted

from equation (32).

The details of the jet characteristics on the windward sale of the

jet were vividly visible in the 8 x 10 photographs. An example of

these details is shown in Figure 47. The clearness of the jet oharac-

teristics is attributed to the extremely short pulse of the lUser (50

nanoseconds) and the fact that the hologram was taken on a 11 corres-

pondence (full size). Due to the clarity of the jet cham-oteriatic,

retrieval of the data from the photographs was readily and accurately

obtained. The shadowgraphs taken by McRae(i2) and Dowdy and Newton("1)

in their investigations did not produce the details of the jet charac-

texistics that were obtained in this investigation. Another item of

interest found in this investigation, which was not apparent from the

shadowgraphs of the other investigationso is that practically &.1 the

jets had a bimodal amplitude. That is, every other crest instead of

each crest can be related, A close look at Figure 47 will reveal this
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bino4al amplitude behavior. For the sake of. simtlicity only the first

mcde =mpltude data vas analyzed.

b. •iquld Jet WaVelength: An aplprch similar to the one taken in

the analysis of the amplitude data was taken in the analysis of the

wavelength data. The modeling equation assumed had the same form as

the amnlitude equation:

Xm Cdi ' =c s ( (33)

The values for C, N and M were obtained from a nonlinear regression

analymis perforaed on the data. The resulting equation which characteri-

zed wavelength behavior is,

S•. .7#(•). 361 -0. 720
A- 1.7248(g) (D (3)

The observed wavelength data for all the liquids is plotted against the

wavelength preo "cted by equation (34) in Figure 48. Similar to the am-

plitude data, one cannot isolate wavelength behavior by liquid type.

The data scatter for wavelength is greater than that for amplitude.

SPerhaps wavelength variations are more sensitive to jet penetration

fluctuations than are amplitude variations.

The jet wavelengths and amplitudes behave similarly,, That is,

both increase with increase in distance from the injection point and

decrease with increase in dynamic pressure ratio, q. A relationship

between wavelength and amplitude can be drawnt
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1s1 S q (35)

Thsre are 303e analyses, Harvey ( ,4 Mayer (15 AdelM ag(16 . which

postulate that droplets forned as a result of Jet breadmp are a func-

tion of wavelength only. Perhaps wave aaplitude plays a part in drop

size distribution. In light of the Jet characteristics showing nore

than one amplitude mode, the drop size distribution ma. be related to

these modes. Jnfortunately, droplet data wrs not retrievable from the

holograms of the supersonic flow field, ard to pursue these thoughts

analytically is beyond the scope of this investigation.

In this section9 and in the previwas one on amplitnde, au attsapt to

characterize the jet behavior by model equatiems was made. Figures 4I5

and 48 presented the observed vs. 1edicted amplitude and wavelegthp

respectively. Supplemental figures aad discusaian ragardixg the behavi-

or of these two itezs with respect te trajeetary distaice, S and dy=a-

mic pressure rate, q., are jrrezited in Appedix V.
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3. TMouid Jet InJection into Still Air

a. Droplet Siatial D!itributionz The spray resulting fron a cylin-

drical jet can be characterized in the axial and _radial directis-IE fron

the injection point. The axial position cracterization Aill be dis-

cussed in the next subsection. Drop size and mass distribution in the

radial direction for each of the two axial regions denoted in Chiter

VI will be discussed in this subsection.

The in%*iai endeavor at c.aracterizing the spray in the radial

direction attempted to produce droplet class si3e-positional coordinate

plots, These plots were output from the PR-472 computer program des-

cribed In Chapter V. E-ich of the two axial regions of the spxa.- was

treated as an infinitely thin slice; hence, the resulting positional

information for each region became two-dimensional. Each plot repre-

Ssented a plane perpendicular to the jet longitudinal axis; the abscissa

and ordinate remresented the coordinates of the plane. Each class size

was identified by different symbols (up tc 5 classes per plot) and the

droplets in each class were plotted according to their positional coor-

dinates. These plots were reviewed to determine if contour lines

joining the droplet class size symbols could be drawn, or if the drop-

lets congregated in regions according to their size. Two observations

were made when the plots were reviewed3

1) The droplets appeared randomly dispersed. That is, segre-

gation according to drop size was aot detectable, d::oplets of a given

size did not congregate in isolated regions and spat'•al stratification

of the droplets by size was not evident. Hence, meaningful contour
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lines could not beI dman.

2) The solid core of 4-, h-rizo .!ta Je blockaded those dronlets

in front ard behind the jet in a =roftle view. Only those droplets a-

bove and below the core were visible in te holo-ra•--. The ex-L.3ticn

for this is tiat transuission holog-rarhy is a back lighting tec-rnique
which silhouettec; the objects. The core of th Jet overshadowed the

5saJll droplets which are closely dispersed about the core, rendering

these droplets rodetectable, although they scattered seine of the laser

light. This r n:blez -_s not encountered where the solid core of the jet

was nonexistent.

The radial characterization of the droplet data was then ac-

complished as follows:

1) The orifice radius (.053 inches) was used as the reference

dinension for determining the spreading of the sprayl

2) The transverse coordinates for each droplet in a given

axial slice (again assumed infinitely thin) were used to calculate the

magnitude of the position vector

[•R-- +2

3) The droplets were then placed in the proper annuli accor-

ding to the magnitude of their position vectors. The spacing between

the annular rings was in tezns of the orifice radius,

Position Radius, R1 = .053 (orifice radius)

t ".107 (R2 -2RI)

"R 3 - .16o (R3 "3•a)

*' 6

RN = NRI
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4) The droplet class size-ntmber count, volume fraction and

cra "ative volume fraction ware then dezeriinied fo• each annulus.

The amrangemen of tha data as determined by the procedure explained

above is mre.ented in Table XA. These data are also plotted in Fig-

ures 491, 50 and 51. The droplet number count and voluxe fraction in

each annulus are p-lotted agains- the mid-position radius while

the cuuAative voluxe fraction is plotted against the maxiiui position

=adius. It is more meaningful to present the data in this anner.

One can observe the fodlving from the Table and Figures:

1) The data is wel-behaved and monotonic in nature. The nua-

bar of droplets and volume fraction increase to a peak and then de-

crease with increase in radial distance.

2) The radial spreading of the droplets is greater at the lon-

ger axial slice, 2.

The droplet number and nass distribution in the radial directioa for

both axial regions are statistically significant. A Chi-square good-

ness-of-fit test was applied to the data to make this determination.

"In axipl Aiice 1 there were 272 droplets. These droplets occurred in

10 arAuli or intervals. Applying the Chi-square criteria to those con-

ditions, only 12 droplets would be needed for 95% confidence (17 drop-

lets for 99% confidence) that the radial distribution of the data is

meaningful. In axial slice 2 there were 400 drcplets. These dronlets

occurred in 12 annuli or intervals. Again, applying the Chi-square

criteria to these conditions, approximately 20 droplets would be

needed for 95% confidence (30 droplets for 99% confidence) that the

radial distribution of the data is neaningful.
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1'ABLB XI: RA1W!AL D! MTh-BMflC DAT

SIM I. 1 CI. 2

3.0 - 3. -,,5 - o

Al" MM MDU ROI-M- LET V"Mu. ML Lgr Vora. ML

~r. Imam1 (nf -gl~') - -- - -

1 .053 .O2 n 0 0 0

S3 . 60 ,33 5 .OS2 ,C0-062 4.Y ? m, .0-3

4 I----.u-8 0 , .1 ¢0 .".0

L 5ý21Z3 i a.,- 1 i9 o.• .07a8 32 .o!-30 a, W?3

S 2~ ,~O 1 7 .1"3 .2-547 14 ~ .52 .3585

296 .3 .93 I 60 .-215 ,5262 71 t1?26 .5311

nI 3 46 62 .2697 .7959 63 I372 .?1-3

3 426 .4oo 43 .1150 .910,9 153 .124's .84i31SI •
9 .A8SO .453 Z 19 .0488 .9597 50 .1028 9ý,59

10 .533 .506 15 1-24 ý984l 42 .02-78 .973

11 .52N 6 I.995 17 ot~t .9"98

1.6o .613 1 .0005 LO,00 7 .0m08 95984
13 .693 .666 1 1 ,oo06 1.oo0o
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Since there is a droplet size distribution within each hmnlus,,

one can calculate the various mean diazeters for each annulus. A

variation in t~bse mean diameters will occur arong the aun3ul, 9 Ut is

this variation statistically significant? In other word9, is there a

seaningful variation in mean droplet diameter from annulus to annulus?

Here the situation is different from the radial number and mass dis-

tributiong since the numbgr of class sizes in which thts droplets occvx:

and slan must be ehaidered instead of the annuli. Table XXI preefztb

the number of class sizes spanned by the droplets, droplet nua',r

count and the calculated D30 in each annulus. Application rt? the Chi-

square criteria revealed an insufficient number of droplets existed,

for the class size range in each annulus, for 95% co7Jidence that the

variation in D30 with radial position was signifr.,axt. Even by re-

grouping the droplet data and .deareasiag the coz.Mdence level to 9Q%#

application of tl.- Chi-square test indicated, agait, there was an in-

sufficient number of droplets to state po tis• aty that a radial vari-

ation in amn~ diameter occurs.

Ar noted above, some of the •ijrplets were blocked by the solid

core of the liquid aet. An analytis wa= conducted to determine if the

droplet mass contaiued in the portion of each annulus blocked by the

jet corse was significant. It was uot, lximu change in droplet Vol-

use (aws) in any annulus, due to sptial area correction, was %,

which is within the accuracy of the data. The correction rsthod is

explained in Appendix IV.

b. Droulet Size Distzilbution After investigating the radial

distribetion of the droplets, their corresponding spatial coordinates

were deleted from the data sets. Size distribution of the droplets in
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TAML XXIs IMOP SIZE RADIAL VARIMTON

AXIA] SLICE 3.0-3.5 AXIAL SLICE 3.5-4.0

POSITION DROP MROP
ANNULUS RADIUS CLASS M9 NO,. -4 CLASSES No,.

L (IMnM) k -, k _ -_

1 .053 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 o107 0 0 0 1 1 19o

3 .16o 14 5 217 26 1? 320

4 .213 21 19 317 41 32 360

5 .266 42 38 362 29 46 329

6 .320 40 59 363 30 7. 302

7 .373 29 62 360 38 63 328

8 .426 25 43 3Y8 31 53 305

9 .48o 18 19 30W 28 49 295

1o .533 17 15 26: 13 43 199

li .586 14 11 250 15 17 228

12 ,64o 1 1 170 13 7 248

13 .693 0 0 0 1 1 270

T,272 7-400
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each axial slice was then investigated, and this is the topic of dis-

cussion in this subsection. The number distributitn (frequency dia-

gram) for the droplets in slices 1 and 2 are shown in Figures 52, 53

and 54. A look at Figures 52 and 54 will reveal the following:

1) The number of droplets in each diameter class size in-

creases monotonically to the model after that there is scatter in the

data. This appears to be a typical behavior of droplet data, since

other investigatovs have experienced similar results.

2) The m=de for slice 2 is 95 microns as compared to 216 mi-

crons for slice 1. Since slice 2 is farther from the injection point

than axial slice 1, the inference is that the droplet sizes decrease

with increase in distance from the injection point. This would lead

one to believe that jet core size has an effect on the resulting drop-

let sizes. As the droplets are shed, the core size becomes smaller

until finally the jet is completely broken up into droplets.

Iigure 53 shows the rrisulting .roplet frequency when the last 5 drop-

lets are regrouped into one class size interval. The purpose for

doing this is to reduce the scatter of the data. The effect will be

discussed below.

As previously mentioned in this treatise, four known distribution

functions (Log-Probability (L-P),g Upper-Limit (U-L), Ndiyama-Tanasawa

'N-T) and General E~xponential (GE))were selected to model the data to

determine if any of them could be used to characterize the spray.

Initially, these models were written in terms of volume fraction deri-

f vative and cumulative vcWume fraction. The data was normalized by the

droplet total volume which was the saandard procedure followed by pre-

vious Lnvestigatora° However, this caused problems in curve fitting
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the mcdels to the dat-a. Mm dromp-st vo] es insicted by the mcdels

were inch greater than those of the data since the dlstribiticn fun-

ticns weze integrated f roe to O whereas the d-Pta was su3med to a

given davzie diajeter. Tkds Xoblez -as &-served when tecoeffi-

ciemts obtained from the cumalztIve vlomse ftaction (UV) coi3 we--e

not the same as or equal to those obtain.o fzom the volume facatioa

derivative (VFD) models. The coefficients from these mcdels so!• be

the sare, since the VFiB models are the derivatives of the M xoaeals

and conversely, the CFV models axe the integrals of the VFM zodels.

The p--blea was eliminated by writing the models in terzs of volune for

curve fitting to the data. See AppendIx II. After the coefficients

were obtained$, the equations were converted to volune fraction and

cuxulative volume fraction by normlizing then with the total volume

predicted by the models. The data was also normalized by the model

predicted volume. The procedure described above is a more accurate

way of curve fitting the data than had been done previously. Conver-

sion to the voluze fraction derivative and cumulative volune fraction

was done to present the information in a faniliar manner.

The best results were obtained with the Log-Probability and modi-

fled General Exponential functions, as determined from the MM-203

Nonlinear Regression Analysis computer program. For the data in this

investigation, the U-L function collapsed to the L-P function, of

which it is a modified version, The U-L function has 3 coefficients

while the L-P function has 2 coefficients. The program indicated,

"through the t-statistics for the coefficients, that a 3-coefficient

function was overparametorized for the data. Another finding was that

the N-T and GE functions were very sensitive to the data set. Many
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itematiczns -aer.e reaqIued for ccavargg&me reg=DLess of the imiltial.

estiiaues of the coefficieAts. By setting the Ole coelficieit Of the

C-3 equtice wul to cneI, t ns ndi fcfyirg the f&etim aism rfedneng the

mfTron of coeffAciez-ts to rvo, this ffetirr converrged mohe za d -iy

tban b1) T ri en r the bedst ceainte E -y. The

resulting eqfat hei ats

cent riat onxlaie V ythe oue drvtv oes h of

d~ol= Y~ D~e ~(36)

CID r /0D

T fic es of the corfficients ) for te L-P and mou dified G9 fuiteims

are )eseted in Table XXIIs Tel en differences in the values flt the

cumemo1tive voante 2nd voIta e derivative nodels for a given dIstribz&Ion

function are attri etdi to ro sid off erros and errors In the apec ofe-

mation vrocedure. Also, the cuzaulative voluz~e grdel aceirn3afates error

in each class size interval. Also Dresented In the Table- is rmtinent

statistical inforration. One can observe the follavingt

1) The ter cent variation of the data explained by the volurte

derivative is poor. This is attributed to the scatter in the data.

2) There is less~ data scatter in axial slice 2 than in slice

1,Regrouping of the data reduces the scatter and improves the per

cent variation explained by the volume derivative models. The coef-

ficients for the original (bztual) and regrouped data are quite simi-

lar.

3) There is excellent agreement between the cumulative vol-

u models and the data~.

The statements rade relative to slice t and 2 data, the effect of re-

grouping the data and characterization of the data by the volux-e frac-

- -tion derivative and cumulative volumo fraction,art: substantiated in
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?iE- 55 t=oz 61. .7T-ab-ed otrta ccrres•rxxzirg to ?,- 4 p, 59

and 61 aze =-setsei in Tables Z1Iand =-,reTo~ ~ ey

c. Dzovlet-, Telocity iand L' E t2L zM Irrorpleti- velocifty itas call-

cv]ateed fr__m the cment

S-ý- 3E (37)
dt

ec~zsant dzoI,-1St mass was ass=59L :.) p 9 )

Drag ca a dr-or-let

= %A)gV2 (38)

lNeglect. graviiy effect.

Sutwitute into eauatgo• (37)

19:D2~v = rsD (.!f) (39)

Integrate equation (39). Use the initial cozditior that at t - 0,

v - Vinjec ,,on then elinmte t by t - x/v. The resulting equation

is

where wa is asstn-ed constant. Actually CD f (Re). An analysis vas

conducted with as as variable.

C D = Co 1+80 (41i)
l---- o2

where C 0 2M 4

- 9.06

This expression for drag coefficient was obtained from Abraham (74 ) and

gives excellent correlation with data for 0,-< Re 5000, A closed form
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solution was obtained. However, the Increased c oplexity by intro-

ducing % as a variable was not vamnntel by the intent of this ama-

lysis, which was to detezmine the velocities for the range of drop'lt

sizes found in the data, The minim=, node and maxm diameter drop-

lets for axial slices i and 2 w•re used in the analysis. The results

are presented in Table XXV. It shows the distance different size drop-

lets travel before their velocities are zero, Actually, the dropnlets

nwold not travel as far as is shown because; as they decelerate, the

Reynolds number decreases and % increases, bringing the droplet Yelo-

city to zero much quicker. Recall constant % was assumed. The droa-

k let velocities at different axial positions from their formation point

is also shown.

Droplet velocities are seen to vary iicantly over the range of

droplet sizes. Hence, mass loss matd from the jet at given axial posi-

tions or slices cannot be determined unless the origin (form.tion posi-

tion) of the various droplets was known.

7 The Weber number criteria for droplet stability (We•4O) vas ap-

plied to the flow conditions of the liquid jet. The result was a drop-

let whose diameter was 1060 microns or less was stable. The largest

droplet observed in this investigation was 913 microns. Hence, all

droplets were stable. This implies no secondary breakup. The droplet

distribution is a direct result of jet breakup, As cited earlier, one

cast Infer that jet core size has an effect on droplet size. As the

core becomes smaller the droplet size shed becomes smaller based on the

observation of mode shift between axial slices 1 and 2. The droplet

size d1itributions observed at various distances from the injection

point are also affected by the variation in velocity of the different
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V V'

D) x 3.2.50 z 3.75" Rev = 9a8-m '"

52 1.99 - - 83.9 1.153

95 4.72 24.2 15.9 15-2 ,2

2a6 1403 60.2 57.5 30 .&9

856 81.2 V4.8 7.3 1349 .453

913 87.7 75.1 74.1 1.40 .448
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siz drp~~s.Th Ia d= c-o1e=stie f2rth-bar a and ai tbEi

V-61oucittes l1rgser tk2= do tba =331e=r 4-rop'sts, in =Vn~zyt Ut a---62=

t"o CC--Zlicting are 1-- -- -ting to prodnca d-rup3t size dl!s-

tri:4-itien at vazlac-s dist-ansces f -- the 1-- &..ios pi~nt~.

d. Cxon2--'ismz of BFtata Tha d±aotaie frc2 tbis in-watigtion

w.Ls m ','•d with ithitat o . _ Pred:eced z E-a)z3 w, 2

obtained frxm the H corleatlcm eqation (21). Pqwo uas ti_ e cnly

soarce fcana which ha: dr-_plet data for a jet into still air at the f-_m

ccrditions si-niar to thEse of this n-ves-igatixo. In fact, PcoDv is

the only known sonuce of recsnt tines •ith single liq•ixd jet, ataaos-

pitze-ic air droplet data. Hanum's equation is the only knirn d=roqlet

dianeter correllation eanation fo-r a liquid jet into still air. Cirari-

son of data with that of Poov is =esented in Table MVI_. O-ra can

observe the followingi

1) The number fraction of droplets within th-e various size

ranges were quite similar. Comparison was rade with slice 2 data which

was obtained at approxinately 35 orifice dianeters fron the injection

point, Popov data was takc-n 130 diameters froM the injection point. In

addition to the location at which the data -as taken, the only other

significant difference in test conditions between this investigation and

that of Popov was the orifice diamete-r. The fact that drop size distri-

bution does not appear to be proportional to orifice diameter substanti-

ates the hypothesis that size distribution is affected simultaneously by

jet core size and velocity variation of the droplets at different loca-

tions from their formation point, due to differences in drag on various

sized drop2 ets.

2) The Sauter mean diameters, D3 2 , compare closely. It is not
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RIm fc= e~azin tht Fops zm cizte is D th~rziis is32,
the cacmmmly cszad mymdimte- in R~salan 1itz~at~re. Mho zzvdIct&ed

133 frcM the FaM eazatim f(= tbe floIW cGwditicms of this. imree.&-

gatiamimws~mocs and that for- the Foror ccditimcrs at zthe Bze

(65x10 3 -gas 35 xic~rcas. An aati!zC~M fcr this Is thatt Ea--rv car-

relzted to data thet as no&tiy fbane nm jets injscted at big,-

-rses= (Yeic~Itles) into chamb~ers whose air de~sities were an- cade

of za.-itae or more than 1 4 mexic air--. It has be~en shorin bT many

invetigto-rs t as veiccIty and Fgas density increasse drovmlet dia-

xNeter decreases. See Tabie 7-1- in Cihazter II-v, sectia2 3. Popov alszo

sho~is tbat a'-- density inlcrease has an effect of decreasing droullet

size. Scan data to sdich Eazac correlated iias obtained from swi-l~er

type atomizers. Since the range of conditions to widich Eamoen coxr-

elated was differenrt froa those off -this investigation and o Popov,

and In some cases t,*he injector georstry was wot that of a si.-Cle solid

jet, a t-rae commri= iwith the lHaron eqiuation cannot be zade.

C
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SUHMMY AND CONCUJIORS
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1. A-xaitiude growth of a. 71qu1id Jie injected pexperdicIa1

Inlo a suvecmic gas streax is a ftti•m cif distancs frox the insc-

tion poi&t zxd iuneztiall foc~es acting cm the Jet. ?1U5.d iiysial =_o-

erties snwh as surface tensioa and 1 it;cIty bad a negýlig e ff'a:.t

Cen jet b eaDu tmrcr the ttest co=iitkms off this investi&tivnx

Akiplitude variation can be mcdeled by an equation •d•es ft=m is

A - CS

Kore than ome mcde of aaxplitude ias observed to oceur along the jtt

trajectory.

2. favelength growth is also a function of dIsta=e froa the in-

Jection point and inertial forces, and can be nodeled by an eotaticn

sinilar in for-= to th--t -!ich nodels anaUtude variation. It awpears

Ithat wavelength is zowm senwitive to the whipping action of the liqpid

jet than is am uiitude.

3. A relationship between jet amplitude and wavelength can bx

obtained. Each of these phen-onena zay have a bearing on droplet site

distribution resulting frox jet breakup.

I4 . Holograp-hy can be applied to supersonic flelds to obtain li-

quid jet anplitude and waveley.gth data. Acquisition of droplet data

is limited by droplet size and speed. That is, droplet size in a

supersonic gas stream may be below the resolutLm capability of the

holographic recording system (in this case approximately 15 microns)

Snd droplet motion may be sufficient to smear the image, although laser

pulse width is extremely small (50 nanoseconds for the laser used in



this IflstigatiG).

5. T, , e:tbdos ha~ve been de-vi-s far retrieval of hlogr•• ide

data Onee retrieves the data directly frca the bolgrax arA i ; • s it 4

an aVitic tape for redtiom and awi.lysis. The alteamate aethod,

which as less soqisticated '=t vorkabl.e, bas an intermediate step of

rotogmrping planes Within the holo ft scene volm and processing

the resulting film on a reading -ahire to premere the data for re-

ducti.oi and ana!3z iS.

6. An analytical nethod for redluing three-dinensional droplet

data has been develoned. The xethod consists of a s$y-te of coapater

programs which analyze spatial, size and xass distribution of the

droplets.

7. Off-axis, transnission holography can be used to determine,

quantitatively, spatial distribution of droplet number, size and nass

under certain flow conditions. This has been demonstrated by injecting

a turbulent liquid jet into quiescent, atmospheric air. Acquisition

of holographic droplot data in gas streams is possible with limitations.

8, Radial distribution of droplet number and mvas is well behaved,

and monotonically increases to -- maximum, then decreases as radial

position increases. No radial variation in mean droplet diameter was

detected, bearing in mind that the number of droplets in each annulus

was small for the class size range which they spanned. Jet spreading

increases with increase in distance from the injection point.
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9, A variation in dronlet size distribation exists vhtn axia- PO

sition from the injection point. The mudG (the size interval in which

the ;%ximr- nimber- of droolets occur) becomes smaller with increase in

axial distance. This 2&y be due to the reduced size of the Jet core

with distance. The droplet size_ distribution for the data from thib

investigation is best characterized by a modified general, exponential

or log-_robability function. •ass loss rate from the jet at various

longitudinal positions could not be determined because droplet velocity

varied widely, deptendiug on droplet diameter.

10. The literature search revealed that dimensionless irameters

in the form of Reynolds and Weber numbers, but not necessarily accor-

ding to the conventional definition of these numbers, were most prevr-

lent in drotlet mean diameter correlation equations. Over the gas

environments from still air to supersonic streams,, the variables of

jet orifice diameter, gas and liquid densities, gas velocity and sur-

face tension appeared most frequently in the correlation equations.

Reg;xdless of environment, each had the same effect, stabilizing or

destabilizing, on jet breakup, but the degree of influence of these

parameters varied in the different flow regimes. Gas velocity or

relative velocity has the greatest affect on jet breakup regardless of

flow regime.
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Dscyzze 3-0Lo ck -- Cgoo mý3~A~-"r CorreCfi(o

The- "bsic blozle:-.r designi wich iias use-A u-s tlhe sai as tha~t

for- the I1Asuvezswc wn i ttzm0 1  xrevr due- to the dif-ferer.- in

operating =iess=r le-vel (the MI±A t1oierates ratt atmasteric =~es-

sure Jr% he !-i6iin chbe_, whereas the trwA!. used in •is investiga-

tion is a blowdoun type whtich opexates at a totalI rressare frcTM 100 to

300 psia) between the two wind tunnels, a cor-ectioci to the "ounay

layer had to be =A-e to zaintain Ithe flow at M•ah 3 in the test sec-

tion,

The procedure which Sandbe•rg-Serre!l., designers of the UWlA tunnel,

used in establishing the proper nozzle contour is described below.

Boundary layer develonment along the two-dinensional nozzle wJl wa-s

assumed to be turbulent.

Use the well-known Crocco temperature profile
JO~ t eTk eraTure(

\)- U T, ._ (

and the velocity profile law

LA

T(2)

in calculating the displacement thickness
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ard acmmstrm tbickmess

by erica2 integmtici.

F± eqraticots (3) and (4),. calcalate Via share ffacto

The voa Ksarmun mox-mtum integralI f or steadiy txo dii avr-vnl flwcan bs

derived in tern.s of g * and (

dz't d (~ ~ (6)

The nainstrea2 is isentrovic and isenergic in the absener of hea~t

sources, Eauation (6) can be put in a more usable form in tI.he foflowing

nannert

Use the Bernou-Ili eanation

.. Z z constant

and'~ifferentiate it

Use the following relationshi-,,L

C~ P (isentropic flow)

T Uj
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Now substft&te tbeiie- in-t~o enuaticoi (6) to obtein

Hw~i cneentit e an the exEressim~ 0 to pa~t in

-d Z

tedz of =2'ah m•:'ber

Fron the definition of Msch nrmber for a e=rfc-t gas

M = 11 =LI
•take ths lo ait•h and differentiate to obtain

Substitute the isentroic relationsh: p

into equation (8) and poerforn the differentiation on that term to

obtain

Equation (7) now becomes

0__ __ (I\9) 0

Bartz proposed the following expression for skin friction

where Re

Substitute equation (10) into (9) and bring out 0 from Ree so (9)

can now be written in the fora
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Wivide eatation (1') tbrough by ( ii ,notte tat

i • ~ r_ D./.. FTlol-

ad make -the ttans-orr-tion

one w4_1 obtain<i.• +•(•D - fn3 0,(Z) _• •)

whore

Equation (12) is a linear first o3der equation whose solution is

where is the initial momentum thickness.

After solving for , can be obtained. Finally, *can be obtained

from equation (5). The variation in * along the longitudinal axis of

the nozzle is applied to the ideal nozzle contour to correct for boun-

dary layer growth.

To correct * from atmospheric to some other total pressure one

need only correct for the change in mass flux, Vj , in the expres-

sion for Q assuming the shape factor remains constant. H - "atmos.

In equation (13)
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So 
i,

t Ft n4
no 

L

&ojre costnt L L

~?~- (15.)

1Normally n = 7 accordicng to the 1/7 power law for velocity distribution.

Using this with equations (14) and (15) the ratio of C) p atmos

"can be determined. X-nouing then can he deteminels

and the correction to the nozzle contour made.
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Distribution Fancticm Bwations

i~cg-Po~b~tyDiszib1on(vause models)

(2- / -)(

V a L (-XL)

>XJe

RX z

VOLt



1JppLer-Lizit Distribution (volume models)

[xD-ý(I4--

Xv3k(&Vt(& 1 1evf Vt))

f (AvoA) (L.2j-2U1 'J)

- X)

- \j x

~~ t
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1))

Nukiyama-Tanasawa Distribution (volume models)

,• d-!t x r(C-) r•
d ýo' =Vt z z- 6

C -v• ) - zvbX

bI

"bVt t
vo-

Z-) 2-z1c ~ t

Set b I. for the modified distribution
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General Exponential Distribution (volume models)

~~- -- ,bi'¾/.~

"A I V il Z- e

(CA)-~ =VL
.VOL _ - inv_ 7 '-A)

,-r 
Z-: /QD

i)(a k) •o. W-A

S~Set b = 1 for the modified distributiorn
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SAPPE~NDIX Iti

Liquid Injection into a Su pnic. Stream Data Reduction nations

i1. Mach No. \ A

2. Static Tern raturei';,• ~ ~~~~-r- oo/ , - t.•

or from isentropic relations

3. Sonic Velocity

C • (k T) 'z
4. Local Gas VeloitX

5. Gas Flow Rate

~ f k)/Y PO
~tV

6. Liquid Floy Rate

wI - Obtain from flowmeter and check with

-7, Inectant Velocity

Vi'•/- J10  and check with
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8. Velocity 
Ratio

9, Momentum Ratio

10. REM& Pressure Ratio
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APPENDIX IV

_Drooet Spatial. Volume Correction

By' geometry and reference to the Spatial Volume Correction figare,

one can show that the area blocked by the solid JeA ia

Ar 4 IV-~f - -1 (z)1]

where N is the annulus number 1.,2 ", li.

The general equationx for the circle segment area is

I'•-lV tos'(7•- _ ,__

Total Area

Assuming symmetrical distribution of the droplets

• ~VtO- V
tto

where

Vt o Volume of droplets in the total annular area

vtotP-tt -V

Substituting from equations (1) and (2)

jS1 (4)

The expression in the brackets is the area correction term for adjusting

the droplet volume observed to the true volume,
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APPENDIX V

Jet Anplitude and Wavelength Growth vs. Trajectory Distance

Liquid Jet Amplitude

The following discussion aad figures are presented to give the rea-

der a better physical picture of the liquid jet amplitude behavior. The

data plotted in Figures V-i thraugh V-6 is that tabulated in Table X of

Chapter VI. Each Figure contains data frem the various tests greuped in

ascending value of q. The pIupose for this grouping is to observe the

dynamic prealure ratio variation effect on amplitude. If one would over-

lay the Figures or place then side by side, he would observe that the

mean line drawn through the data points shifts from the upper lef' side

for Figure V-1 to the lower right side for Figure V-6. This indicates

that there is a trend with q and amplitude growth decreases with in-

creasing q. This confirms that equation (32) in Chapter VII predicts

the cexrect behavior of amplitude with dynamic pressure ratio. Also,

the Figures reveal that amplitude increases with increase in distance

from the injection point. This too is predicted by equation (32). A

closer study of the Figures will reveal that the q trend is not mono-

tonic in the mid-range (- = 20's and 30's, Figures V-3 and V-4) and the

slopes of the lines vary somewhat from figure to figure. This perhaps

is due to the fluctuating nature of the jet breakup and the fact that an

instantaneous record was made of a time varying phenomena. If the holo-

grams of each of the flow fields were taken when the jet penetration

was a maximum, for example, one would expect amplitude variation with I

to be monotonic.

Another observation which can be made is that segregation of the data

by liquid type does not occur; the only exception is of the methanol test,
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• Figure V-i. Ampl~itude vs. Trajectory Distance
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Figure V-2, Amplitudo vs, Trajoctor Distamc.
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Figure V-5. Amplitutde vs. Trajectory Distancb
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Figure V-6. Amplitude vs. TrajectMy Distance
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DR-30, in Figure V-4. An explanatioe for this in terms of fluid physi-

cal properties cannot be givem.

Lquid Jet Wavelength

The wavelength data presented in Figures V-7 through V-12 is that

tabulated in Table XI of Chapter VI. The statements made above about

the amplitude da-ta apply equally well to thq wavelength data. The wave-

length data for test DR-30 in Figure V-100 howeveris very much in line

with the other test data on the same figure. The data of the trichlore-

ethylene test, DR-23, of Figure V-8 and the mathanol test, DR-29, of

Figure V-i1 tend to separate from the rest of the data in their respec-

tive figures. The explanal9on offered for this behavior is perhaps the

jet penetration trajectories for these tests were in a different position

than tnose of the other tests on the respective curves at the time the

holograms were taken.
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